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HEADQUARTERS
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

OFFICK OP THC ADJUTANT 04NRAL

WASHINGTON I. D.-C.

TO: Chief of Staff, US Army
i• '• Deputy Chiefs of Staff •

Chief of' Research and D:evelopment .

Assistant Chiefs of Staff
The Inspector General
The J•4ge Advocate General
Comptroller of the Army
ahdf of Information
Chief, National Ouard Bureau
Ccwmindi Generals

W~ Continental Army Command
,,one of Interior Armies

Chief, 11 Army Skecurity Agency .j
Superintendent, US Military Academy

1. Reference in ma&de to Report of the Department of the Army Officer

Education and Training Review ibard, I July 1958 (Inclosure 11o. 2).

2. The Department of the Army has completed consideration of the

referenced report and of coiments thereon submitted by agencies concerned.

3. For advance planning and pending publication of changes to existing

regulationo, Inclosure No. I gives the approved position of the Department

or the Army on each of the reco-mendations contained in the referenced report.

By Order of Wilber M. Brucker, Secretary of the ArMV:

2 In' R. V.'
1. Modifications to Rept of Major Geneml, USA

DA Off Ftuc and Tog Review 8d, The Adjutant Genersl

dtd 1 Jul 58, v/1 incl.
2. Rapt of DA Off kluc and Tng

Review BM, dtd 1 Jul 0

Copies furnished:
Commanding General, US Army Air Defense 00mw4
Chief, •afense Atomic Support Agen06I
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HEDtFICATIOtJ• OF TIM' D.T¾AU~fITrT OF TILL AM4Y OFFICBM

'.1c !'TIOQN AND TMAINING fI•: BOAJ11D

art The numbered reco..--mnditions of the Department of the Army Officer ad4ua-•.:: foc and TrainingI Review Pourd (sect.ion vl)# as modified below) are approved:

1, The primary objective of the krmy service school system is the props-'•i ration• of selected individuals of all componaents of the Army to perform those
t•,i.••.•.•:duties which they may be called upon to perform in were Mlphasis is an the
, •jart or command. In additionp the school system will accomaodate the require.

rs. merit for education of officers to perform important functions in conldtionsl

short of wr which ire not directly related to te wartim role.

2. AR 350-5 will. be revised to specify the instructional resposibi2ities)
and to add the reipm.ni- bility for training Allied students and for the develop-
ment of orani:ztiontit, operational, ami twiteriel concepts for the future.

3. At the braneh level, the acope of instruction will, be extended to
include coverage of the organization of the division, the functions of the
division general stuff, and sufficient instruction on division operations to
provle tra•nch perspective. The US Army Coand and Oeneral Staff Colege
retains its present responslbility for divisional doctrine and will continue
under the existing scope of instruction. Technical and ad•inistrative services
branch career courses will continue to be authorized to conduct such instructionI. •above division level .no Is necessa•ry to quallfy students in mission~s atAd unc-

tbov v of these servicet.

4. The stated mlJiston of the Army War College has been revised *s~een.

tially as recomewledi by the~ PkoardA. (AR 350-105)

5. AR 350-5 viii be revised to include the principles and policies
essentially as outlined in recommendation 5.

6. Provisions of oubpara§raph 7f, Section I, AR 10-7 vill be revised
essentially as listed below. (Appropriate chanes vill be made in other
regulations to reflect the policies enumerated.)

a. The Ccinn41ing Oeneralp U Continental Army Command, Is desipated
as the Director of the Army Service School System, He will, direct, control,
and approve curricula %nd instruction in all Amy service schools in accordace
with DA policy except the following:

(1) Amy war college.

(2) Strategic Mntelligence School.

(3) United States Army Security A/emay School.

(4) Army Intelligmoe School (the COO USCONARC dirsets a
controls the curricula and instruction of this school which pertain to the
omtbat intelligence siMport of the Army in the field).

(5) Oversea Schools.,

Inclosure No. I
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(6) Nilitary Assistance TnstitUt-e.

(7) Uated States Arimd 70o1e, Institute.

(8) United slates Military Aosam,.

(9) United States Nilitary Academy Preparatory School.

(10) Ow Amy Eagsties Waggint Center.

(11) 'The Ary Wormation School.

(12) Those schools and course@ of Instruction whose curricula ane:

(a) Predamtatly of mdica.1 and chaplain professional natUre
Oro

(b) Of a non-military nature.

b. In dischargin these broad responsiblitletis, 00,• CO•AIC• ts
responsible fort:

(1) Coordinating through propment service or agency on mtt4ts
concerning class 11 Installations and activities nder the camu of chiefso
of technical wA administrative servicte and separate operatin agencies.

(2) With regard to curricula:

(a) Eliminating unwecessary overlap between schools wa
between courses of instructions.

(b) Assuring appropriate balance or instructional miterial
to mt the objectives or courses of instruction.

(3) With regard to instrwtion, exercising necessary supervislon,
including inspections, to insure:

(a) Use or appropriate methods and unifora standards of

instruction.

(b) A•equate staff and faculty.

(a) Adeqiate facilities and suxport.

(W) ith regard to new courses of instruction and new schools,
coordinating and reviewing requireennts.

(5) Supervising participation by the Amy La instzuction in
schools and centers of the US Nvy# US thinm Corps, 'U Air Force.

Ifclosuare RDl 2j



(6) Directing and controlling the selection of courses and
Army participation In training given in trade schools and industry when
the facilities of such agencies are required to train individuals of the

Vi Arm in the field In specific N4DS code numbers.

) xercising operational responsiblity for Arm participation
in technical training and orientation courses conducted by the Defense Atoic

{•I 8uWport Ag~eny.

a#* For schools excepted under a above, other than UB4A and
overses, schools, CC, USC0NA1p as Director of the Army service school eyetem,
will advise proponent agencies on standards for instructional uethods•n i-
structional facilities, and faculty. In addition, CO; USCOOA1C, vill review
curricula with a view toward submitting to the chiefs of proponent agencies

;, M recCIMndations for the el*Imnation of undesirable overlap between schools
and between courses of instruction. Where required to assure ocuplance
with prescribed standards, reports of inspections on DA operated schools
will be submitted to Seadquarters, Departmoet of the ArM for appropriate
action.

7. As an objective, the Army Ceneril Staff will be relieved, to
the maximum exte.t feasible., of resý,rnsibility for the operation of

•' schoo1le •

8. The internal action taken by CC, USC0NARC, to elevate the Schools
Branch to a Division as a part of G-3, and to increase asslped strength of
the division, vill constitute all action to be taken on this recoendatl.cn
Further reorgnnization vill await clearer development of USCOAR specific
responsibilities in the service school system.

9. AR 614-5 provides for stabilization of field grade officers for a
period of three years. Current policy provides that coany grade and warrant
officers vill not be reassigned until completion of a two year tour. The policy
of staggered tours for commandants and assistants is already in effect. Where
operational requirements permit and when specifically requested# key cpan
grade faculty members may be permitted to complete a three year tour on a staff
and faculty. Department o•f the Army vill establish as a goal eventual authori-
zation of a threv year stabilized tour for all staff and faculty whose relief
would have serionis effect on the accomplishment of the schools' missions.

10. All officers with career retention potential should attend courses
through the branch level. The revised educational pattern for officers is
given in Inclorure No. 1 to this inclosure.

Ui. Effective with courses beginning in the fall of 1959, one regular
course vith an annual input of approximatelZ 750 and two associate courses
with a total annual input of approximately 800 vili be conducted at the US
Army OoCm d and Oeneral Staff College. As an objective, the Amy vill
attempt in the future to increase the input to the regular course, consistent
with the mintenance of essential associate course training.

12. The Army viwi initiate action to obtain a sabstantial increase in
quota for Army officers to the Armed Forces Staff College.

Inclosure No. 1 3
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13. For the present, the annual Input of approxlmately 27 US Army

students at senior service colleges is adequate and will be continued.

14. The quota allocations to combat arms and technical ani an tra-
tive services will be flexible and subject to periodic adJustment weoes-
sitated by changing requirvents. The opinion of the board will be con-
s idered in determining future allocations.

*1. and 16. Selection for attendance at senior service colleges vill
continue to be by board selection, above branch sUmimaj, of best qualified
officers without regard to branch or service. Present procedure for nomina-
ting quotas for branch minismum for these colleges will be continued in crde'
"that requirements of each branch or service will receive adequate o• ur eratln.

17. Responsible Depertent of the Amy agencies have initiated positive
action designed to effect greater stabilization of student lods at the VE
Army Ulagage School.

18. All newly camissioned officers, except OCS graduates who by virtue
of their Officer Candidate School Course are qualified to perform duties in
their branch# will attend a short branch orientation course. The purpose of I
these courses will be to prepare these officers for their first duty assign-
ments. The exact scope and length of course will be determined by each branch

or service separatelyp considering the particular needs of the branch and pre-
vious tretn•n of the officers concerned. An a general guide) these courses

should be approAimately eight weeks in duration. Rloquiremnts for courses
of length greater than eight weeks must be approved by 00, UBCONAW and DA.
fewly cardesioned Regular Army artillery officers will continue to receive
an Integrated artillery orientation course of approximately 20 weeks.

19. The orientation course given newly coissioned officers will stress
practical work, with a minlmat of theoretical itstruction. Catgea length and
content will be adaptedp to the maximua extent practicabloe to the variations
in precomission training of the various categories of officers.

20. Effective 1 April 1960 newly commissioned Regular Army officers vwil
not be permitted to undergo Army aviation training until they have coleted:

a. R•ger or airborne training, if combat arms officers.

b. At least one year of duty with troops.

To implement this policy Departmaet of the Arm has revised AR 621-
109p AR 611-1O, and the format of the Reserve Officer Training Corps Flight
Training Agreement.

21. Ranger trainina will be conducted as a separate course at the US Army
infantry Schoolo and will not be incorporated in any branch orientation or
career course.

Inclosure No. 1
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22. One comprehensive branch career officer course of aproximately
one academic year's duration will be established in the branch career school
pattern. This course vlll be designed to prepare the officer to perform duties
at company through battle group or o~mparable level, and should include In-
struction on the organization or the division, the functions of the division
general staff, end sufficient instruction on division operations to provide
branch perspective. Technical and administrative services branch career courses
continue to be authorized to conduct such instruction above division level as
is necessary to qualify students in the mission and functions of these services,
Attendance at this course vill be by officers with from three to eioht years
service, with exceptions authorized for special cases involving officers ho
by virtue of special traliing or ausignments are not available during this
period.

23. Integrated artillery instruction will continue to be given in the
artillery orientation course to all newly comissioned Regular Army Artillery
Officers. For all other artillery officers, integrated artillery instruction
will be first presented in the artillery branch career course.

"2. *Brench career courses will be desiged and conducted to challemg
the student officer, with amphasis on practical work and instruction with
troops.

25. The concept of conducting associate courses at branch level as a cam-
bination of resident and nonresident instruction for the training of reserve
component officers not on extended active duty is approved. Resident assoclate
courses now conducted are authorized as an interim measure pending establish-
ment of the comprehensive branch career courses pending the availability of
PM spaces which wil.l permit all career officers to attend the coupreheuive
branch career course) and to accomodate exceptional circumstances where
necessary to satisfy specific branch requirements.

26. Existing coverage of comon subjects will be oditfied by:

a. limination of marginal subjects.

b. Reduction of coverage of essential subjects to minio niwber of
hours

a. Coverae of appropriate subjects outside of the resident school

systems in troop schools, and through individuial study.

d. ntegration with other instructions

ae The CO, tBCOIAiC# will determine the extent to which ooia!ndants
should be permitted to vary from specified requirements for coverage of con
subjects. A reasonable leevay should be rant1. Where DA mandatory subjects
appear to be excessive in general, or have varying applicatiou asng sakmIsos
appropriate rec•mendatione will be made to Departent of the Army.

Xnclosure No. 1
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27. The US Command and General Staff College will continue to conduct
a difficult and rigorous course which is a real challenge to the students
Campetition among students will be maintained by continuance of evaluation
and class ranking of students.

28. The US Army War College r in@ at the apex of the Army school ysytm.,
Attend&=ce at the two senior colleges of the Depart.nt or Defense, MC and
IWCAO will not be given more weight than attendance at the Army War College
when selecting officers for protion or for high level positions vhich t4h
Army my be called upon to fill.

29. Department of the Army is taking action to increase, on a quid pro
quo basis and to the extent determined feasible by study, the number of
US Ibrine Corps, and US Air Force.

30. No action vill be taken on this recommndation at this time.

31. A separate logistics college vill not be established. The curricula
of the US Army war College, the US Army Comia and Oeneral Staff Coll3oes and
the US Army Logistic Management Center will be modifiedp where required, to
include appropriate sepents of logistics instruction above theater Arm level.

32. In the next change of AR 350-200 consideration vill be given to rem
vising the purpose of the advanced civil-schooling program as recomnded by
the board, except for reference to education designed to rnse the general
level of education of selected officers. Education designed to raise the gen.
eral level of education of selected officers in not tho primary purpose of this
program. The primary purpose of the civil-schooling progrem is to educate
officers for the overall benefit of the Army* Separate prorams uhich are es-
tablished by law for all military rervices, and for the Department of the Army#
provide very broad training opportunities for raising the general level of
education of &U Army personnel.

33. AR 621-l08, published in June 19580 prescribes projection of require-
ments five years In the future. Effort by Headquarters, Deperarent of the
Army to refine Army-wide requiraents for civilian school graduates is com-
tinuing.

34. The .I.uWy will continue to use the civilian contract system to meet

the objectives of the advanced civil schooling progrm.

35. Regulations now specify that age limits vill be determined by the
nature of the specialty for which the student is to be trained. These regu-
lations provide for waivers of age requirments in exeptional cases. As a
general policy, a general limitation in terms of age will remain In effect tho
assure that the Army receives appropriate benefit for education provided and
to facilitate the administration of the program.

?nclour* no. 1 6
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22. On,: ccnprehensive branch career officer course of approximstely
one academic year's duratior will be established in the branch career school
pattern. Weis course will be designed to prepare the officer to perform duties
at a•opany through battle group or cmarable level, and should include in-
struction on the orgnization of the division, the functions of the divisin
general staff, and sufficient instruction on division operations to provide
branch perspective. Technical and administrative services branch career courses
continue to be authorized to conduct such instruction above division level as
is necessary to qalify students in the mission and functions of these services.
Attendance at this course vill be by officers with from three to eight years
service, with exceptions authorized for special cases Involving officers who
by virtue of special training or assignments are not available during this
period,

23. Integrated artillery instruction %ill continue to be given in the
artillery orientation course to all newly coeessioned RegulAr Army Artillery
Officers. For all other artillery officers, integrated artillery Instruction
will be first presented in the artillery branch career cours.

24. &rench career courses will be designed and conducted to chaLlenge
the student officer, with emphasis on practical work and instruction with
troops.

25. Te concept of conducting associate courses at branch level as a com-
bination of resident and nonresident instruction for the training of reserve
couponent officers not on extended active duty is approved. Resident associate
courses nov conducted are authorized as an interim measure pendrig establish-
innt of the comprehensive branch career course, pending the availability of
PCS spaces which will permit all career officers to attend the carehensive
branch career course, and to accomiodate exceptional circumstances where
necessary to satisfy specific branch requirements.

26. Existing coverage of c on subjects wilU. be modified by:

a. Ei-Ination of marginal subjects.

b. Reduction of coverage of essential subjects to minimu nimber of
hours.

a. Coverage of appropriate subjects outside of the resident school

d. Integration with other instructiin.

e. The CO, SCOKW#C will determine the extent to which cmmndants
should be permitted to vary from specified requirsments for covetrae of a,
subjects. A reasonable leewy should be grant*A. Where DA mandatory subjects
appear to be excessive In gmeral, or have varying application -ag schools,
appropriate recmendations will be made to De]par-tnt at the Army.

Inclosure no* 1
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36. The sy, " i'cr ±c development of current and future doctrine must be
remponni'e to tVe ne,-', or the *",ny. However, measures taken to improve
the exintinr .g ni,:1:t t •.:e int.o account other courses of action which do
not involve an Increase itn personnel. Requests for augmentation of existing
faculties munt cotpete with other priority requirements arising at the time.

3(. As a general policy, n system of constructive credits based on ex-
perience and demonstrated ability vill be adopted only as a mans of resadust-
ing career patterns following extended emergency periods vhich result In dis-
ruption of normal career school pattern.

38. Every effort will be made to increase the number of officers quali-
fled in languages. For the present, the program viii rmain voluntary.

39. The existing final smoster plan leading to completion of a bacca.
laureate viii be extended to a maximum of 12 calendar months.

4o. AR 350-5 will be revined to reflect changes required as a result of
the decisions on recommendations of thin report.

41. a. A complete review of the IRUT program has been made by Read-
quartersa Department of the Army. The establisiment of branch material

'Icurricula in all schools su;porting the ROTC program was a course of action
considered in the study of RDX curriculump but not recommended.

b. Department of the Army will study the feasibility of a formulized
coordinated officers' individual study program.

c. Since an integrnted system of goverz nt-vide language trainin
is under consideration by DoD and the rlepartwnt of Health, Education and
Welfare, the Department of the AM, will take no action at this time an
reca endation 4Ic.

42. The system for officer education amd training vill be subjected to
continuing scrutiny and revised where required to keep abreast of develop-
ments. A complete and thorough review of the system will be mde in pproximstely
five to ten years.

Inclosure No. 1 7
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REPORT OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING REVIEW BOARD

SECTION I

DIRECTIVE

I. The Department of the Army, by letter orders of 23 Do-
cember 1957, appointed the Department of the Army Board to Review
the System of Officer Education and Training, Letter of 26 December
1957 set forth the purpose of the Board and established its terms of
reference. These documents are included in annex 1.

2. Specifically, the Board was directed to determine the adequacy
of the present system of education and training of Army officers to in-

clude the appropriateness of service school and service college missions,
the requirements for graduates of these schools and the capability of the
present school system to produce these graduates. In its consideration
of these subjects, the Board was directed to give particular attention

F to, and make recommendations where appropriate, on the following:

a. The feasibility of gtranting constructive credit at various
levels of education.

b. The requirement for an additional logistical school (or

schools) in the Army school system.

c. The adequacy of the present school system for producing
artillery officers who are qualified to perform appropriate duties in the
fields of antiaircraft artillery and field artillery to include conventional
and.atomic weapons and missiles.

d. The feasibility of incorporating ranger training into the
branch regular basic officer courses.

e. The adequacy and 6.ppropriateness of personnel manage-
ment, maintenance, leadership, and language training, as well as corn-
mand, financial, and supply management training in the present school
system.

f. The adequacy of the present organisational structure of
the Army school system.

II
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S. The validity of the current concept of conducting regular
and associate courses.

h. Appropriate quotas, by percentages, to the US Army
Command and General Staff College and the Armed Forces Staff College
for the combat arms, technical services, and administrative services.

i. The effectiveness of the present program by which offi-
cers receive training at civilian institutions to provide professional

skill levels necessary (or specific assignments and not attanble at
Army or other service facilities.

3. The Board was also instructed to recommend for further
study by the Department of the Army, any problems arising from the
deliberations of the Board, but not falling under the purview of the
Board.

4. The Board considered the matters outlined in the terms of
reference, specific problems forwarded by Department of the Army
staff agencies, and those developed by the Board in its survey of the
school system. References in which problems were submitted are
noted in annex 2.

SECTION 1I

PROCEDURES

S. The Board met at Fort Monroe, Virginia, on 7 January 1958
and continued in session for a period of 6 months.

6. On 20 January 1958, the Board sent a letter to all major comn-
mands, the Department of the Army staff agencies, US Army college
and school commandants, and other selected addressees, explainLng the
purpose of the Board and outlining the scope of the review to be con-
ducted. The letter set forth some of the major issues before the Board,
indicated the procedures to be followed by the Board, and requested
cooperation and assistance. (Annex 3)

7. A comprehensive questionnaire prepared by the Board during
the period 7 January to 10 February 1958 was sent to all addressees of

2



the letter cited in paragraph 6 above. The questionnaire covered the
points specifically referred to the Board in its terms of reference and
all other aspects of the Army tiervice school system which the Board
wished to consider. The questionnaire was dispatched to 164 addressees.

* The extraordinary response to this questionnaire resulted in 44Z copies
being completed in detail and returned to the Board. This response,
which indicated the Army-wide interest in the school system, consti-
tuted a fundamental contribution to the Board's review. The Board
also developed two special questionnaires, one on branch training and

*'• the other on Common Subjects. rheve were sent to selected com-
manders, junior officers, and to the branch service schools. More
than 500 responses to these questionnaires were received.

8. During the period lb February to 17 March 1958, officers
from the Board visited the Army colleges and essentially all branch
and specialist schools. At each installation, Board members were
briefed on the mission, curriculum, and major educational problems
confronting the school. In addition, Board members interviewed the
commandant, members of the staff and faculty, and, in some instances,
selected students. (Schools visited are listed in annex 3.) Members
of the Board also visited the XVIII Airborne Corps and the 8Zd Air-
borne Division to obtain the views of selected junior and senior com-
manders.

9. At conferences in the Pentagon during the period 27 March
to 4 April 1958, the heads of Department of the Army agencies briefed
the Board on current problems; and the Board interviewed Department
of the Army personnel concerned with officer education and training.
During this period, the Board was briefed by representatives of the US
Air Force, US Marine Corps, US Navy, British Army, and French
Army on their respective systems of officer education. A briefing on
the Soviet system was also presented to the Board. (Annex 3)

10. The Board returned to Fort Monroe, Virginia, on 8 April
1958 and tabulated, reviewed, and evaluated the material gathered
through questionnaires. visits, briefings, and interviews. In addition,
the Board studied the reports of previous Boards concerned with this
subject; considered correspondence from individuals and commnands

* concerning specific problems; and reviewed official publications and
other reference material pertaining to the school system. (Annex 2)

* I
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SECTION I11

SCOPE OF THE REPORT

11. The scope of this report includes officer education and train-
ing from-the time of commissioning to completion of senior service
college. The Board recognizes that an officer is educated and trained
by many means such as on-the-job experiences, training in troop
schools, precepts acquired from his commanders, individual study,
formal schooling at service schools, and advanced education in civilian
institutions. This report. focuses directly upon the Army service school
system and advanced education in civilian institutions as major elements
in officer education and training.

12. The scope includes precommission education and training
(United States Military Academy, Reserve Officers Training Corps,
Officer Candidate School) only insofar as this precommission training
"may require variations in the post-commission training of officers from
"these different sources.

13. Time frame of the report is from the present to 1970, with
emphasis upon the development of a school system equal to the challenge
of the future.

14. Within these general restrictions, the scope is broad and
comprehensive. The Board covetred problems extending from the day-
to-day operations of individual schools to the consideration of policy.
Policy is the principal concert of this Board: consequently, the scope of
the report is strongly oriented toward poliLy dcerrninfnti.,3'.

15. In comparing the activities of this Board and the scope of its
report with those of the Ge row Boa.d and the Eddy Board, it should be

Fi noted that this Board received a more detailed directive which included

both general and specific problems fcr analysis; and considerably more
time was available for Board action. Some of the resulting discussions
"and recommendations are not directly related to broad policy; they are
included primarily to serve as c-aff guidance and background.
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bGCTION IV

MILITARY AND SCHOLASTIC FRAME OF REFERENCE

16. Purpose. - As the Board progressed with its study of the
officer educational system it became increasingly apparent that the
statement of assumptions in the usual military sense would tend to
inhibit the study as a review of the broad policy and operations of the
Army school ststem. This section has therefore been prepared to
serve in lieu of "assumptions" as a conceptual statement of the politi-

-"'cal, military, and educational environment, with particular emphasis
on trends, that will have an impact on the Army officer education sys-
tern in the next decade.

17. Political and military environment.

a. Deterrence. - In recognition of the continued bipolar
* orientation of the world, the deterrence of war will continue to be the

first objective of the US Armed Forces in the next decade. Although
the Army's role in the deterrence of war may be altered in emphasis
and direction, deterrence will remain synonymous with readiness.
The Board therefore has based its measurement of the adequacy and
effectiveness of the educational system during the next decade in an
environment of continuing world tension requiring immediately ready
land forces.

b. Politico-military organi•ational and operational trends. -

Within the concept above, the Board recognized the following organiaa-
tional and operational trends in the national military policy and posture
of the United States that will have an impact on the officer education

"* and training system:

(1) The acceptance and the inclusion of professional
military considerations in the formulation of national policy.

(2) Closer integration of civil administrators and senior
military commanders and staffs at the top level of control of the Armed
Forces. The line of demarcation between civilian secretary and mili-
tary chief, between the service staff and the department staff, will con-
tinue to grow less distinct.

. .
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(3) Significant increases in the quantity and degree of
unification of the command and employment of the operating land, sea,
and air forces of the United States. (The impact of this trend was mag-
nified during the period of the Board's deliberations by the presentation
to the US Congress on 3 April 1958 of President Eisenhower's defense
reorganization plan and the public debate that ensued.) .

(4) The assignment of a single manager responsibility

(a trend toward logistics unification) for the procurement and supply
of one major commodity or group of commodities.

(5) The greater complexity of military technology will
continue to increase the requirement for and prestige of the competent
military technician.

(6) As a function of Free World leadership and in sup-
port of a national policy of collt,:•tv, security, the US Armed Forces
will continue to participate In nbtit; iy coalitions with the concomitant
responsibility for participation in ,llied forces- contribution to com-
bined military staffs; and provision of administrative assistance, ad-
vice, and training to other nations.

18. Military resources of the Army in the next decade. - The
Board accepted the politico-military environment, above, as the basis
for an order of magnitude estimate of the resources (men, money, and
facilities) that would be available to the Army in the next decade. The
conditions existing during the period of the Board's study (January-
June 1958) were accepted as the plateau for measurement of the re-
sources. Significant changes in the degree of tension would alter sig-
nificantly the resources devoted to national security. The Board's
assessment is premised on the continuation of world tension at the ap-
proximate present degree of tolerance.

a. Manpower. - The fiscal year-end strength of the active
Army will range between 750, 000 and 1, 000, 000 men. Variations in
strength of the Army will continue to cause personnel turbulence, usually
with unfavorable impact on Army operations and functions. The officer
strength will be on the order of 9-1/2 - 10 percent of the total Army
manpower. Approximately 39,000 (f 4, 000) of the officers in the Active
Army will be Regular Army. The remainder will be reserve compo-
nent officers on active duty in two main categories; career reservists
with an optimum period of 20 years service, and short-tour (6 months
or 2 years) reserve officers.
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b. Structure. - The structure of the Army will change during
the next decade in response to changing missions, changing tactical and
logistical concepts, introduction of new weapon systems, and advances
in means of mobility.

C. Monetary. - The financial resources allocated to the
Army for the support of the education system will not substantially
change in the next decade. A trend toward separate budgeting for op-
crating forces will not materially alter the monetary support for the
education and training base.

tin d. Facilities. - The Army's long-term permanent construe-
tion program will not be completed in the next decade. Use of obsoles-
cent temporary facilities will decrease, but not cease. The Army
schools will continue to enjoy a reasonably high priority In the perma-
nent construction program.

e. Summary. - From the above statements the Board drew
the basic conclusion that the future support of the officer education and
training system should be measured in a broad dimension of magnitude
of men, money, and facilities similar to that devoted to the system at
this time.

19. Scholastic environment.

a. The Board recognized the following nonmilitary, scho-
lastic trends as pertinent:

(1) A significant and growing increase has occurred in
the last two decades in the interest and the competence of American
civdlian scholars in national military policy, military strategy, and
grand tactics.

(2) As a corollary, there is an increased necessity for
the military educational system to prepare the military profession to
support the civilian leader trained in nonprofessional schools in the
management of military policy, to weld its professionally conceived
views of military policy with those of the scholar, and to answer the
challenge of nonmilitary critics.

(3) A trend to emphasize the physical sciences in the
undergraduate and graduate educational fields.

7



b. In recognition of the decisive effect which the review
made by the Eddy Board in 1949 had on the present system of military
education, this Board reviewed in considerable detail the report and
recommendations of the Eddy Board and the action taken thereon. A:
summary of the Eddy Board recommendations and action thereon is
in annex 4. As another element of basic background, the Board con-
sidered the quantitative product of the existing school system, as
indicated by the level of military education which Regular Army offi-
cers have attained. The graph at appendix to annex 4 shows this level.

20. Importance of school system. - The Board considered that
the traditional value of the Army service school system as the pro-
gressive perpetuator of the art and science of land warfare is self-
evident. Since last reviewed by the Eddy Board, the system has with-
stood a further test of war - the Korean War - and has been found
sound. The Board approached its task -with the conviction that the
school system of the next decade should be no less effective than its
present counterpart.

SECTION V

SUMMARY DISCUSSION

Subject: Paragraph Page

Introduction 21 9
"Objectives, missions, and scopes (annex 5) 22 10
Organiszational structure of the Army service Z3 12

school system (annex 6)
Requirements and quotas (annex 7) 24 16
Training of newly commissioned officers 25 21

(annex 8)
Branch service school training and education 26 23

(annex 9)
US Army Command and General Staff College 27 27

(annex 10)
Senior colleges (annex 11) 28 29
Armed Forces Staff College (annex 12) 29 31
Logistics education and training (annex 13) 30 32
Advanced civil schooling (annex 14) 31 34
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SECTION V (Cont)

SUMMARY DISCUSSION (Cont)

Subject Paragraph

Specialist schools (annex 15) 3Z 36
Res; insibility for development of doctrine 33 38

(annex 16)
V Constructive credit (annex 17) 34 39

Other programs for officer education and 35 39
training (annex 18)

Subjects recommended for further study by 36 41
the Department of the Army (annex 19)ILI

21. Introduction.

a. Within the environment outline I in the preceding section,
the Board's major consideratiun was the determination of the adenuacy
of the system to fulfill the needs of the Army under conditions short of
"war and conditions of limited and general war. The Board recognized
the necesaity for flexibility in the system in order to allow it to keep
pace with developments and to accommodate changes necessitated by
varying degrees of mobilization as well as thr desirability for stability
of op.•ration during periods not Involving actual or imminent hostilities.
Although the major effort of the Board was directed to a review of the
school aystern under conditions obtaining during the first half of calendar
year 1958, sufficient inquiry was made into the status of mobilization
planning to determine that the school system appears ýapable of perform-
ing its traditional role In support of an expanding Army.

b. With respect to the primary task assigned in its term.R
of refer nce, the Board determined that the present system for eduss-
tion and trainting of Army officers is generally adequate to meet the
needs of the Army from the present to 1970. However, certain adjust-
ments and refinements can be made in the interests of improving the
system and its operation.

c. The succeeding paragraphs of this sectiQn consist of
summary discussions of the issues placed before the Board in ite terms
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of reference plus those major issues developed by the Board, and in-
clude the general nature of the conclusions thereon. Annexes 5 through
19 contain a more comprehensive treatment of the same general subject
matter. Recommendations of the Board are set forth in section VI.

22. Objectives, missions, and scopes (annex 5).

a. In this area, the Board conducted an analysis designed
to review the 3oundness of the Army's concept of military education *

and to determine its adequacy to meet current and future needs. Under
the terms of its directive, the Board was required to examine the
appropriateness of the current service school and service college mis -
stons in relation to each other and to all other elements of the overall
military educational system; the Board extended this examination to a
review of the objective of the school system and to a determination of
certain basic principles and policies for this system.

b. The Board first considered the existing statement of the
objective of the service school system for the purpose of testing its
validity and determining if it should be altered to include preparation
for peacetime duties as a principal element. The Board noted that
many existing demands upon the Army and its school system tend to
divert the system from the stated objective of preparation for wartime
duties. These demandai reflect a natural desire that each peacetime
function of the Army receive thorough coverage within the school sys-
tem, and indicate the high regard for the part played by the system in
overall officer education and training. The Board realizes that the
schools must make appropriate accommodation for instruction in peace-
time duties, but is of the opinion that thim accommodation should not
change the basic objective. Instruction must have a clear focus on a
single objective. That objective should remain as presently written
in paragraph 2, AR 350-5, "to prepare selected Individuals of all com-
ponents of the Army to perform those duties which they may be called
upon to perform in war. The emphasis is on the art of command."

c. Analysis of the missions of the system, as set forth in
paragraph 2, AR 350-5, indicated the desirability of miaor revision to
specify the instructional tasks and to indicate the responsibility for
training Allied students.

d. In its analysis of the relationship of the school system
to all other elements of military education, the Board's principal
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interest was the determination of a proper balance for the system,
wherein the influence of formal military education in the general devel-
opment of officers was neither overstressed nor deemphasized. The
Board noted that post-World War II conditions have created an unde-
sirable tendency to require the school system to teach essentially
everything an officer may need to know. Under such conditions, the
school system loses its focus on fundamental@; and other important
means of officer education, much as individual study, troop schools,
and on-the-job training, lose their rightful place in the overall picture.
The Board is of the opinion that a better balance between the school
system and other elements of military education should be achieved.
Attainmse.t of this balance is an important therrn of this report.

* e. In addition to this basic question of appropriate balance
and emphasis, the Board reviewed the broad concepts, principles, and
policies which have governed the system during its years of growth,
These guidelines, which have evolved as the school system adapted to
the challenges of World War I, World War II, Korea, and the cold war,
are the product of experience and establish the policy framework of
today's excellent system. Although they do not appear in official pub-
lications as formal policy, these policies and principles are generally
recognized and followed in the Army today. However, as noted in the
preceding paragraph, situations can arise wherein the system is not
in the best attainable balance; and the Board's review also dutcrmined
instances where the press of day-to-day operations denied the system
its necessary measure of support and policy guidance. In the interest
of maintaining the best posture for the school system in the future, the
Board desires to set forth these basic concepts, principles, and policies
in an nfficial publication for tCe guidance of schools and responsible
agencies. Accordingly, the Board has compiled a draft of these guide-
lines and has incorporated them in its proposed revision of AR 3S0-5,
Military Education (annex 5). They are also summarized in Recommen-
dation 5, aection VI.

f. The Board reviewed in detail the mission and scopes of
instruction at each level in order to determine the necessity for any
adjustments within the school system itself. This zeview included
consideration of completeness of subject coverage, avoidance of over-
lap, adjustments within scopes occasiontd by new concepts and organ-
irations, desirability of streamlining curricula, the recessity for mini-
mising the number of officers in student status, the relationship of the

...
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level of instruction to the experience level of the student officer, and
the adaptability to future requirements.

(1) The Board concludes that the scope of branch level
instruction should be expanded to include the organisation of the division,
the functions of the division general staff, and sufficient instruction on
division operations to provide branch perspective.

"(2) The Board considered two possible adjustments of
the scope of USACGSC instruction: the allocation of the bulk of division
level responsibility to the branch service schools, and the transfer of
responsibility for instruction in field army and theater armylogistical
command to the US Army War College, This analysis affirmed the
existing scope of USACGSC instruction covering division, corps, field
army, theater army logistical command, and theater army zeplacement
and training command.

(3) The Board's review of the mission and scope of
responsibility of the US Army War College resulted in clarification of
the nission in light of the experience gained since reestablishment of
the college in 1950, and in acceptance of the present scope of respon-
sibility which inclitdrs theater army and army group. Proposed restate-
ment of missions is in Recommendation 4, section VI.

g. As & result of its examination of the program for advanced
education in civilian institutions, the Board arrived at a revised state-
ment of purposes which reflects military and academic trends projected
into the iktxt decade. Proposed statement of purpose is in Recommenda-
tion 32, section VI.

h. The Board considers that missions prescribed at each
level must conform to the overall objective and missions of the school
system and that detailed statements of theme missions and scopes of
rejponsibility should appear in similar form in the Army Regulations
pertaining to each schoo&.

i. See annex 5.

23. Organizational structure of the Army service school system
(annex b).
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a. The Army school system currently includes 19 branch
schools, IZ specialist schools, and 2 colleges devoted to officer educa-
tion and training. The organizational structure of this system muat
provide for the accomplishment of the basic school missions of instruc-
tion, development of doctrine, preparation of training literature, cross-
service and Allied training, and directed support of other training
activities. Under these missions, major functions include the detailed
planning and coordination of curricula, the balanced programing of
student loads, the employment of modern and effective educational
methods, ard timcly provision of doctrinal guidance. This structure
must also provide for siufficient staffing and logistical support of the
schools, and for adequate supervision of school activities to insure
uniformly high standards. Finally, the organization should insure staff
representation at Department of the Army and Hq USCONARC adequate
in numbers and stature togive proper policy guidance and command sup-
port to the schools.

b. Command responuibility and authority for all functions
of all schools and colleges of the school system is presently vested
only in Headquarters, Department of the Army. This headquarters is
relatively remote from the requirements for direction, control, super.
vision, and inspection of the school system and must fulfill its respon-
sibilities by issuance of appropriate policy guidance. Responsibility for
operational matters is presently divided among Hq USCONARG, the De-
partment of the Army general staff, the technical and administrative
services, and special agencies (ASA). The "directorate" of the major
part of the Army school system ie Hq USCOMARC; under the provisions
of AR 10-7, this headquarters currently exercises a measure of central-
ized direction and control of curricula and instruction.

c. In its evaluation of the structure of the school system, the
Board examined several alternate organizations. Specifically, considera-
tion was given to a separate school command under either Department of
the Army or Ifq USCONARC, and to the placing of the schools of the
technical and administrative services under command of either Hq
USCONARC or of a separate school command, if established. The
Board noted that a separate school comnmand has the advantages inherent
in functional organization and centralized control. If it were feasible
to isolate officer education and training from the other functions of the
Army, a separate school command would appear to be an excellent
orqanization. However, officer education and training cannot be so
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isolated--the same major schools which teach officers are actively
engaged in the training of enlisted men- the commandant of a major
school who also acts as the commander of a center normally has respon-
sibilities for training and support of large tactical units and for the con-
duct of reserve training, the Combat Developments system is intimately
related to the school system, but is organizationally distinct. The budg-
etary support for each of these activities follows different channels to
the operating level. Under theme circumstances, the establishment of
a separate school command would increase the number of supervising
headquarters without decreasing the magnitude and severity of opera-
tional problems at the school level. The Board rejected this organiza-
tional concept as incompatible with the existing organization and adminis-
tratiun of the Department of the Army. Analysis of the proposal to
place all schools of the technical and administrative services under the
command of Hq USCONARC revealed the same basic advantage of cen-
tralized control. However, such an organization would place Hq
USCONARG in the position of budgeting and administering the support
of these schools, and of managing the technical and administrative serv-
ice personnel assigned as staff, faculty, and students, This would
disrupt the existing command relationship and responsibilities of Hq
USCONARC and of the heads of technical and administrative services
in discharging their assigned responsibilities. As long as the chiefs of
technical and admlinitrative services retain their present broad respon-
sibilities they should continue to exercise command over their respective
schools.

d. The Board concludes that the current system is preferable
to possible alternatives in that it adheres to established command respon-
sibilities and relationships, is compatible with the branch structure of
the Army, is responsive to requirements for doctrinal guidance, and
possesses the capability for controlled expansion of school resources
to meet mobilization requirements. However, this system should be
improved by increasing CO, USCONARC's responsibility and control
over the entire school syr tem, with the exception of the oversea schools,
US Armed Forces institute. US Military Academy, US Military Academy
Preparatory School, and those schools and courses whose curricula are
predominently of a medical professional nature or of a nonmilitary nature.
To assume this increased responsibility, CO, USCONAkC, should be
designated as the Director of the Army school system. He should direct, "

-; control, and approve the curricula and instruction in all Army service
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schools except those listed above. In discharging these broad respon-

sibilities, it is contemplated that CO, USCONARC, would:

(1) With regard to the heads of technical and administra-

tive services and separate operating agencies, coordinate as appropriate
on all matters pertaining to curricula and instruction.

(2) With regard to curricula:

(a) Eliminate unnecessary overlap between schools
and between courses of instruction.

(b) Insure appropriate balance of instructional mate-
rial to meet the objectives of courses of instruction.

(3) With regard to instruction, exercise necessary super-
vision including inspections to provide for.

(a) Use of appropriate methods and uniform stand-

ards of instruction.

(b) Adequate staff and faculty,

(c) Adequate facilities and support.

(4) With regard to new courses of instruction and new

schools, coordinate and review requirements.

(5) With regard to other responsibilities outlined in AR
10-7, continue as at present.

e. The overall guidance and direction of the school system
rests with two principal staff elements: the Schools Branch, Training

Division, Office of Director of Organization and Training, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations, Department of the
Army; and with the Schools Division, 03 Section, USCONARC. The
Schools Branch at Department of the Army level has 7 officers, the
Schools Division at USCONARC 8. The Board is of the opinion that
officer education and training is inadequately represented in numbers
and stature under the existing allocation. The representation must be
made sufficient to provide timely reaction to educational problems and
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to insure that the school system receives strong support at the high
staff and decision level. (NOTE: See figure I, page 17, for chart of
proposed organi.ation of the Army school system.)

f. Within the school system, continuity of curricula develop-
mont, standards of instruction, and development of doctrine can be as-
sured only if the responsible staff and faculty members at the school
are given the opportunity to become acquainted with requirements and
previous actions in these areas; the commandant and his staff and fac-
ulty must also be afforded adequate time to develop their own programs
and carry them to completion. The Board considers the requirement
for continuity to be of sufficient importance to warrant a greater stabili-
matiou of assignment of all officers assigned to the staff and faculty of
schools; thIs stabilization is particularly important in the commandant's
position. Additionally, the tours of the commandant and assistant cam-
mandant should be staggered to provide increased continuity.

g. See annex 6.

Z4. Requirements and quotas (annex 7).

a. The terms of reference directed the Board to determine
requirements for graduates at various levels; to determine the capability
of the school system to meet these requirements; and to determine
appropriate quotas by percentages to US Army Command and General
Staff College and the Armed Forces Staff College for the combat arms,
technical services, and administrative services. This was a complex
task; since the only exact factor involved was the onetime student load
for each school. The interpretation of all other factors demanded judge-
mont, analysis, and balance, a statistical solution was inadequate. At
the college level, requirements tend to be increased by the desire to
educate as many officers to as high a level as possible; by the belief
that the unknown derrnands of the future will place a high premium an
the versatility and competence engendered by schooling; by the reluc-
tance to impose any educational ceiling on the advancement of career
officers; by the requirement to fulfill expanding Army commitments in
the joint, unified, and combined fields; and by the increasing tendency
of major commanders and staff agencies to indicate that graduation
from US Army Command and General Staff College or a senior colleie
is a prerequisite for assignment to many positions. A practical ceiling
is established on the number of officers who can attend by the physical
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capacity of the colleges, by the minimum course length and curriculum
content, by the personnel support capability for students and faculty,
by the necessity to reduce the number of students to a mnnimum in
order to support operational elements of the Army, and by the desire
to insure that available resources of money and personnel are not ex-
pended in the education of officers with minimum potential. In deter-
rmining requirements, the Board used the best available numerical
figures (provided by the Department of the Army) as a planning base
and considered them in light of the factors above.

b. (1) The Board believes that all career officers will
normally be assigned to positions which require thorough branch train-
ing for the effective performance of duty. Hence, essentially all ca-
reer officers, without regard to component, should attend their branch
course(s) in order to attain the requisite professional skills.

(2) At US Army Command and General Staff College, the
problem involved the best use of the onetime capacity of 1150 students,
whUe maintaining a desirable quality of students and meeting a require-
ments planning figure of 10, 242 (this figure was derived from studies
forwarded to the Board by the Department of the Army). The Board
considered var'ous lengths of regular courses and combinations of regu-
lar and associate courses. Based on this analysis, it was determined
that 1 regular course of approximately 750 annually and 2 associate
courses of approximately 400 each, with a total annual output of approx-
imately 1, 5S0 will best satisfy the requirement for US Army Command
and General Staff College graduates under existing personnel conditions.
As a guide, the Board feels that approximately 65 percent of eligible
Regular Army officers should attend US Army Command and General
Staff College; this appears feasible under the courses and quotas out-
lined above.

(3) Analysis of the amnu&l output of Armed Forces Staff
College graduates (126 Army officers) indicates that this figure is mini-
mally adequate to maintain the planned stockage of 1, 066. (This planning
figure was derived from studies forwarded to the Board by Department
of the Army ) However, the Board noted the general excellence of the
course at Armed Forces Staff College, the high regard in which the
College is held throughout the Army, and the sizeable return which the
Army receives for a relatively modest commitment of personnel and
resources. Particular weight was given to the probable increase of
the importance of Armed Forces Staff College training to meet joint
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commitments. These considerations led the Board to the conclusion
f,, thipt the Department of the Army should initiate action to attain & sub-

stantial increase in the annual quota at Armed Forces Staff College. It
is admittedly difficult to determine what the size of this increase should
be. for any figure can bc only an estimate, However, in consonance
with the Board's belief that the Army should move decisively as an exc-
ponent of joint education, an increase of approximately 100 percent in
the annual quota is considered appropriate.

(4) Review of the existing annual quota of 276 senior
* college graduates indicates that this output in adequate to meet the

requirements planning figure of 1.,558 (derived from studies furnished
* to the Board by the Department of the Army). The Board considers

that this output of Z78 ehould be continued in order to provide a sub-
stantial base of officers trained to fill high level positions,

c. In its consideration of school capacities, the Board deter-
mined that existing capacities can apparently satisfy the recommanded
requirements, with the exception of the Armed Forces Staff College.
This acceptance of the physical capacities as adequate to accommodate
the indicated numbers of students does not, in any sense, lessen the
necessity for continued modernization of the physical plants and for
improvements in quantity and quality of housing.

d, In determining quotas for the combat arms and the tech-
M~cal and administrative services, the Board found that no single cri-
terioni such as relative branch strength, requireirkents to fill branch
material p'o:lls, o)r requirements to fill branch immaterial positions
could be applied. The determination of quotas was finally based upon
an analysis of the mission and scope of the course concerned in relation
to the missions and functions of the arms and services, on the stated
branch material and branch immaterial requirements, and on a recogni-
tion of the desirability of substantial attendance by technical and admninis-

* trative service officers at the service colleges. The Board arrived at
a quota of approximau-ly 65 percent for the combat arms (Infantry,

* i Armor, Artillery) and 35 percent for the technical and administrative
oervices at US Army Command and General Staff College and the Armed
Forces Staff College, and the senior college level. For the senior col-

* leges, this 65-35 quota is attained by a quota of approximately 70 per-
cent for the combat arms and 30 percent for the technical and admini-
trative services at all senior colleges except ICAF, and by a quota of
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approximately 80 percent for the technical and administrative services
and 20 percent for the combat arms at ICAF.

e. The Board was also required to determine the validity
of the current concept of conducting regular and associate courses.
This concept, an stated in paragraph 15, AR 350-5, is currently imple-
mented by the conduct of associate courses at branch company and ad-
vanced levels and at US Army Command and General Staff College.
These associate courses are attended primarily by career officers;
they are resident courses which abridge the regular courses. As indi-
cated in b(l) above, the Board btlieves that essentially all career offi-
cers,. without regard to component, should attend their branch career
.ourse(s); hence the Board does not indorse the current concept of
associate courses at the branch level. However, the Board does in-
dorse a different concept of the associate course at branch level where-
in the course is designed primarily for the training of reserve component
officers not on active duty. (See subparagraph 26e below for discussion
of branch associate course.) At US Army Command and General Staff
College level, the Board indorses the validity of the current concept
wherein an abridged version of the regular course is attended primrarily
by career officers on a resident basis. Here, the associate course
provides an educational opportunity for deserving officers who may not
qualify for the regular course, it permits variations in the ratio of Regu-
lar and career kseerve officers to meet particular conditions; it gives
flexibility to personnel management in individual cases, it provides moti-
vation to career Reserve officers; and it provides resident education at
this level for reserve component officers not on active duty. Fur these
reasons, the Board believes an associate course is essential at the US
Army Command and General Staff College level. However, the Board
considers that this associate course shoUld be kept at a low quota con-
sistent with the demand for flexibility, and that long-term emphasis
should be placed upon increasing the quota to the regular course. At
the US Army War College, the Board considers there is no requirement
for associate course training and believes the concept of an associate
course is basically incompatible with the educational objectives at this
level.

f. A specific area of Board interest concerned the deter-
mination of requirements for language training. The Board noted that,
although the total annual student load has remained relatively stable,
the average annual variation in student load for each of the languages
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taught has approached 50 percent. An annual variation of this size
would have an unfavorable impact on any service school, but it is par-
ticularly damaging to the US Army Language School where the Instruc-
tion is essentially tutorial, the classes are small, and the instructor-
student ratio is necessarily high. Under such conditions, these wide
fluctuations require an excessive turnover in the faculty (which must
be of exceptional quality and is inherently difficult to recruit), and
prohibit the stability which is essential to long-term effectiveness of

the US Army Language School. The Board realizes that unforeseen
international developments may contribute to these fluctuations, but
is of the opinion that better planning by the responsible agencies of
the Department of the Army staff should establish and maintain a

more stable requirement for each of the languages taught.

g. See annex 7.

S25. Training of newly commissioned officers (annex 8).

* a. In its examination of this subject, the Board analyzed
the alternatives of immediate assignmient to duty with troops or initial
attendance at a branch service school.

(1) f The lDoard considern that there are many good rea-
sons for sending the young officer directly to duty with troops, such
au, the absence of practical experience to which he can relate instruc-
tion, his lack of motivation for further schooling immediately after
4 years in an academic atmosphere, and his desire to assume the status
of an officer and practice his profession, However, the concept of a
combat-ready Army dictates that the young officer be capable of assum-
ing the normal duties and responsibilities of a junior officer when he
reports to troop duty. Although the USMA graduate. the OCS graduate,
and the branch material ROTC graduate are reasonably well prepared
for immediate troop duty, the majority of the ROTC graduates, having
had only a general military science program, are not well prepared.

(2) The Board concludes that immediate assignment to
duty with troops is preferable both from the standpoint of the officer
and the service; and that the long-term oojective of the precommissioned
training program should be the production of officers who are prepared
for immediate and effective performance of troop duty. However. this
objective is not being attained at present, The newly commissioned
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officer is generally not fully prepared to assume the duties and respon-
sibilities of conmand in a combat-ready Army. Under these circum-
stances, the Board believes it is essential that newly commissioned
officers attend an orientation course of approximately 8 weeks' duration
prior to assignment to duty with troops. This course should be limited
to those subjects essential to the young officer in his first duty assign-k
ment, with emphasis on fundamentals, weapons, and equipment. The
course should stress practical work with a minimum of theoretical
instruction; its length and content should be adapted to the variations
in precommissioned training of the different categories of officers.

b. Ranger, airborne, and army aviation training. - The
Board was specifically directed by its terms of reference to consider
the feasibility of incorporating ranger training in branch regular basic
officer courses.

(1) The Board considers that ranger training is an ex-
cellent vehicle for teaching troop leadership and self-confidence, and
is desirable training for all career officers. However, if this course
is to be incorporated in each branch basic course, appropriate terrain
must be found near each branch school and the facilities available for
the present ranger course must be duplicated; or the objectives and
standards of ranger training must be compromised. It appears that
any attempt to decentralize ranger training and gear it to "mass produc.
tion" would reduce standards and increase costs. The Board believes
that ranger training should be conducted as a separate course of instruc-
tion at the US Army Infantry School, and should not be incorporated in
any branch career course.

(2) The Board also considered tht. appropriateness of
AR 621-109 as a basis for governing attendance at ranger, airborne,
and army aviation training courses. The Board believes that the pro-
visions of this regulation which make,. this training mandatory for newly
commissioned Regular Army officers, but which petmiti them to choose
the course or courses they attend, :,re appropriate, The ranger and
airborne courses are of particular value to the young officer because
they develop leadership qualities and instill self-confidence -- thus they
help to prepare him for his first duty with troops and should be con-
ducted as soon as possible after the branch orientation course. How-
ever, army aviation training leads to the attahkment of a specialty
which is not as closely related to the duties of the junior leader with
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troops, and which can be more effectively used after experience with
troops. The Board believes that. at the earliest practicable date, the
provisions of AR 621 -109 should be modified to defer attendance at
army aviation training courses until after completion of at least I year
of troop duty.

c. See annex 8.

26. Branch service school training and education (annex 9).

a. Branch career courses. - The structure of branch career
schooling must be designed to accommodate two separate officer career
patterns; first, for those officers who are assigned directly to and who
remain with a particular branch of service; and second, for those offi-
cers who serve a tour of duty with a combat arm and subsequently re-
vert or transfer to a technical or administrative service. Further, it
must be designed to accommodate the different requirements of the
branches, The primary question is whether in addition to the initial
orientation course, branch schooling should consiat of a Z-course pat-
tern including company and advanced levels or one comprehensive course
coverring both these levels.

(1) The Z-course program provides formal schooling
which can be closely adapted to the students rank and experience; it
should increase student retention of knowledge; and helps keep the offi-
cer abreast of new developments.

(2) The one course of a full academic year appears to
provide sufficient time for essential branch instruction; will avoid dupli-
cation of instruction; will permit the school to improve instruction by
concentrating its resources on a single course; and will reduce expendi-
ture of personnel and finances for the school system. It will provide
for lengthier onetime student assignments and increased stability of
troop duty assignments; and will establish a better balance between
formal schooling and practical experience, individual study, and troop
schools in the overall development of the officer.

(3) Accordingly, the Board concludes that one compre-
hensive branch course (exclusive of the branch orientation course) of
approximately I academic year's duration, to be attended at 3 to 8 year's
service should be standardised for all branches. (See figure 2, page 25
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for chart of proposed educational pattern.) The scope of this course
should be designed to prepare the officer to perform duties at company

:. through battle group or comparable level; and should include instruc-
tion on the organisation of the division, the functions of the division
general staff, and sufficient instruction on division operations to pro-
vide branch perspective.

b. Training of artillery officers. - The Soard was specif-
ically directed in its terms of reference to consider "the adequacy of
the present school system for producing artillery officers who are
qualified to perform appropriate duties in the fields of antiaircraft
and field artillery to include conventional weapons, atomic weapons
and guided missiles."

(1) The Board to aware of the important part the school
system must play in integrating the artlloeries and recognized the es-
sentiality of integrated instruction. The issue involved is whether inte-
grated instruction should be initiated at ths orientation course level or
delayed until the branch 1 -year course.

(2) Conduct of integrated instruction at the orienta-
tion level will broaden the student's knowledge and capability at an
early date, will impress him with the facts and requirements of inte-

gration, and will improve the flexibility of assignment within the artil-
lery branch. On the other hand, early integrated instritction requires
an undesirably long course immediately after commissioning; it teaches
the Junior officer skills which he probably will not employ immediately
and which may well be out of date when his assignment requires them.
Additionally, it does not capitalise on the instructional flexibility of
weapons orientatioca courses in preparation for cross-assignment; it
splits the instructional effort; and it tends to orient the newly co-Mmis-
sloned officer in two fields rather than make him relatively expert in
one.

(3) Based on this analysis, the Board believes that the

newly commissioned artillery officer should attend an orientation course
in either field artillery or air defense artillery corresponding to his
initial troop assignment and that integrated instruction should be pre-
sented only in the branch career course. The Board considers that
instruction at the branch career course ,evel covering both air defense
and field artillery will insure the integration of the two fields; and wtl,
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in conjunction with speciaklist courses, weapons qualification courses,
and appropriate cross-assignments to troop duty, produce artillery offi-
cers who are well qualified in both fields.

c. Training of certain techni:al and administrative service
officers. - The Board believes that those offlcers who transfer or
revert to a technical or administrative service upon completion of a
tour of duty with a combat arm should attend a brief branch course which
is designed to familiarize the officer with the organization &xid functions
of his new branch and to prepare him for duties at the platoon and com-
pany level. These officera should normaUy complete a tour of duty
with their n-w branch before attending the 1-year branch course.

d. Schooling for career Reserve officers. - The Board con-
sidered the question of whether branch career schooling should be con-
ducted in a regular course, primarily for Regular officers, and in an
associate course, primarily for career Reserve officers. The Board
noted that career Reserve offi-.zrs are assigned to essentially the
same duties and incur the same responsibilities as Regular officers
during their branch service. The Board concludes that branch career
mchooling should be conducted in a single career course to be attended
by essentially all Regular and career Reserve officers, without regard
to component.

e. Associate courses. - Associate courses should be re-
tained at the branch school level for the training of reserve component
officers not on active duty. These courses should be designed to re-
quire a minimumr of resident instruction in recognition of the fact that
these officers seldom can leave their civilian pursuits for an extended
period. The Board believes that these courses should be organised as
combination resident and nonresident instruction. Resident instruc-
tion should be limited to subjects which cannot be adequately covered
by nonresident methods. As an Interim measure pending full irnplemen.
tation of the recommendation for the 1 -year branch career course and
to accommodate exceptional case., branch schools should cointinue to
conduct resident associate courses of the current type when necessary
to satisfy specific branch requirements.

f. Comrmon subjects.

(1) The Board recognizes the necessity for orientation
on subjects of common interest to all officers and generaUy supports
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the existing system for Comrmron Subjects instruction. However, this
program has reached such proportions that it is Literfe•"•ig with essen-
tial coverage of branch material subjects, and commandants are hard
pressed to incorporate the required hours of instruction within the pro-
grams of instruction, The trend is toward an increase in hours allocated
to Common Subjects; this situation will become snore acute when branch
"training is accomplished by an orientation course and a single career
course, as recommended by the Board.

(2) The Board io of the opinion that the demands upon
the branch schools for formal instruction in Common Subjects should
be modified by the elimination of subjects of marginal value- by the
reduction of hours of coverage to a minimum; by coverage of appro-
priate subjects in an individual study program, information program,
or troop schools; and by giving maximum freedom of action to com-
mandants in the coverage and integration of instruction in Common
Subjects.

X. The Board considers that branch career courses should
be designed and conducted so as to challenge the student officer. In-
creased emphasis should be placed on practical work and instruction
with troops, with a corresponding reduction in routine classroom
instruction involving limited student participation.

h. See annex 9.

2.7. US Army Command and General Staff College (annex 10).

, a. The Board's evaluation of missions and scopes in para-
graph 2Zf affirmed the position of importance which the US Army Command
and General Staff College has traditionally held. Not only is it the key-
stone in an officer's military education, but it is recognized universally
as the Army's senior tactical school and the principal academic institu-
tion concerned with the operations of all the combined arms and serv-
ices in combat. It was noted that USACGSC has recently accomplished
a major reorganization of the staff and faculty, a complete revision of
the cu.rriculum, and the introduction of a number of changes reflecting
progressive concepts of educational philosophy and academic methods.
The curriculum for the academir. year 1957-.58 appears to be properly
oriented with respect to the reorganisation of the Army into the penta-
gonal structure, the modern concepts of the Army's missions, the
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implications of atomic warfare, and the impact of new weapons systems
and other developments.

b. The course at USACGSC is reasonably rigorous and im-
poses considerable demands upon the student. In the opinion of the
Board, any course which trains in the basic techniques of general staff

Y action, which develops the intellectual capability for decision-makino
and which covers the broad organizational asnd operational scope of the
college curriculum, must inherently be rigorous and demanding of the
student. The pace of the course must prepare the student for the opera-
tional pressures of staff and command duties, The content and method-
olosy should present a challenge which motivates the student but does
not overwhelm him. Student performance ratings should continue to
foster the competition which is inherent in an officer's career; how-
ever, academic rankings in themselves should bear only minor weight
in any subsequent evaluation of the officer's capability.

"c. The existing years of service prerequisite for attendance
at the regular course is 8 to 15 years, and for the associate course,
8 to 19 vears. The Board accepts as a matter of policy that selection
for attendance at both courses should be made on a best-qualified basis
without regard to cmponrent. It also indorses the practice of according
equal credit for attendance at the regular and associate courses. Con-
sequently, the Board finds it inappropriate to have different years of
service prerequipites for the two courses and considers that the pre-

requsites fur both courses should be established at a minimum of 8
and not more than 19 years of service.

d. The Board noted that a lengthy period may elapse between
an officer's graduation from USACGSC and his selection for command
as a stenior colonel or general officer In the interim, the officer may
lose his familiarity with operational doctrine, tactics, and techniques.
To provide refresher training, the Board considered the establishment
of a formal advanced operational course at USACOSC, of 3 to 4 months'
duration, with an annual quota of approximately 70 to 100 highly selected
officers. Analysis of this proposal affirmed the necessity for refresher
training of selected senior officers, but indicated that a course of the
proposed length and restricted attendance was undesirable. The Board
noted that the Senior Officers Nuclear Weapons Employment Course
nom; conducted at USA.CGSC and the other refresher courses conducted
at service schools provide an adequate basis for refresher training;
these courses should be continued and augmented as conditions dictate.

____ ____ ____ I
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e. See annex 10.

28. Senior colleges (annex II).

a. In this area the Board's interest centered on the US Army
* • War College and its relationship to the other senior colleges. As an

initial action, the Board evaluated the factors that led the Eddy Board
to recommend the reestablishment of the USAWC and considers that

* • these factors remain valid. The USAWC has fulfilled the need for
Sproviding advanced professional education of future Army leaders, and

has regained a position of unquestioned prestige among the educational
institutions of the armed services, other agencies of the government,
and among civilian institutions with related interests. The Board con-,
eluded that the USAWC should continue at the apex of the Army school
system.

yb. The Board examined the current mission of the USAWC

in light of historical developments and future trends, and concluded
that this mission should be clarified by a revision to cover the profes-
sional development to be sought, the doctrinal responsibility assigned,
the research and study responsibilities of the college, and the inter-
service, interdepartmental and interacademic representatirn function.
Thin mission is restated in Recommendation 4, section VI.

c. The Board found two conflicting concepts concerning
the scope and emphasis of the curriculum at the USAWC, One envisions
that the college should be strongly oriented toward Army problems, army
group and theater army opcrations, and functioning of the Department
of the Army staff- and that national strategy and international affairs
should generally be subordinate. The second concept holds that the
courte should be primarily oriented toward problems of nAtional strat-
egy and the Army's role therein with secondary emphasis oa. Army oper-
ations and the Department of the Army staff functtoning. At present,
the second concept generally describes the curriculum of the USAWC.
The Board finds this concept ts a sound translation of the mission as-
signed to the USAWC as long as study of the role and mission of the
Army receives major emphasis within the study of national strategy.

(1) The Board analyzed the adequacy of the USAWO
curriculum to develop sktills for the highest €onmmand and staff duties,

In order to determine if the curriculum should be reoriented to produce
officers trained for assumption of specific duties at Department of the
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Army stud higher levels. The Board affirms the generalist approach
adopted by the USAWC wherein academic preparation for high level

S~duties is accomplished by the study of strategic problems. It appears
i unsound, unrealistic, and probably infeasible to train officers at USAWC

S~ for specific duties atnd skills at Department of the Army level.

(2) As a corollary, the Board considered'the use of the
College to assist in the solution of selected problems normally charged
to the Department of Army staff. The Board concludes that the time
factor, the experience and the motivation of students, the academic
adaptation, the lack of detailed staff information, and absence of coor-
dinatine agencies all indicate that the USAWC should not function as
an extension of the Department of Army staff and that the present infor-
mal relationship with the Department of Army staff should continue.

d. The Board examined the relation, academically and
administratively, of the USAWC to the National War College, The In-
dustrial College of the Armed Forces and the other senior colleges.
The coequal status of all senior colleges in current Army policy state-
ments is acknowledged and concurred in. The Board recognized that
the current requirement to select 4 of 5 Army graduates of the USAWC
to attend the NWC annually tend@ to compromise this concept. If it
becomes necessary to increase significantly the number of USAWC
graduates attending the NWC, a reevaluation of the relationship between
the two institutions may be required. The Board found that the current
relation between the USAWC, the Naval War College, and the Air War
College acceptable and suggests that increasing academic contact be-
tween the three institutions should be fostered by the Army.

e. In considering the impact of the trend toward unification
of the operating elements of the US Armed Forces, the Board reexam-
ined the concept of a National Security University System as proposed
by the Gerow Board in 1946 and found the concept may, in the future,
have application to all senior US colleges. The Board also examined
several proposals to provide a broader understanding of sea power and
air power. These proposals were analysed against two principal fac-
tors: the national strategic scope and emphasis of the USAWC curric-
ulum automatically includes unified (and combined) operations- and the
limitations on the already crowded curriculum. The Board concludes
from this comparison that the current trend towards unification does
not necessitate an immediate radical change in the USAWO curriculum,
and that increased emphasis on the naval and air aspects of military
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policy and operations can be achieved through the following administra.

tive actions:

(1) Increase the quota of USN, USMC, and
USAF officers attending the USAWC, on a quid pro quo basis, adequate
to insure representation of the other services in the normal student
committee organisation at the College.

(2) Endeavor to secure, on a quid pro quo basis, the
asstssment of additional members of the faculty at the USAWC from the
USN, USMC. and USAF to insure naval and air considerations in appro-
priate instruction.

f. The Board examined several proposals designed to en-

hence the academic and professional prestige of the USAWC and con-
siders the following two warrant further study by the Department of the
Army:

(1) The Commandant, USAWC, be a lieutenant general
or a general.

(2) The course at USAWC be correlated with a graduate
course at a recognized civilian university for the award of a masters
degree in an appropriate field.

g. The Board examined the desirability of establishing one
or more nonresident courses at the USAWC. The Board concludes that
the administrative complications and educational limitations on non-
resident instruction at the USAWC render the establishment of such
courses understrable.

h. See annex II.

29. Armed Forces Staff College (annex 12). - The discussion in
subparagraph 24b(3) indicated the Board's high opinion of this joint
college and noted that the increased importance of joint training war-
rants a substantial increase in AFSC capacity. Aside from these views,
the Board considered the prerequisites which should guide the selection
of Army students for attendance at A"SC. If the Army student is to
fulfill his role at ArSC and in later duty on joint and combined staffs,
it is essential that he have a firm knowledge of Army roles, missions,
operations, and pr9cedures at division and higher levels. This con-
sideration affirms the existing prerequisite that the AFSC student
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have credit for the USACGSC. In addition to th~s educational criterion,
the student should have the personal and professional capability ftr
effective work with the other services. The Board notes that the exist-
ing prerequisite concerning years of service covers a wide span from
10 to 21 years; this broad span is affirmed as a means of providing

AFSC training for the young outstanding officer as well as for the more
mature officer who has demonstrated his aptitude for joint service.

30. Logistics Education and Training (annex 13).

a. The Board was directed to determine the requirement for
an additional logistical school (or schools) in the Army school system.
As an initial Ftep in this evaluation, a survey was made of the balance
and adequacy of logistic instructi ,n at various levels.

b. Logistics of the Army in the field is inseparable from
operations. Therefore field logistics instruction, as in the case of
operations instruction, should be conducted at all levels of career
schooling. Branch schools present logistics instruction related to
branch missions, from the lowest echelon up to and including the divi-
sion. Technical service schools conduct instruction in field logistics,
includine mission support activities. to the highest level of branch re-
sponsibility. Above the branch level, logistics instruction must be pro-
sented as a function of command and staff responsibilities for larger
units. The US Army Command and General Staff College conducts
logistics instruction at the division, corps, and field army levels, and
on the theater army logistical command. The US Army War College,
provides integrated logistics instruction pertaining to the Army in the
field at the army group and theater army levels. The Board concludes
that instruction in field logistics throughout the three levels of career
education and training to include the theater army level is adequate and
in proper balance with the other areas of instruction.

c. The technical service branch schools must provide instruc-
tion, in addition to that pertaining to field logistics support, in the areaa
of logistics involving procurement, production, and delivery of material
and services within respective mission assignments. Such instruction
is conducted in the career and specialist courses at each technical setv-
ice school. The Board concludes that instruction currently being cou-
ducted at each branch school of the technical services in the area of
branch mission logistics is adequate and in consonance with respective

missions,
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d. The Board next examined the areas of Army-wide logis-
tics which includes the areas of field logistics and technical service
mission logistics outlined above and all other logistical interests of
the Department of the Army. The Board identified the instructional
scope for this area to be education and training in Army logistics above
theater army level to include industrial mobilization and the economic
aspects of Army logistics related to Army and national strategy. Such
education and training has special application to senior officers in the
Logistics Career Program, senior officers of the technical services,
and other senior officers on high level logistical commands and staffs.
The Board finds that limited instruction in this area of logistica is
provided through career courses of the school system; and thAt some
phases of this instruction are covered by civilian schooling and special-
ist courses. For example, several specialist courses present instruc-
tion in the field logistics aspects of supply, maintenance, or financial
management related to specific activities; the US Army Logistics Man-
agement Center provides supply management instruction on an Army-
wide basis: civilian school courses in technical subjects related to
logistics make a contribution to Army knowledge in this :1eld: the US
Army War College covers aspects of strategic logistics; and the
Industrial College of the Armed Forces presents instruction in joint
logistical matters at the national level of industrial and resource mobil-
ilation. However, this coverage of Army-wide logistics does not com-
pletely satisfy Army requirements.

e. In its determination of appropriate coverage for this
area of logistics instruction, the Board adopted the basic approach that
all subjects taught at the service college level must be given balanced
treatment in order to present a well-rounded program o( instruction.
Logistics, personnel, int#ll.gonce, operations, and other areas of
command and staff interest must be properly related in order to pre-
serve the integrity of the generalist concept o! education at the college
levels. Under this approach, the Board considered several solutions
designed to provide appropriate logistical coverage. Thorough exam-
ination was given to the proposal of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logis-
tics for the establishment of a separate logistics college at the senior
college level, and to the proposal to provide this instruction by dividing
the curricula of the US Army War College and the US Army Command
and General Staff College into uperations and logistics phases. The
Board believes that the establishment of either a separate logistics
college or a separate career course in logistics would be detrimental
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to the generalis concept of officer education and training. Such action
would tend to create a speciatstt division within the officer corps at a
time when the indications for the future point to the need for greater

homogeneity. The Board concludes that the desired instruction in Army-
wide logistics can pr~operly be incorporated within the existinil school
system anzd that such incorporation can be achieved by minor modifica-
t ion of the curricula of the US Army War Cosllee, the USB Army Corn-

mand and General Staff College, and the US Army Logistics Maa•ge-
ment Center to include appropriate segment& of this instruction.

f. The action of the Board an the requirements and quotas
pertaining to logistics education and training are set forth in par&-
graph 24 above. Likewise the related aspects on organlatiaon are dis-
cussed in paragraph 23 above.

g. See annex 13.

31. Advanced Civil Schooling (annex 14).

a. The advanced civil schooling program designed to attain
a graduate level degree has -been in full operation since 1946. Three
thousand four hundred and forty -eight (3. 448) officers have completed
graduate training; of these, 30 percent are combat arms officers, ad a
70 percent are from the technical and administrative services. Five
hundred and sixty-seven (967) officers were enrolled as of January
1958.

b. The Board first examined the present purpoese of the
advanced civil schooliA. program in light of the military and academic
trends of the next decade. The existing program is generally well
conceived and with some minor modLfications will form a sound basis
for the future. The Board agrees that s valid purpose for this program
is the improvement of the officer's individual value to the service,
and that the benefits to the service which are derived from intellectual
growth by schooling must not be ignored. It is noted that the Army
service school system seeks intellectual development as one of its
primary objectives; within its appropriate scope, the advanced civil
schooling program should do no less. Accordingly, the Board deter-
mined that the purposes of this program should be revised to insure
a more comprehensive coverage of the needs of the Army. A state-
ment of this revision is contained in Recommendation 32, section VI.
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c. Having restated the purposes of the program the Board
next assessed its adequacy, both quantitative and qualitative. The
interrelated military and academic factors outlined in section IV above,
the particular impact of the current rate of change in military technology,
and the effect of existing policy on the program, led the Board to the
conclusion that the Army should increase now and on a continuing basis
the quantitative and qualitative output from the program.

, d. The Board further examined the policy of educating offi-

cars under the advanced civil schooling program to fill specifically
C designated requirements. The Board found that a numerical state-

ment of requirements is inherently inaccurate because it is a matter
of individual judgement as to whether a graduate degree is mandatory
"for a specific position or whether a highly competent officer without
a graduate degree could perform the duty. The Board also found, that
there is a large gap between current estimated requirements and current
assets based on 3 or 4 officers per position vacancy. However, the
Board found no realistic alternative to the requirements procedure to
measure and control the program, In the Board's opinion, control by
requirements mnust he liberally applied; the future development of the
officer as a technician, a leader, an administrator, and at a teacher
ashould be permitted; and the pursuit of necessary courses to qualify
for a doctorate should be allowed in selected cases,

e. As a corollary, the Board looked into the policy direc-
tion and administrative control of the advanced civil schooling prep-
grim and concluded that policy direction is correctly placed at Depart-
mz,,t of the Army level (DCSOPS). Administrative control is closely
allied to individual ofticer personnel assignment. and therefore must
remain decentralized to agencies handling officer personnel arnd to
those Department of the Army staff agencies whose specialist pro-
grams require advanced civil schooling.

f. The Board examined the requirement, feasibility, ar•d
desirability of the Army establishing now or in the next decade an "Army
Institute of Advanced Studies" similar to that of the USN and USAF. The
Board found the principal advantages of the present contract system
are favorable contacts with civilian students and (aculty, satisfactinn of
Army requirements, and flexibility without waste of Army resources.
On the other hand, the possible advantages of the separate "Army In-
*titute of Advanced Studies" are specific adaptability to Army require-
ments, reduction of training time, and provision of Army research
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laboratories. The Board conclude@ that the Army should continue to
use the contract system with the best qualified civilian institutions &ad

should consider creation of its owneschool oily when the civilian institu-
tions are unable to accommodate the Army's objective efficiently, ef-
fectively, and economically.

• The Board notes that only volunteer officers now partici-
pate in the advanced civilian education program; an increase in the pro-
gram may require directed assignment for this training. In this respect,
the Board advances the three following suggestions which may augment
the pool of volunteer officers and thus avoid directed assignments:

* (1) Possible alteration of the USMA curriculum to per-
mit cadets with an aptitude for advanced study to pursue a separate
course better preparing them for postgraduate work.

(2) Contracts might be arranged to provide intermediate
education and training preparatory to entry into the ad'.anced civil school-
Ing program,

(3) Use might be made of an Army scholarship program
(a subsidized ROTC program similar to the Navy Holloway Plan currently
proposed by the Ordnance Corps) to control the undergraduate preparation
of selected students for advanced education after commissioning.

h. Finally, the Board examined the maximum age limitations
presently governing entry into the program. This analysis recognized
that age limitations must be established as guidance for personnel assign-
ment, and noted the provisions for waiver of these limitations in exitsting
regulations. The Board doubts that, even with the waiver 'provision, the
present limitations are in consonance with the desired broadening of the
program and suggests that a flexible policy which includes consideration
of the officer's ability, the needs of the service, future utilization. as well
as age criterion should be adopted as a basis for selection of officers to
enter the program.

i. Bee annex 14.

32. Specialist schools (annex 15).
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A. The IZ specialist schools (appendix to annex 15) supple-
ment the branch service schools and colleges by providing instruction of
a specialized nature which is applicable to more than one branch.

b. The Board's analysis of the specialist fields indicates that
each field is sufficiently distinct to justify specialist instruction theretn;
further, the specialist instruction for each field ts of such a nature that
it cannot adequately be taught outside the school system, HIowever, some
specialist instruction is presented in career service schools, some in
specialist schools, and some in separate specialist courses. Control
over the establishment of schools and courses, and the conduct of these
courses, is fragmented among several agencies. For example, there
are a number of specialist schools and courses which are controlled by

separate Department of the Army agencies; this is particularly true in
the field of management where the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,
certain heads of technical and administrative services, and the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel operate management courses.

c. Under such conditions there is no assurance that the re-
quired instruction is presented at the most appropriate school, or that
the course content is held to the minimum, or that unnecessary duplica-
tion of coverage between schools and courses is avoided. The Board
concludus that Hq USCONARC should be designated as the single agency
to coordinate and supervise all specialist training activities, and that
this agency should examine the relationship of each specialist school
to other specialist schools and to other elements in the educational sys-
tem with a view toward making appropriate adjustments. Additionally,

this agency should be charged with the review and coordination of future
requirement for new specialist schools or courses to insure that unneces-
sary duplication of instruction *s avoided, and that such new instruction
is presentod at the most appropriate school.

d. With respect to the physical consolidation of specialist
schools, the Board noted that many studies have previously been con-
ducted, generally with negative results. No attempt was made by the
Board to conduct a detailed analysis of the type required to reach specific
conclusions concerning this problem. The Board believes that, as a
policy, schools should have a high degree of stability in location; and that
any consolidation should be made only as an integral part of a major re-
stationing effort.
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e. See annex 15.

33. Responsibility for development of doctrine (annex 16).

a. The CO. USCONARC, has been assigned responsibility
for development of doctrine pertaining to the Army in the field. This
includes both current doctrine which is applicable to the Army as now
organized, and future doctrine applicable to tho Army projected as far
as possible into the future,

b. The development of current doctrine has traditionally
been a function of the school system, and is of comparable importance
to the instructional mission. The Board considers that the schools are
the best qualified agencies within the Army to perform this function and
that no change is indicated in the system for developing current doctrine.

c. CC, USCONARC, has assigned primary responsibility
in the highly significant field of future doctrine to the Combat Develop.
meats system. This system Is a relatively new organization within which
the schools perform an extremely important role by conducting studies
and devising and assisting in tests and experiments. The Board gave
consideration to possible alternate means for development of future
doctrine including assignment of this responsibility to existing headquar-
ters and the establishment of a doctrine command. However, the Board
concludes that the Combat Developments system has a high potential for
modernizing the Army and projecting it into the future, and that the
schools ape the best qualified agencies now available for performing the
combat development functions assigned them, This is an activity of such
vital significance to the Army that it should be continueusly examined and
evaluated in order to insure optimum accomplishment of the future doc-
trine mission.

d. The Board observed that the most decisive limitation
imposed upon the doctrinal mission is lack of personnel resources al-
located to the schools for this function. This applies to both current and
future doctrine, Although officers assigned to instructional duties can
make vital contributions to development of current doctrine, an office or
agency should be established at each school with primary responsibility
in this field, Further, the combat development agency should be separate
and distinct from the current doctrine effort; both muAst be adequately
staffed and properly guided in order to insure accomplishment of the
doctrinal mission.
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e. See annex 16.

34. Constructive credit (annex 17).

a. The constructive credit system in effect between March
1947 and May 1950 was a very effective device in readjusting career
patterns and realigning a school system which had been dislocated as a
result of World War 11. The program for award of constructive credit
based upon World War II experience and demonstrated ability has been
completed, and no situation has arisen which would serve as a comparable
basis for reinstituting such a program.

b. The Board considers that officers derive benefits fronm
attendance at schools and colleges that cannot be duplicated by duty
assignments available to most officers, and that a constructive credit
system would tend to defeat the purpose of progressive military education
in that it would not qualify an officer for higher duty or prepare him for
higher schooling. At the same time, the Board recognixes that cases will
arise which should be handled as exceptions to policy, and endorses cur-
rent Department of the Army policies which provide for waiver of educa-
tional prerequisites in appropriate cases.

c. See annex 17,

35. Other programs for officer education and training (annex 18).

a, The preceding paragraphs havP been related primarily to
resident military so-hooling and to advanced civil schooling designed to
attain a graduate degree, The Board also reviewed other programs of
officer education and training, with specific attention to undergraduate
educational programs intended to assimt Army officers to attain a bac-
calaureate, to the language training program, and to a program for of.
ficer individual study.

b. The Board notes that the Department of the Army approved
the recommendations of the Eddy Board that 90 percent of regular of-
ficers should have completed the educational requirements for a college
degree, and that there has been little progress toward the attainment of
this goal. As indicated in figure Z of appendix to annex 14, 75. 8 percent
of all regular officers now have a baccalaureate degree; approximately
73 pe-cent had this degree when the report of the Eddy Board was
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submitted. This shortfall can probably be attributed to the Regular
Army augmentation programs which continue to integrate officers who
do not have baccalaureate degrees, and to the minimum product of exist-
ing programs for assisting Regular Army officers to attain baccalaureates.
In this respect, the Board believes it is more important that candidates
for a Regular Army commission possess basic qualities of leadership,
integrity. intelligence, and potential for growth than thakt they possess
academic degrees; hence the Board adheres to the existing policy that
lack of a baccalaureate will not, of itself, constitute a bar to a Regular
Army commission. On the other hand, possession 9f a baccalaureate
is a distinct educational advantage; the individual and the Army should
exert strong efforts to get this degree early in his career. Within this
concept the Board considers that further progress toward formal educa-
tion at the college level by those Regular Army officers who do not have
a baccalaureate degree requires at least:

(1) Continued, sympathetic, and intelligent command
emphasis throughout the Army to encourage the officer to pursue his
studies.

(2) That otherwise qualified candidates for a baccalaureate
degree be authorized a maximum of 12 calendar months of temporary
duty at no additional expense to the Army at an accredited American
college or university for the purpose of fulfilling resident requirements
for a baccalaureate degree.
The Board desires to emphasize its belief that this assistance should be
given early in an officer's career; senior officers should not be diverted
from responsible official, duties to obtain an undergraduate degree.

c. In its consideration of the language training problem, the
Board recognized the general inadequacy of linguistic skills within the
Army and believes that a comprehensive program should be established
to overcome this deficiency. The existing US Army Language School
forms an excellent training base which is capable of performing the
necessary educational functions. Thus, the principal problems relate
to the motivation of officers toward language training, and the utilisation
of language skills after schooling. The Board believes that the current
voluntary program for language training offers an excellent opportunity
for highly motivated officers to acquire a linguistic skill, but doubts that
this program will produce trained officers in sufficient numbers. The
nonvolunteer officer even though he lacks natural motivation toward
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language trair.ing will be adequately motivated if the training is for the
specific purpose of preparing him for an assignment which will use the
skill. Hence, the principal action advocated by the Board as the designs.
tion of increasing numbers of existing positions on MAAG's, Missions,
Allied staffs, and similar agencies as requiring language trainind prior
to assignment. Such action would gradually and substantially improve
the Army's aggregate capability in the linguistic field and would also
alert increasing numbers of officers to the importance and benefits of
language training (see subparagraph Z4f re requirements for languaVe
training, subparagraph 36c for consolidation of language trinin, .1 -'-m•

d. In its initial consideration of the balance between the
school system and all other elements of military education, the Board
noted the tendency to place heavy reliance upon resident schooling to
the neglect of other means which could contribute significantly to officer
development. The Board adheres to the view that the career officer to
a professional, and that under proper conditions, he has a natural desire
to improve his professional knowledge. An intelligently conceived and
simply administered program for officer individual study would benefit
the officer and the service. It would be a particularly appropriate
medium for keeping officers current in new developments, for orienta-
tion and indoctrination in service concepts and philosophies, and for
coverage of subjects of general interest which do not require resident
instruction, The establishment of the program presents problems in
the training, informational, budgetary, and administrative fields which
would appear to require resolution by Headquarters, Department of the
Army. See subparagraph 36b below.

e. See annex 18.

36. Subjects recommended for furthq'r study by the Depaitment of
the Army (annex 19). - During the Board's deliberations, additional mat-
ters were developed which are of interest to the Army but which were not
within the purview of the Board. The following is a list of the more im-
portant problems which the Board believes warrant further study by the
Department of the Army.

a. The feasibil:ty and desirability of returning to a branch
material curriculum in All universities supporting the ROTC program. -

One of the major factors affecting the training of newly commissioned
officers is the extent and nature of their precommissioned training.
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It appears highly probable that the level of training and the motivation
of the ROTM graduate can be improved by requiring that all ROTC unitsemploy branch material curricula, If the ROTC student were given a

course designed to prepare him for effective duty with his own branch
or service, the, existing branch orientation course could be shortened
or eliminated. and the availability of newly commissioned officers for
troop duty would be increased.

b. The feasibility and desirability of establishing an officer's
individual study program. - Generally, officers recognise their re-
sponsibility for continued study and in,•ividgal development, and will
participate in a mature and intelligent program of individual study.
The great mass of material available complicates the problem and tends
to confuse and misdirect individual effort. A formalized, controlled
individual study program would further the education and training of Army
officers by supplementing resident instruction and by providing direction
and impetus to self-development.

c. The feasibility and desirability of establishing an into-
grated system, Government-wide, for language training. - Under the
present system, the Army, Navy, Air Force, and State Department each
conduct their own language training program, employing a variety of
schools, instructors, and texts. A better use of resources and improved
instruction could result from allocating the responsibility for the conduct
of training in specific languages, for all Government agencies, to a
designated service or department, with this allocation based upon an
analysis of existing resources and requirements for all Governmental
agencies concerned.

d, See annex 19..
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SECTION VI

RECOM MEN DAT IONS

37. The Board recommends.

OBJECTIVES, MISSIONS, AND SCOPES

Recornmmndation 1. That the objective of the Army service school eye-
tern remain as pres-vntly written in AR 350-9; that
is:

"The objective of the Army school system is
to prepare selected individuals of all components
of the Army to perform those duties which they
may be called upon to perform in wat. The em-
phasis is on the art of command."

Recommendation 2. That the additional missions charged to the Army
service school system, as stated in AR 350.5, be
revised to specify the instructional task and to add
the responsibility it.r training Allied students. The
proposed revised statement o: mission is:

"Mission* charged to the Army service school
system are to:

"a. Prepare and conduct resident instruction-,
prepare and administer nonresident instruction.

"b. Initiate action leading toward the formula-

tion of new and revision of old doctrine.

",II. Prepare training literature.

I'd. Accompliksh cross-service and Allio.d
undevatandLng of Army tabtics, technique. sniu
operations by providinR training, as directed, for
members of other components of the Armed forces
and for Allied students.
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"too. Suipport other training activities of the

Army, at4 d1',-cted."

Recommendation 3. That, at trt,• iranch level, the scope of instruction
be extended to include coverage of the organisa.
tion of the division, the functions of the division
general staff, and sufficient instruction on divi-
sion operations to provide branch perspective; but
that US Army Command and General Staff College
retain ite present responsibility for divieionma
doctrine, and that its existing scope of instruction
liot be altered.

Recommendation 4. That the scope of responsibility of US Army War
College include army group and theater army; and
that the mission of the US Army War College be
restated as follows:

"a. To preopre selected Army officers for
the highest command and general staff positions in
the Army, in Joint and combined c ommands; and
for such high level positions within the Department
of Defense and other governmental agencies at the
national level as the Army may be called upon to
fill.

"b. To develop the tactical and logistical
doctrine relating to the organisation, employment,
and operations of arony gToup and theater army to
include joint aspects thereof; and provide curricit-
lum coverage at these levels.

"c. To develop studies relating to optimum
strategies, doctrine, organisation and equipment
for current and future Army forces.

"d. To develop interrervice and interdepart-
mental understanding and to support academic eo-
change with selected civilian inetitution*, with
emphasis on Army doctrine and operations.
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Recommendation 5. That principles and polclies essentially as outlned
below be adopted as guidance for the school system
and responsible agencies, and be incorporated in
AR 350-5 and other appropriate regulations:

a. The importance of the service school system.
The Army service school system is second in
importance only to the troop units which are the
fighting strength of the US Army, This system
is the keystone of the Army's preparation for war-
time duties and will assume an increasingly
important role in meeting the challenges posed
by new concepts, missions, and weapons.

b. Relationship of the serviice school system to
other means of officer education and training. -
The Army service school system is the principal
means of offirer education and training. However,
troop duty, on-the-job training, individual study,
civilian schooling, information programs, and
precepts acquired from seniors are significant
factors in overall officer education and training.
Each of these factors should contribute its share
toward the development of the professional officer.
A balance must be maintained which insures that
the school system does not perform training func.
tions which can appropriately he accomplished by

other means.

c. Support of the school system. - The detailed
planning and long lead tume essential for effective

operation denies the school system the flexibility
which is characteristic of most Army functions.
Hence, a high level of support is vital to success-
ful accomplishment of school missions. Agencies
charged with policy direction and support of the
school system must, as a minimum. insure provi-
sion of a faculty adequate in quantity and quality;
sufficient academic plant, housing, and school
support troops; early doctrinal guidance, and
establishment of firm student input quotas to permit
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timely curriculum and course planning, and tat-
bility of faculty tenure.

d. Supervision of schools. - Agencies
responsible for the direction and control of serv-
ice schools will provide broad missions and guidance
to the school commandants. Operating within these

guidelines the commandants will be given wide I&ti-
tude in accomplishing their missions.

e. Academic purpose. - The principal aca-

demic purpose at each level of the school system

is the thorough instruction of all students in the

fundamentals of ground combat and staff action
pertinent to that level, Attainment of this objec-
tive is of paramount importance. When this knowl-

edge of fundamentals has been gained the student
will be projected into situations designed to develop

his reasoning powers, tactical and strategic judg-
ment, and intellectual capability, The ultimate

goal is the development of officers who will be
prepared to apply a sure knowledge of fundamentals
to the complex situations of the future; and who

will demonstrate intelligence, versatility, imagina-

tion, and initiative in their application.

f. Academic approach. - The academic ap-
proach at each level of the school system must
fully exploit the capabilities of the student group.
Instruction must be academically demanding and
must be maintained at a level which credits the

student with maturity and intellectual competence
commensurate with his experience.

g. Curriculum content. - In all areas of the

school system, the expanding scope of knowledge
required to fight future wars tends to crowd and

lengthen the curiicula; and demands that an officer

spend an increasing portion of his career in rest-

dent schooling. On the other hand, limited person-

nel resources and the desirability of sending as
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many officers as practicable to schools make it

necessary that curricula be kept at minimum length
and content. To reconcile 0' , se conflicting de-
mands, each curriculum should be focused on es-
sentials, the curriculum should contain only those
subjects which cannot be adequately learned else-
where, and "nice-to-know" subjects should be ac-
quired by individual study on a nonresident basis,

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TI4E ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM

Recommendation 6. rhat the provisions of subparagraph 7(. section II,
AR 10-7, be revised in accord with the following-

a. The CG, USCONARC, is designated as the
Director of the Army service school system. He
will direct, control, and approve the curricula and
instruction in all Army ser% ice schools except the
following:

(I) Oversea schools.

"(2) US Armed Forces Institute,

(3) US Military Academy

(4) US Military Academy Preparatory School.

(5) Those schools and courses whose curric-
ula are.

(a) Predominantly of medical professional
nature, or

(b) Of a nonmilitary nature*

b. In discharging theme broad responsibilities,
CG. USCONARC, will:
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(1) Coordinate as appropriate on all matters
pertaining to curricula and instruction with heads

K; of technical and administrative services and seop-
rate operating agencies.

I, (2) With regard to curricula:

(a) Eliminate unnecessary overlap be.
tween schools and between courses of instruction.

toa (b) Insure appropriate balance of instruc-
tional material to meet the objectives of courses of
instruction.

(3) With regard to instruction, exercise neces-
sary supervision, including inspections, to provide
for:

(a) Use of appropriate methods and uni-
form standards of instruction.

(b) Adequate staff and faculty.

(c) Adequate facilities and support.

(4) With regard to new courses of instruction
and new schools, coordinate and review require-
ments.

(5) With regard to other responsibilities out-
lined in AR 10-7, continue as at present.

Recommendation 7. That the primary responsibility of the Department
of the Army General Staff with respect to the school
system be the provision of policy guidance to the
operating agencies; and that to the maximum extent
feasible the Department of the Army General Staff
be relieved of responsibility for the operation of
schools.
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Reconmi•niation 8. That the Schools Division, 03 Section, USCONARC,
be given a stature commensurate with its position
as the focal point for guidance and direction of the
Army service school system; and that this element
of USCONARC be expanded and strengthened to
insure its capability adequately to perform the funt-
tions and responsibilities presently assigned as well

as those additional functions and responsibilities
recommended in this report.

Recommendation 9. That tours of duty for all officers assigned to
staff and faculty of schools be stabilized at a mini-
mum of 3 years; and that the tours of commandants

and assistant commandants be staggered to pro-
vide continuity.

REQUIREMENTS AND QUOTAS

Recommendation 10. That essentially all career officers attend career
courses through the branch level.

Recommendation 11. That, under existing conditions, one regular course
with an annual input of approximately 750 and Z asso-
ciate courses with a total annual input of approxi-
mately 800 be conducted at US Army Command and
General Staff College; and that, as a policy, the objec-
tive be to increase the quota to the regular course,
consistent with the maintenance of essential asso-
ciate course training.

Recommendation 12. ThAt the Department of the Army initiate action to
increase the existing annual quota of 126 US Army
students at Armed Forces Staff College by approx-
imately 100 percent.

Recommendation 13. That the annual input of approximately 278 US Army
students at senior colleges be maintained,

Recommendation 14. That approximately 65 percent of the student quotas
at the US Army Command and General Staff College
and the Armed Forces Staff College be from the
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combat arms (Infantry, Artillery, and Armor), and
approximately 35 percent from the technical and
administrative services.

Recommendation 15. That approximately 70 percent of the student quotas
at the senior colleges, exclusive of ICAF, be from
the combat arms (Infantry, Artillery, and Armor),
and approximately 30 percent from the technical
"and administrative services.

Recommendation 16. That approximately 20 percent of the student quota
at ICAJ? be from the combat arms (Infantry, Artil.
lery, and Armor), and approximately 80 percent
from the technical and administrative services.
(NOTE: The net effect of recommendations 15 and
16 is that the overall quota for all senior colleges,
including ICAF, is approximately 65 percent for
the combat arms and approximately 35 percent for
the technical and administrative services.)

Recommendation 17. That responsible Department of the Army agencies
establish stable requirements for language training
conducted at the US Army Language School.

TRAINING OF NEWLY COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Recommendation 1. That, until such time as precommission training
is adequate to prepare newly commissioned officers
for intital assignment to duty with troops, all newly
commissioned officers, except Officer Candidate
School graduates who by virtue of their Officer
Candidate School course or prior training are quali-
fied to perform duties in their branch, attend a
branch orientation course of approximately 8 weeks'
duration, designed to prepare them for their first
duty assignment,

Recommendation 19. That this orientation course stress practical work,
with a minimum of theoretical instruction; and that
its length and content be adapted to the variations in
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precommissioned training of the various categories
ot officers.

/ Recommendation 20. That the provisions of AR C1Z1-109 remain in effect
but that, at the earliest practicable date, these be
modified to defer attendance at army aviation train-
ing courses until after completion of at least I year
of troop duty.

Recommendation 21. That ranger training be conducted as a separate
course at the US Army Infantry School, and not be
incorporated in any branch career course.

BRANCH SERVICE SCHOOL TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Recommendation 22. That one comprehensive branch officer career
course of approximately 1 academic years' dura-
tion to be attended at 3 to 8 years' service be
established in the branch career school pattern.
The scope of this course should be designed to
prepare the officer to perform duties at company
through battle group or comparable level; rnd
should include instruction on the organization of
the division, the functions of the division general
staff, and sufficient instruction on division opera-
tions to provide branch perspective.

Recommendation 23. That integrated artillery instruction not be pre-
sented in the artillery orientation coutrse; but that
integrated instruction first be presented in the
artillery branch career course.

Recommendation 24. That branch career courses be designt I and con-
ducted to challenge the student officer. with empha-
sis on practical work and instruction with troops,

Recommendation 25. That, at the branch level, associate courses be de-
signed as a combination of resident and nonresident
Instruction for the training of reserve component
officers not on extended active duty; but that
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resident associate courses of the current type be
authorized as an interim measure pending estab-
lishment of the 1-year branch career course and
to accomodate exceptional circumstances, where
necessary to satisfy specific branch requirements.

Recommendation 26. That existing coverage of Common Subjects be
modified by:

a. Elimination of marginal subjects,

b. Reduction of coverage of essential subjects
to minimum number of hours.

c. Coverage of appropriate subjects outside the
resident school system, in troop schools, informp-
tion progrums, and individual study.

d. Zncouraging the integration of this instruction

with other instruction.

e. Authorizing commandants 40 percent leeway
in the coverage of the Tactics and Weapons Cate-
gories of Common Subjects- and 100 percent lee.
way in the coverage of the General Subjects Cate-
gory of Common Subjects,

US ARMY COMMANr' AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

Recommendation 27. That the US Army Command and General Staff
College continue to conduct a difficult and rigorous
course to the exent that it presents a real chal-
lange to the student, ind that competition among
students be maintained by continuance of evalua-
tion and class eankinq of students.
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SENIOR COLLEGES

Recommendation 28. That the US Army War Co.Uege remain at the apex
of the Army school system, and on a coequal status
with the National War College and The Industrial
College of the Armed Forces.

Recommendation 29. That the number of students and faculty from the
US Navy, US Marine Corps, and US 0 ir Force
at the US Army War Colleqo be increased, on a
quid pro quo basis. to insure adequate coverage
of naval and air considerations in appropriate
instruction,

Recommendation 30. That detailed assessment be made by Department
of the Army of the proposal that the Commandant
of the US Army War College be an officer in the
rank of general or lieutenant general.

LOGISTICS EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Recommendation 31 That a separate logiatir'i school aot be estab-
lished; hut that appropriate segments of logistics
i"struction above theater army level be incorpo-
rated within the curricula of the US Army War
"College. the US Army Command and General Staff
College, and the US Army Logistics Management
Center, by necessary munor modification of existing
curricula.

ADVANCED CIVIL SCHOOL!NG

Recommendation 32. That the purpose of the advanced civil schooling
program (paragraph 1, AH 3502-00) be restated
as follows:

"a. To cupplement and complement pro-
fessional education available in the Army service
school system.
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"b. To provide an expanding nucleus of quali-
fied officers to:

"(I) Command, control, coordinate the
Army's progrt.sive exploitation of advanced knowl-
edge in the physical and social sciences,

"(2) Participate in the scientific research
and development programs for military application
to insure that aound military factors are considered.

"(3) To provide continuous, enlighteiied
liaison between the civilian scientist and the US'
Army,

"c. To provide qualified instructors for the
United States Military Academy.

"d. To prepar* officer specialists in geo-
graphic, ethnic, and cultural areas of the world
where the US Armed Forces foresee a continuing
interest.

"e. To develup advanced management and
administrative skills beyond those available to the
Army service school system.

"f. To raise the general level of education
of those selected officers who possess the ability
to absorb this knowledge in appropriate fields with
the objective of developing potential leaders capa-
ble of recognizing and -oping with the politicai,
economic, scientific. and social problems which
may be related to their future duties.

Recommendation 33. That the current policy of providing advanced civil
schooling to fulfill requirements be liberally
interpreted to accommodate:

a. The purposes of the program set forth in
Recommendation 32.
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b. The immediate requirements, and require-
ments projected as far into the future as practi-
cable.

Recommendation 34. That the Army continue to use the civilian con-
tract system to meet the objectives of the ad-
vanced civil schooling program.

Recommendation 35. That the time of entry into the advanced civil
schooling program be judged by individual char-
acteristics, experience factors, and the best
interests of the service, rather than on arbitrary
age limits alone.

RUSPONSIBILITY FOR I)EVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE:

Recommendation 36. That the schools be provided additional personnel
resources to augment the effort being devoted to
current and future doctrine, and that thu system
for development of future doctrine be continuously
examined and evaluated in order to insure optimur•
accomplishment of this function.

CONSTRUCTIVE CREDIT

Recommendation 37. That a system of constructive credit based on ex-
periencs and demonstrated ability be adopted only
as a means of readjusting career patterns and
realigning the school system following extended
emergency periods which result in disruption of
the normal career schooling pattern.

OTHER PROGRAMS FOR OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Recommendation 38, That language training be made a requirement for
an increasing number of positions with foreign
governments and Allied staffs, and that language
training for the specific purpose of individual
improvement be kept on a voluntary basis.
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Recommendation 39. That the existing final semester plan leading to
completion of a baccalaureate be extended to pro-
vide a maximum of 12 calendar months.

AR 350-5

Recommendation 40. That the draft revision of AR 350-5, Military
Ezducation (appendix A to annex 5), which the
Boa•-d considers in consonance with its previous
recommendations, be usedas a guide in the revi-
sion of these regulations.

SUBJE( TS RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER STUDY
3¶ THE DEPARTMENT O0F THE ARMY

Recommendation 41. That the following problems, arisi.g from the
"deliberations of the Board, be made the subject of
further study by the Department of the Army:

a. The establishment of a branch material cur-
ricula in all schools supporting the ROTC program.

b. The establishment of a formalized, coordinated
officers' individual study program.

c. The consolidation of the existing fragmented
system of language training government-wide into
an integrated system.

REVIEW OF SCHOOL SYSTEM

Recommendation 42. That the system for officer education and training
be continuously subjected to scrutiny and revision
in order to keep abreast of developments; and that
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it be subjected to a complete and thorough review
in approximately 5 to 10 years,

EDWARD T. WILLIAMS
Lieutenant General, US Army
President

JOHN A. DAINEY W. PRESTON CORDERMAN
Major General,. US AMajor General, US Armyi.•Membar Member

DONALD P. CHRISTENSEN FRANK W. NORRIS
Colonel, Armor Colonel, Aftillery
Membe r Member

- C4 AMUEL McC. GOODWIN
Colonel, Coluoal, Armor

Mamber Member

OTHO X. HOLMES L.LL S. STONEBACK
Coaonel, Infantry Lt Colonel, Infantry
Member Meiber

LB. . HU i S. SKEES
Colonel, Artllh ry Lt Colunel, AOC

. Recorder Ausietant Recorder
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NOTE

These annexes support the body of the report and further develop

the subject matter in d'. summary discussion. Additionally, they include

comments on matters which are within the Board's purview but which are

no# specifically discussed in the body of the report; these comments serve

• as additional coverage and background.
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ANNEX I

DIRECTIVES

1. Departmetat of the Army Order appolntlng the Board.

DIPA INPIT OF THI ARM
Office of The Adjutant General

WIashinglton 25, D. 0.

MPA-OU 334 DA board to IReview the system 13 December 1937
09 Ofiser Iduc aOd Tag (23 DOC 57)

rUJ ta DA Baud to RevLeW the system of Officer ldmuvtion ad Trruivim

rot Offiecrm Concerned

I. A bd of officers it apt to meit at the cell of the prealdeat 4&
9q, U&CONAO, It HMaros, Va Lot the purpose of revLeVwio the system 91
offieor education and training. The bd viii be coaet as foli

LTOU 10MUVD T. WILLIAMS, 012310, USA, Nq, US•OlAl, it 1ooare, VY

MJ14A.MIl JOWa A. AIN, 016602, USA, Nq4 USCONA14, It heare• , Va
MIORN W, PIUSTO! COIUPASAN, 016387, USA, 00, It INowtko1 J
00L DON"AD P, CMIISTINSIN, 020257, Armor, OCA, WVlaaiuatoa, 80
001. FL40M V. MOIN, 021110, Arty, 00CIPhI, USA, WeahLaatea, D0
COL JOHN 3. lIMIAN, 019871, OrdCorpe, OCofOrd, USA, Washimgte, 00
COL INAeUL WkC. GOODWIN, 023177, Armor, 0O=COl, ULA, VuaakhitOc, DO
SOTHO I. HOLMS, 024252, Inf, OACIE, UNA, aehin41toa, DC
LTCOL LIl 1. SI•?OlCK, 0"316, Int, OCI•D, VIA, Washington, DC

_aql5OAL WITHOUT VOTI

LTOL HMUH S. SISlUI, 0332934, MAC, TAGO, USA, WashLngton, DO

2. Ripeeted date of cmpl board activitise is 1 Jul L931.

3. Ivl and per diem In conec herewith to chl to 2192020 13-000
P 2510.0-02 I 49-092 Ite Code 308.

ly Order of Wilber M. Brucker, Secretary of the Army:

Al/ Herbert M. Jones

Major Osnoral, USA
?he Adjutant 0elllral
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AGPA-OU 334 DA board to Review the System 23 December 1957
of Officer Iduc and Trg (23 Dec 57)

DISTRZIBUTION:
oCSPS-, USA, Gen Of f Aus Div v/d

o0aflan, USA
Chief, Org Dir Stce, Op It, TAGO, USAChief, Compt Div, TACO, USA, Atta; Con 48% Ofticer
Ofe Asst Rxac for Rqr, OAD
Recorder, DA Id to Review System of Off XU" TU (25)
COI USCONIARC
CO Ft Mtonmouth, NJ

OCofOrd, USA w/d
OOCSOPS, USA, Attnt LtCol Liawdmak An 3W426
0Cm, USA
Chlef, Pub Dr, TACO, USA
le Officer (5)
Chief, OAD
Chief, Pore Rich & Pro Div
Chief, Pree Div, TACO, USA
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S2. Aunew euaiit to orig:inal Dclartinent of the Army Order.

DEIIARITMENT OF TIIE ARMY WMM/ptd
Office of the Adjutant Gcncral

Washington 25, D. C.

A13,A-0 3314 DA V4 tiN Hoviev the 5ywtem 27 141anh 195
of Of Loer FAuc untd Tng (24 Mar 58)

sUI)Bzc'ri Aw~ndment of Ordera

T 0 Offtcers Canerned

Par 2 of LO, AG!A-O 33k DA Board to Reviu' the System of Oftfoer Meo
and Tng (23 Dec 57), DA, dated 23 Dec 1957, pertainln. to the M, as reauten
"Expected date of empl board activities is I Jul 1958"0 Z'A t " Offlcers sn
placed on dy as mmbers of the board for a rd of a.rx 175 days otf 6 Ja 19$8".

Lton Ndvard T. William, 01W18, UsA, .q, uwtoAm, t mi u;1 , Va
Maj3en Jt*n A. Dabney, 016602, USA, )q, USCOURA, Ft oNome Ve
NaJ~en W. Preston Corderman, 016387, IMA, M'0 Ft Mommuth, NJ
Col Donald P. Cbristensen, 020257, Afmr, (•'An VWas=h
Mol Frank W. Norris, 021110, Arty, ODCSPR, USA, WuhDC

Col John D. brgan, 019871, OrdCorpe, OCofOrd, USA, WuhbDC
Col. Samal Met. Oood•tri, 023177, Armor, OrCOOP, USA, Wh"hD

LtCol to.e S. Stootiback, 044316, Inf. OCPD, UAA, ¶i1as=D
Ltr~ol Hugh S. Skees, 079M9, AUC., 'ýWW, WashLK;

Sy Order of WTlber M. Pruckor, Secretary or the Armys

/AAdjutant Oeneral

OCSPMD, ISA, Gen Off Ang Dlv vd
Chief, Org & Dir SeQ, Op Br, TACO, USA
Chleft, Copt Div, TAGO, URA, Attni Corn Mt Officer
CSC8PMt, Attnt LtCol Lynch
Of Asat Rxec for lqr, OAD
lecorder, DA Dd to Noeviev System of Off Nuo and Tng (25)

COp Ft Manw"u.h 0 NJ
OCA
OCofOrd
ODCOOPS, USA, Attzn: Col Lyiwn Chief, Pore Rich & Proc Div, TA•O
00 ,tSA Chier, Pre Div, TAO)
Chief, Pub t1r, TAGO, USA Za Officer (5)
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3. Department of the Army Order detailing an additional Recorder.

DEPARTMENT OF THC A&RMY WMM cIm ere
Office of the Adjutauit GeneralWashington 25, D. C.

AQPA-O 34 Di Board to Revi•w the -yatem 24 -krvb 19."
of Offoer Udct w and Tng (21 Mar 38)

3BJZCTs DAf Board to Review the 3syat; of OffLoer 3Sdoation and Trani•g

STO01 C0, RA4LPH B. CO"0.rt, 038895. Arty

II

Washington. Do

: ~~COL RUNLP B. COMM., 038895, Art4, is detailedi as IRecorder vitblmt Veot

!, or DA Bor to Review meo slysto or Off lowr Iduoation and TraiJnin apt, IIW W,

tr AWAO 334 DA Board to Review the Syaten of Otfficer Adu sand Tr4 (23 Coo J?)

CA# 23 Dec 195?, subjj ODA Board to Review the Systm of Officer 31dhoat.oa

&nd Training* for a pd of aprx 100 days, off 26 Upr 1934,

By Order ot Wilber M. Bruoker, Secretary of the ArPI A

/Adjutant 0eneal

D2SmTRrUTIONU
Chef.Org & DiLr Sao, Op Rr, TAOO, USA

i,; Ooc, Lost Rxeo for Rqr, CAD

Aoordor, Dit 9d to Review 3yZ of Off 20  a Tag (23)

Chief. Coupt Div. TAO0, USA, Attns Coo Mgt Offioer
Officear ()1 Wii Call
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4. Departme.nt of the Army Letter of Instruction to the T3oard,

DEPARTMENT OF ThE ATHE
OPFII Of THE AOJUTANT GENERAU,

MA(S)DTON 2D De Q,.

Wll Dqhpt of the Arm Board to Revtew the Bystem of Orti•se
Nucaltlon and Training

101: ach Officer Concerned (See list below)

1. You have been appointed to a Depertment of the ArMy board to reviev
tbe system of offlcer education and training to met at the call of thePresden att US Continental AM• Cmmand# Yot Mobnroe$ Virginia. kis•,1 2Al4tw
to t*.% macquint you with the board's purpose and erm of references

9. Us board shall

a. )*teraine the adequacy of the present system tor education and
trstang of Armw officers, to includes but not limited top the followigsl

(1) The appropriateness of the curýent s•rvice sahool ad
servioe college missions in relation to each other and to all other 6alsms
it the overall military educational system.

(2) The requirements for service school wad sarvime ool• gs
gra tes by school levels e&d the capability of the present Wool system
to produce theos graduates.

b. In consideration of the subjects listed In paregreph Sm, above,
give particular attention to, and maks resomndstions wbre sorWosia
on the followings

(1) The feasibility of granting constructiva erdit at seriou
levels of education.

(2) The requirement for an additional logisticm sobool (or
sahools) in the Aror school system.

(3) fte maequacy of the present sohool system tor prdmu *
mrtillery officers who are qualified to perform appropriate duties in tIe
tields of A And IA to Include conventlonal and atom wespons n gpaided
missailed,

(4.) The feasibility of Incorporating ranger training Into the
branch regular basic officer courses.
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(5) 'lie lecitunry and nliproprintene.s of re rsonntl msanaementt,
minteonace, leaderohip, nnd inniuncto training, as veil as commmnd, fintan-
cial, and supply mmintement training in the present school syntem.

(6) ,he amiequity or the preaent oraiwidtatinnftl structure of
the Army school uyatem.

(7) The validity of the current concept ot conducting regular
and associate cour•os.

a e) Appropriate quotas, by•per:entagatn to the US Armqy ComA

and Gorrtsl Staff College nl the Armed Forces Staff College for the ombit
arms, technieal serviceo, ouvi administrative services.

(9) Ihe e'fectiveneos of the present program by which officers
rteceive training at civilian tnatitutions to provide profsasional sklUJ.
lev.rls necessary for specific aessiglnments and tot attainable at Army or
Ot,','- service facilities.

c. Recoustend for further study by t:1, Department of the Army, mny
problem arising from the deliberations of the board, but not falling tnder
the parview of the board.

3. The board Is authorized to:

a. Call upon any agency of the Department of the Army fir infor-
Nation Mad a&6italce.

b. Request the appstart•rce of individuals In order to obtain per-
sonal views or opinions.

c. Visit Army schools and lnhtallations necessary to the accom.
plishment of Its misticn. Requests for orders will cite 218-2020 13-8000
210,0-42 849-OS)O item code •08.

I., Admi•astration. The beard shalll:

a. be 4utborized such personnel, opsrating headquarters, an•
"administrative support an are esoential for the performance of the board's
functions.

b. w4est Pt tie call or the President.

c. Estnblish its ovn ru~up of proce4urt.

4. Complete Its study and submit a report of iLn fitldinij ond
recommndatlons to the Chief of DtaLff of the Army as soon an pruct.lcable,
and not later than 1 July 19L4.

By Order of Wilber H. Brucker, Cocretary of the Army:

,'a/ lherhert M. .honen
(Bee page 3 for List of orficern /t/ tIIEI:IrJ' M., Or4ItS

eoonernol) • Maijcr tn,.n., USA
1Til Adjut.itit (Gene.ral



AGAM-P (M) 350 (23 Deu 57) DCS8P 26 Decmber 19M7
SJ2C Dqpeartimnt of the Arou Board to Reovyi the System of Otlcor

Mdutation and raining

"Mist of Ottifosw Concerned:
Lt Gen Xdva T. Williams, 012818, UBA, President

Deputs ComaM.inn Oneral. USCONARC
Maj G• n John A. Dohney, 016602, USA, lHq UI4S)IARC
)WJ O0a W. Preston cordermn, 016387$ USA C$ , 10 ft ',,,lutth, N. J.
001 Do. d P. Christensen, 020257, Armorp OCA
CoI hrank W. Norris, 021110, Arty, DyPZ
Col~ Johbn B. ýIbrganj 019b'11, Ord, 000
001 BaRmal NcC. 0odvin, 0231T77 Armor, D(OS?
Col Othbo 1. HnIsmal 02425a2 lt•. OACSI
U% Co1 Lose S. Stoneback, 04 U36, Int., 0 MRD
TA ol 0Hugh B. Skees, 0332,921, AMr, IAM, •. emrde. vithnut vote
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ANNEX 2

REFERENCES

1. Documents outlining specific problerns for Board consideration.

Report of tht Educational Survey Commission, USACGSC,
19 January 1957, forwarded by ODCSOPS, DA.

Staff Study. AFSC, 19 September 1957. subject: "Evaluation
of Tactical and Strategic Thinking of Field Grade Officers (U),"
forwarded by ODCSOPS.

Comments Nr ! and 2, DF, Dir of Prog, ODCSPER, DA, 16 De-
cemnber 19S7, suhjrc.: "M,ttgrerient Training in Army Service.• hoo 1 a..

Letter, OPS OT '1H3, O.X.SOPS, DA, 16 January 1958, subject:
"Instability of hintiatl Assignments of Newly Commissioned Regular
Army Officers.'

L.etter, (OPS OT 11 1, 01)( SOPS, l.)A, 2' January 1958, subject:
"ForriRti Languagpe Skills.''

Letter, OPSOT (" l'ý, 01)(.'SO1S, I)A, 21 Jatnuary 1958, subjectI

"Proposed Artillery Ofticer Educ.ti onal P.ttern.

Letter, NG A:WTS, Natitonal (;uard Bureau, 13 March 1958,
subject: '')ur~ation of Pauic ancd Advanced level Courses.

I)F, AGG- .S, OA, I AG(, K April 191•1, subject- "H ecorn-
mended Change % to AiMadet, i Eftictericv Reports."

Letter, LOG K, O.)CSI.G. I)A, 18 April 1q9r, subject:
"Proposed Increasse in 1.oi'stical Itistruction in the Army
School System, with two itc losure a. 1. Staff Study -

Additional Logistical Iistruction at CGSC. Z. Staff Study -

Plan for Army loknistical College.
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DF, G3, USCONARC, 9 May 1958, subject: "Assignment of
Responsibility to Service Schools for Major Subordinate Cora.
mands of the Theater Army, " and Staff Study, USACGSC,
19 October 1957, subject: "Theater Army Organization (U),"
Project Nr CGSC S6-7.

A Z. Background references.

Report of the Department of the Army Board on Educational
System for Officers, 15 June 1949 (EDDY BOARD REPORT).

Department of the Army Board for Review of the Logistical
Personnel Problems, I March 1950 (REEDER BOARD REPORT).

Report on Careers in Procurement and Supply Management,
18 September 1953 (UNCLES PANEL REPORT).

Report of War Department Military Education Board on Edu-
cational System for Officers of the Army, 5 February 1946
(GEROW BOARD REPORT).

Analysis Student Course-End Questionnaires Regular Command
and General Staff Course 1955-66.

Staff Study, DCSPER 352 C&GSC (31 Jan 56), 20 June 1956,
subject: "Requirements for Command and General Staff Col.
leg* Graduates (U)."

Staff Study and Comment Nr 2, DCSPER 352 (2 Jan 57), DCSPER
to DCSLOG, 18 November 1957, subject: "Branch Minimum
Quotas for Senior Service Colleges (U). "

A Review of the Army School System, prepared by G3, Depart.
ment of the Army, 25 August 1954.

Staff Study, G3OTTR 5. G3, Department of the Army, 13 Decem-
ber 19SS, subject: "Review of Certain Areas Within Army School
System (U)."

USCONARC Position Briefing Document, 21 January 1958.
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AStoff Study, OPS OT TR 3, DCSOPS, DA, 9 January 1958,
•subject: "Assignment of the Newly Commissioned RA Second
LieutenantsN.

DF, 353 (Z Jan 58), USCONARC, 3 January 1958, subject:
"STravnyne and Assignment of Artillery Officers.oa

Proceeding of United States Army Military Educational Advisors
Conference, sponsored by HumAn Resources Research Offade,
28-30 January 1958.

Staff Study, G3. USCONARC, 12 February 19S8, subject: "'Report
of DA Board to Evaluate US Army Command Management School."

•"Survey, The Lnitia! Assignment of Newly Commissioned Regular
Army Officers. conducted by The Adjutant General for DCSPER,
dated 19S7. OEU Report 57-7. Personnel Research and Pro-

cedures Division, Personnel Management Branch.

Report of the USAF Educational Conference of 18-19 October
1956, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 8 November 1956.

Report on the Pout Graduate Educational Program of the Navy
1956.

Letter, TAMBA, US Army Maintenance Board, 19 March 1958,
subject: "Problems and Requirements In Officer Maintenance
Training."

Briefing on Civilian Schooling, presented to Secretary of the
Army by DCS|PER, Jantuary 1958.

Enrollment Report of Army ROTC BeginnLng of School Year
1957-58.

Letter, LOG/K 3654, DCSLOG, DA, 4 February 1958, subject:
"Department of the Army Board to Review the System of Officer
Education and Training, "setting forth DCSLOG position. 1

USCONARC Mission Assignment Manual for Zone of Interior
Armies and Military District of Washington, US Army, 14 Jan.
uary 19S8.
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Meniorandum for Record, G3, USCONARC, Re: Letter from
DCSOPS, 26 February 1958, subject: "Schooling for Newly
Commissioned Regular Army Officers.

Letter, The Provost Marshal General, ZI April 1958, subject:

"Military Police Corps School and Center."

Briefing Pamphlet, Department of Tactics, USMA, 1958.

Letter, USMA to DCSOPS, DA, 16 April 1958, subject: "Cadet
Training, USMA."

Notes made by member of the Board at DCSPER/Ordnance Pres-
entation, Hq USCONARC, 30 April 1958, subject: "The Army
Scholarship Program.

Training Memorandum Nr 11, Hq USCONARC, 20 May 1957.

Staff Study, G3, OTTRS, 8 January 1955. subject: "Allocation
of Quotas for Higher Service Schools by Branch and Service (U)."

Staff Study, G1, 1210 311, 14 July 1955, subject: "Requirements

for Senior Military College Graduate a (U)."

Observations of Seven Armed Forces Specialized Tro.ining Schools,

4 February 1957, by Tor Meeland and Morris Showel (Human
Research Unit Nr 2, USCONARC, Fort Ord, California).

individual studies by US Army War College students.

Determination of School Quotas (U), by Lt Col James T.
Richards,

The Military Statesman (U), by Li Col Charles A. Cannon, Jr.

Advanced Operations TrainLng for Potential Higher Com-

manders (U), by Lt Col Thomas B. Ross, Jr.

The Isolation of Graduate Military Education (U), by Col

John D. Byrne,
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Determinatkon of School Quotas (U), by Cal Alfred E. Stevens.

The Production of Logisticians (U), by LA Col Herbert I. Stern.

Training of Senior Logisticlans (U), by IA Cal Irvin L. LuthL.

3. In addition to the above-listed references the Board was furnished
numerous brochures, catalogs, outlines of curricula, programs of Instruc-
tian, pamphlets, briefing scripts, reports, etc, by various agencies
visited and agencies Interviewed. These documents were used as back-
ground information where pertinent.
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1. Information letter,

2. List of centers, schools, ,ind tritining commands visited by the Board
and senior representattives conitctt-d at each.
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were intervie~wed by the B3oard or trembers thereof,
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II 1 .. 1) U ItE

I Inior I1 i iit n lette r.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Of ICE A t)U( A110%q ANDI ?NAlINI(, i( VILt W3AND

itkik 206 Pi't, HOiPITMl, buttUItNG
HIADOUARITI[II UNI1i 1) SIA1i•. S ON11KINIAL &!VVd COlMMAP4

20 Jbuaar, 1156

DAAD orf- I

SUIJr•CTt Department of the Army board to Review the System of Offieer
Education and Training

L1 The Chief of Staff recently appointed a Department of the AnV
Nosild to review and determine the adequaacy af the preseat system of educe-
ties sAd training of US Army officers. inclusure I to sa copy of the order
appointing the board. inclosure 2 is a copy of thse term of referene
for the Board. This letter is to acquaint you with the background e4l

ieesioc of the board, to request dissemination of information o she at AU
sloe of the Board to your officers a you way desire, and to solicit your
eooperation in obtaining constructivn ideas to assist In the det•oerna-
ties of esenatial facts anid pertinent opinions oan matters muaer the pur-
view of the board.

2. No comprehensive review of the educattona, sysitem Mhs boen under-

taken since 1949 when Lirutprnent General Menton St. rddy. then Coemoandant
of the Command aid (;rnirAl Staff Cutllge at Fort Leavenworth, headed a
board of settior officers to examine the then ezIsting ayStsm. both A
Departmwnt of the Army approved recoendstion nds by tho "Kddy" board
and AR 350-5 (Military Educat •on) direct ctxtinual scrutiny aawd reviston
of this system to insure allsnment with the latest world and military
developmmts. The pace of world events I. the last 10 year@ further i•t.
duts.te the teed for A frIsh review of the synstem In i.e entitety. Adding
OeIIaSiS to thin conclusion is the imlsac that drvalop.mentis In the field
of atoaic weapons and missiles have had on the offlier esdoation system
Siftm 1949. Within this cLmoslihere the Chief of Staff has forood the
Board MA assigned it this minsiont

"b•iteriin, the adequacy of the prevseit system for education and
training of lroy officers, to include, but not limited to, thu following;

"(I) The appropriateness of the currv0tt service schoul and serv-
ice college missions in relation to each othor and to all other eluiminte
Is the overall military edocational eye-ses.
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I. inforiinatiun letter.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

to Januaaint5

SULM Dpatmet f te rmyes badisemnto eiewthyse of ifsnl officer~l

cduupcain and Travining h duainLsytmbabenad

1. The Chief ofSt aff rcenlya~ apoite aor Depavirtmen 9theaded
Board to reviewad eormftcsr th eainheaeuc thf theu prsnt system. mof ada
Dapionandtrann of the Armyy arofficers.Indla insuea bysacoyo the Idy orgde
appitndgA the. Boalrd.m Edna.osu I dlis a copy of th sermts aod revisions
for thie sosrd. Toi letter aisneto "quint you with th world aid miany

aictssino the Board, tor reqush reisemiato of thesstmin ms etinarety the 1n
emphasif thboar thi yoiuroffices the imou that desieopmndtosoincite your
cof oatoicwaon.i obtidin conistuiv hideadso the offiser sintedurtisystem
tionatesen1. Wthia faths andspbertineht hiefo of matatfehs fodrme theut
viewd atndh baru~nd.i hsmsi

"2.etercminethensv rdequac of the erducatioa system hoaus been under

Wearud of Arimyr officers to eainde, th thnt eximtited sytom. both fwal

iD lepaternt ofote Army appronof thcaie curatio meraie by hooIlldy bansrd-

Of Gthet wveralon mtiiar educaltiohave syste tem ficr...rt yse

siw*199,Wihi tisstomhee heChefofStffha frmd4h

111" d ad "sgne itthismision

"litr*n h dquc fte *sM sstmfreucto n



20 January 195S8

SUBJECT: Depart',i,%t of the A-ity ioard to Review thu System of Ofticer
Educa t,, II .1ud Trai l l..,

"(2) The requirvements for service school and service colleut
graduates by school leveIN and the capability of the present school eye-

tem to produce thostie graduates."

In extension of thiti mission, the ibard has beeg, directed to give par-
ticular attentio.t to nitne specific problem areas listed in inclosure 2
and to recomeind for further study by the Department of the Army any prob-
leus arising froui the* deliberations of the board but not falling under
its purview.

3. The Board hopes to obtain from the entire Army constructive ideas
that my a•sist. In accomliblihLnU its mission. This educatLonal review is
obviously important .o all Army officers. It to suggested that you dL-
comminte to approp~ilate officers under your control a statement of the
mission of the tioard as outlined in paragraph 2 and in inclosure 2. We
welcome any pertinent Individual or collective thoughts that might not
be transmitted to the board through the survey devic*3 being employed
(par, 4 and 5). it torequested that they be Siven such hcreenitng as
you deem appropriate and transmit them to the Board by I April 1958.

4. The Board will soon distribute a compreheiisive questionnaire to
you sid to cortain other selected addressees. This quentionnaire together
with visits and pvrtioiial interviews conducted in the continental United
States will be the prlitcipal means employed by the Board to gather easen-
tial data. The collective ruspotsea to the questionnaire will be of great
importance in the hio;trd'a review of the Army's officer educattiolal system.
ComamnA or staff collaboration in the responses to this questionnaire is
encouraged.

5. The Board conaidvra that early In its appraisal it should review
the basic philosophy or concept upon which the Autty has developed its
professional educational syastem for olf cert;. Ti' |)iard would thLrefore
appreciate rce lvii a; with your anwvers to the. que'stionivitlre aly personatl

thoughts you may c-aiv tu contribute oti the bruad phihitioph i cal approach
to Lho Arny 's edtic 'totatla sys L011, A fcw provocat ive thoug~hts which tho
Hoard has receivid i'tol vliriuuu sources ar• conltauinaed in inclosur" 3.

3 Incl £DWAIW T. WILLIAMS

I. Order (not Incl) .iuteniant General, USA
2. Terms of Ref (not inci) President of the Board
3. Provocative Thoughts
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SOME PROVOCATIVE THOUGHTS ON THE CONCEPT
OF THE ARMY'S EDUCATION SYSTEM

(The ideas indicated below are not necessarily
representative of the Board's views)

1. The present stated objective of the Army Service School System
(Par 2, AR 350-5)"... Is to prepare selected individuals of all compo-
nents of the Army to perform those duties which they may be called upon
to perform in war. (underlining added, ) The emphasis is on the art of
command,. Cr tics of this mission/objective of the system contend
that it is defective in at least one aspect: it focuses attention on the
requirements to train officers for their duties in war without considera-
tion of the importance of their peacetime duties, principally the manage-
ment of men, material, and installations. Should the objective of the
Army school system he modified to encompass peacetime and wartime
management duties?

2. The time-honored concept of the Army service school system is
to educate officers to perform higher subsequent duties. The emphasis at
the college level (C&GSC and ARWC) in particular continues to be on the
training of officers for the highest military responsibilities. Critics of
this concept contend that the broad mission of "education" is subordinated
to the acquisition of knowledge and skills, i.e., "training" for application
to specific command and staff positions. Should the emphasis be shifted
at the college level to the broad educational function of advancing the art
and science of land warfarc? As a device for the ittaknment of this re-
direction, should the Army create a command or univerqity to coordinate
and control the entire service school system and to develop and publicize
the basic doctrine of land power?

3. Reduced to its fundamentals, the present Army service school
system is primarily designed to develop progressively and selectively
"generalists" in the application of mobile ground forces. "Specialists"
are a by-product and/or an adjunct of the system, with exceptions.
Critics of this concept contend that the art of mobile ground warfare
has already progressed to such a stage of technical complexity that
speciali•ation is essential to competency for command, particularly
at the lower levels. Should our educational (and training) system be
designed to develop "generalists" or "specialists" or both? Is an
educational system sound if based on initial specialization and gradu-
ated, progressive expansion by the best qualified specialists into the
general art encompassing the higher tactics and strategy of command?

iI
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2. List of centers, schools, and training commands visited by the
Board and senior representatives contacted at each.

COLLEGES

US Army War College
Maj Gen Max S. Johnson, Comdt
Brig Gen Edgar C. Doleman, Asst Comdt

US Army Command and General Staff College
Maj Gen Lionel C. McGarr, Comdt
Brig Gen Frederlck R. Zierath, Asst Comdt

CENTERS, SCHOOLS, AND TRAINING COMMANDS

The Adjutant General's School, US Army
Col Ernest W. Dosgieter, Comdt
Col Keith 0. Dicken, Asst Comdt

US Army Armor School
Maj Gen John L. Ryan, Jr, Comdt
Brig Gen James 1. King, Asst Corndt

Army Medical Service School
Maj Gen William E. Shambora, CG, Brooke Army Med Cen
Col RAymond E. Duke, Asst Comdt

US Army Air Defense School
Maj Gen Sam C. Russell, Comdt
Brig Gen Daniel A. O'Connor, Asst Comdt

US Army Artillery and Missile School
Maj Gen Thomas E. DeShazo, Comdt
Brig Gen Phillip C. Wehle, Asst Comdt

US Army Aviation School
Brig Gen Bogardus S. Cairns, Comdt
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US Army Chaplain School
Col James I.Wilson, Comdt
Lt Col Ferdinand A. Evans, Aset Comdt

US Army Chemical Center
Col John M. Palmer. CO

US Army Chemical Corps School
Col Carl V. Burke, Comdt

US Army Civil Affairs and Military Government School
Col Tom H. Barratt, Comdt

US Army Engineer School
Ma) Cen David H, Tulley, Comdt
Bri.i Gen Robert G. MacDonnell, Aset Comdt

Finance School, US Army
Col William E. Sievers, Comdt
Col Sherburne J. Keliker, Asst Comdt

US Army Infantry School
Ma) Gen Herbert B. Powell, Comdt
Brig Gen Stanley R, Larsen, Asst Comdt

US Army Information School
Col Lucius N. Cron, Comdt

US Army Intelligence School
Maj Gen Richard G. Prather, Comdt
Col Ralph W. Gontrwmi. XO, USAINTS
Col K. W. Holbert (USAF), USASIS

US Army Language School
Col Walter E. Kraus, Comdt
Lt Col Fred A.'Hicks, Asst Comdt

US Army Logistics Manitgement Center
Col Bernard S. Waterman. CO

US Army Management School
Col Frank Kowalski, Jr, Corndt
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US Army Ordnance Training Command
Brig Gen George W. White, CG

US Army Ordnance School
Col Richard A. Blair, Comdt

US Army Ordnance Guided Missile School
Col Henry S. Newhall, Comdt

The Provost Marshal General's School, US Army
Brig Gen D. P. Schorr, Jr, Comdt
Cal Shaffer F. Jarrell, Asst Comdt

Quartermaster Training Command, US Army
Cal Sheldo.n M. Gilman, Act CO

US Army Quartermaster School
Col Charles E. Reid, Comdt
Cal James D. Edgar, Aamt Comdt

US Army Signal Schoo4
Maj Gen W. Preston Corderinan, CG, Ft Monmouth, NJ
Col R. G. H. Meyer. Act Comdt

US Army Special Warf.are School
Cal George F. Jones. Comdt

US Army Transportation School
Col t,. William Lyon, Comdt
Col Vernon K..Johnson, Asilt Coridt

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
Lt Col Arthur Steer, Act Comdt
".,t Col Christian Gronbeck, Jr, Asst Comdt

US Women's Arm Cnrps School
Lt Col Frances M. Lathrope, Comdt
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3. List of agencies that appeared before the Board and individuals,
who were interviewed by the Board or by members thereof.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY STAFF

Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
Lt Gen James F. Collins, DCSPER •;
Maj Gen James L. Richardson, Jr, Asst DCSPER Y
Brig Gen George R. Mather, Dir. Mil Pero Mgt
Mr Charles F. Mullaly, Deputy Dir, Civ Pero 'I

Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations 4
Lt Gen Clyde D. Eddleman, DCSOPS
Brig Gen Theodore F. Bogart, Dir, Org & Tng
Col Stephen 0, Fuqua, Jr, Deputy Dir, Org & Tng
Col William W. West Ill, Sch Br, Tng Div, Org & Tng
Dr Rolfe L. Allen, Civ Educ Advisor, Tng Div, Org & Tng
Col Berton E. Spivy, Jr, Deputy Dir, SW & Rqr
Col W. G. Van Allen, Rqr Div, Army Avn

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
Maj Gen Robert W. Colglaxler, Jr, Asst DCSLOG
Col Robert B. Taylor, Asst Dir, Pers
Col W. M. Fondren, Chief, Mil Pero & Tng Div
Col Wendell J. Coats, Mil Pero & Tng Div
Col Arnold A. Bergliund, Mil Pero & Tng Div
Col Herbert E. Brown, Concept Dev Br, Plans Div

Comptroller of the Army
Lt Gen William S. Lawton, Compt
Maj Gen James B. Quill, Asst Compt
Col James B. Corbett, Deputy Dir, Mgt Analysis

Chief of Research and Development
Maj Gen Robert J. Wood, Deputy Chief
Brig Gen T. J. Conway. Dir of Rich
Col Herbert C. Hicks, Jr, Office, Dir of Roch

Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
Maj Gen Robert A. Schow, ACSI
Col John J. Davis, Chief, Org & Tng Div
Dr Robcrt L. Plumb, EURASIAN Div
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Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve Components
Brig Gen Creighton W. Abrams, Jr, Deputy ACSRC
Lt Col Page H. Brownfield, Org & Tng Div

Chie', Army Reserve and ROTC Affairs
Maj Gen Ralph A. Palladino, Chief

Chief of Civil Affairs and Military Government
Col Robert M. Williams, Deputy Chief
Lt Col Jesse L. Morrow, Jr, Mil Plans & Op Div

Chief, Army D~ivision, National Guard Bureau
Maj Gen T)onald W. McGowan, Chief

Chief of Special Warfare
Maj Gen Orlando C. Troxel, Jr, Chief
Lt Col Myron A. Funk, Rqr Br. Support Div

The Adjutant General
Maj Gen Herbert M, Jones, TAG
Brig Gen Mervyn M. Magee, Act Chief, OAD
Brig Gen Hal C. Pattison, Chief, Armor, OAD
Brig Gen Ben Harrell, Chief, In[, OAD
Lt Col Charles R. Sparra, Arty, OAD

Chief of Chapla;ins
Brig Gen (Ch) F. A. Tobey, Deputy Chief
Col ((Gb) W. M. Hale. Chief, Trig Div

Chief Chemical Officer
Brig Gen William R. Currie. Asst Chief
Lt Col Edwin G. Pike. Chief. Career Plan , Policy Br

Chief of Information
Brig Gen Chester V. Clifton, Deputy Chief

Chief of Engineers,
Maj Gen Emerson C. Itschner, Chief
Brig Gen Stephen R. Harmer. Asst Chief
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Chief of Finance
Maj Gen Harry W. Crandall, Chief

Lt Col H. E. 1loomgren, Tng Br, Mil Pero Div

The Inspector Gineral
Maj Gen Albert Pierson, TIG

The Judge Advocate General
Mij Gen George W. Hickman, Jr, TJAG

Chief of Ordnance
Brig Gen Frederick G. Waite, Asat Chief
Brig Gen George W. White, CG, US Army Ord Tng Comd

The Provost Marshal General
Maj Gen Hlayden L. Boatner, TPMG

The Quartermaster General
Ma) Gen hluRh Mackintosh, Asst QMG for Admin

Chief ,I.gntI Officer
Maj Grn Janies D. O'Connell, Chief
Brig G(in Stuart S. Hoff, Cmbt Dev & Op Div
CGo Waltrr l1. B•ess, Chief, Per$ Div

The Surg-eon Gene al
Col lByzon I.. Steger, Educ & Tng Div
Col Norni.in E. P,.atfeld, Asst Chief, Pers Div

Chief of ' ranp )rt',t on
l.3r;g (Ck t, R•uhrt C. Tripp, Act Chief
M-ij W11'.im Stendeb.tck, Jr, Tng & Org Div

Director, Women's Army Corps
Col Mitry MilltgRan, Dir
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OTHER AGENCIES AND PERSONNEL

United States C-.ntinental Army Command
Gen Willard G. Wyman, CC
Col J. W. Carlson, Chief, Sch Br, Tng Div, G3
Lt Col Claude W. Baker, Sch Br. Tng Div, G3

United States Security Agency
Maj Gen James H. Phillips, Chief
Col Ralph E. Jordan, Comdt, USASA Sch

United States Air Force
Col J. D. Scullion (USAF), ODCSPER, Hq USAF

United States Marine Corps
It Cot W. L. D,•es (USMC), Chief, Sch Tng Unit, G3, Hq USMC

United States Navy
Capt R. B. Kelly (USN), Anst Chief, Educ & Tng, BUPERS
Cdr B. F. Worchebter (USN), Educ & Tng, BUPERS
Cdr R. A. Sampson (USN), Educ & Tng, BUPERS

British Joint Servicr Mission
Col R. L. Penno

French Military Attache
Brig Gen Jean-Brice de 1ary, MA
Lt Col Francois leBegue de Germrny, Asst MA

Operations Research Office
Dr Ellis A. Johnson, Dir

Human Resources Rese.arch Office
Dr Merideth Cr.awford. Dir

Sixth US Army
Maj Gen Robert L. 1Howze, Jr, Deputy CG
Maj Gen John J. Binns, CotS

XVIII Airborne Corps
Maj Gen Robert F. Sink, CG
Brig Gen Charles H. Chase, CofS
Brig Gen William A. Harris, CC, XVIII Abn Corps Arty
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82d Airborne Division
Maj Gen Hamilton I4. Howze. CC, 82d Abn Div

Office of Special Weapons Developments
Brig Gen Arthur W. Oberbeck, Dir

Gen Leonard T. Gerow (Ret)

£ iLt Gen Manton S. Eddy (Ret)
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ANNEX 4

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENTS ON THE
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EDDY BOARD

SECTION I •

INTRODUCTION

1. The report of the Department of the si ny Board on Educational
System for Officers, "The Eddy Board", dated i5 June 1949, as submitted
to the Chief of Staff, US Army, contained 13 recommendations. These
recommendations were modified in several respects in Department of the
Army approval action dated I I October 1949. Subsequent action on 26October
1949 by the Department of the Army directed that necessary action be taken
to implement, as approved and modified, the Eddy Board recommendations.
The purpose of this annex is to set forth the initial recommendations of
the Eddy Board, the approval and modifications thereof by the Department
of the Army, and comments as appropriate, on the ntatus of implementation.

SECTION !I

ANALYSIS OF EACH RECOMMENDATION

2. RECOMMENDATION?

"That at least 90 percent of the officers commissioned in the
Regular Army be required tohavecornplet&'dthet equivalent educational
requirements for a college degree. Those officers alrea•dy commissioned
who do not have a college degree should be permitted to complete their
college courses to attain one. This opportunity, howe' er, should be
afforded only to those officers who clearly demonstrr.te that the Govern-
ment's interest would be served through their additional attendance In
college and the conditions should be set up which. would permit them to
continue their studies without prohibitive finainc!al sacrifice,"
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ACTION:

"At least 90 percent of the officers commissioned in the Regular
Army must have completed the equivalent educational requirements for a
college degree. No further action on the remainder of this recommendation
is contemplated at this time,"

COMMENT:

The Eddy Board found that approximately 73 percent of the
Regular Army officers had completed college baccalaureate work. A
Department of the Army survey, as of 25 November 1957, reflects that
75, 83 percent of the present Regular Army officers are college graduates
or above, and that 53. I1 percent of all officers of the Active Army are
college graduates and above. This survey reveals only slight improve-
ment toward the goal of the original recommendat'on. (Appendix to annex
14 and annex 18)

3, RECOMMENDATION:

"That each newly commissioned second lieutenant of the Regular
Army will be sent to his branch school for an orientation course of approx-
imately 4 to 12 weeks, as determined by the chief of branch or the Chief.
Army Field Forces. Following this course, newly commissioned officers
should be assigned to duty with troops, Officers of the services should
serve their first 2 years with one of the arms, which will include attendance
at the orientation course of the assigned arm."

ACTION:

a, "Each iewly commissioned second lieutenant of the Regular
Army will be sent directly to duty with troops. Newly commissioned
officers of the services, with the exception of thosc of the Medical Depart-
ment and the Chaplains Corps, will serv, their first two (2) ycars with
one of the arms."

b. The action taken 26 October 1949 was further modified by
the Department of the Army, effective 29 December 1950, as follows:

"Each newly commissioned male Second Lieutenant of the
Regular Army will be detailed to duty with troops with one of the combat
arms for a period of 2 years. Prior to reporting for duty with the troops,
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each officer will attend the branch school of the arm to which detailed.
During periods of hostility he will attend the associate course; during
peacetime, a special orientation course from 4 to 8 weeks, as deter-
mined by the Chief of Army Field Forces, will be substituted for the
associate course. Newly commissioned Regular Army officers of the
services, with the exception of those in the Army Medical Service and
chaplains, will serve their first Z years with one of the arms, which
will include attendance at the associate or orientation course of the arm
to which detailed. OS

COMMENT:

This policy is generally being implemented. Newly commis-
sioned officers attend a branch basic course prior to assignment to troop
duty. These courses vary in length among the various branch service
schools; most are well in excess of 8 weeks. (Annex 8)

4. RECOMMENDATION:

"That the Officers' Basic Course at the Ground General School
be discontinued.

ACTION:

"The Officers' Basic Course at the Ground General School will be
discontinued at the completion of the August-December 1949 class."

COMMENT:

The Ground General School has since been discontinued.

5. RECOMMENDATION:

"That with respect to common instruction in the branch advanced
schools, Department of the Army Memoranluwn No. 350-5-4. 1S Mar 48,
be liberalized to permit the commandants to make deviations of not more
than 40 percent in the total number of hours authorized."

ACTION:

Suspended for time being.
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COMMENT:

"Common Subjects' instruction to Army service schools is
currently outlined in Hq USCONARC Training Memorandum Nr 11. This
instruction permits a leeway of 25 percent in specified subject areas,
(Annex 9)

6. RECOMMENDATION:

"That where feasible, the associate courses be made sufficiently
hort to permit the civilian component officers to leave their civilian pur-

suits to attend these courses, It appears that a series of short courses
of approximately Z weeks. interspersed by extension courses, will best
meet this situation. The board recommends that the Department of the
Army study this matter. The board also recommends that Rceular Army
officers be encouraged to attend associate courses at Army schools."

ACTION-

Suspended for time being.

COMMENT:

Present associate courses are, ingeneral, a condensed version
of regular courses and require resident attendance for periods much longer
than 2 wN.eeks. Regular Army officers and reserve officers (on active and
inactive status) attend both regular and associate courses, (Annexes 7
and 9)

7. RECOMMENDATION

"That the officer's school system for the Army be operated
progressively on the following concepts:

"COMPANY OFFICERS' COURSE, BRANCH SCHOOL

"After he has gained experience with troops, the officer will
be assigned as a student in the company officers' course at his branch
school. The scope of this course will be designed to equip him to per-
form duties at company and battalion levels. The length of this course
will be determined by the immediate and long-range requirements of the
particular branch or service involved. However, it will not exceed II
months.
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"Pre requisites:

"(I) Combat arms: 2. to 5 years' service.

"(2) Technical and Admnnis.rat've Services: to be de-
termined by the chief of service concerned.

"ADVANCED OFFICERS' COURSE, BRANCH SCHOOL

"Following graduation from the company officers' course and
normally after further duty with troopb, the officer will attend the advanced
course at his branch school. This course will include instruction in com-
bined arms and the organization and functions of the division general staff.
Additional instruction will be given on the general and special staffs In
higher echelons necessary to quali-ey the student In the duties pertinent to

his particular branch.

"Prerequlsittes:

"(I) Combat armb: S to i1 years' service; under 40 years
of age; graduaite of company officers' course.

"(2) rechnical and Administrat.ve Services: to be deter-
mined by the chief of service concerned.

"REGULAR COURSE, COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

"Selected graduates of the branch advanced courses will attend
the Command and General Staff College Regular Course. This course
will be approximately 10 months .n durat'•n. 't6 scope will include the
duties of the commander and general staff of thi- div~slon, corps, army,
and comparable levels of the communicattuns zone.

"Prerequisites:

"(1) Combat arms: 8 to 15 years' service; under 41 years
of age; graduate of advanced course of his branch,
or constructive credit therefor.

"(2) Technical and Administrative Services: same as for
combat arms.
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"ADVANCED COURSE, COMMAND AND GENERAl. STAFF COI.LEGE

"Following the Regular Course at the Command and General
Staff College, selected officers, after another period of duty, will attend
the Advanced Course of the Command and General Staff College of approx-
Imately 10 months. The scope of this course will include instruction in
the duties ef the commanders and staffs of the higher Army echelons not
included in schools previously attended, such as the army group, theater
Army headquarters, zone of interior, and Headquarters, Department of
the Army. This course will be designed to emphasize Army technique
necessary to carry out the Army's mission as a part of the National
Military Establishment. Initially the course should be given at Fort
Leavenworth in the 1950-51 academic year to about 100 officers, with an
objective of ultimately handling about 300 students each year. Attendance
should be limited to United States officers.

"Pre requisities:

"(I) Combat arms: 13 to 21 years' service; under 46 years
of age; graduate of Command and General Staff
College Regular Course, or have constructive
credit therefor.

"(2) Technical and Administrative Services: same as for
combat arms."

ACTION:

Approved as recommended except that the Advanced Course,
US Army Command and General Staff College, was designated as the US
Army War College, with attendance thereat representing "completion of
the formal education requirement for those with other Governmental
agencies which the Army might be called upon to fill." Further, a few
officers are to "be selected annually for attendance at the National War
College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces to study national
and joint strategy, war planning, and industrial moblization. This spe-
cialized knowledge is required in the Department of the Army, but attend-
ance at either of these institutions ipso facto will not be given more weight
than attendance at the Army War College when selecting officers for
promotion or higher levv'l p)ositions.
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COMMENT:

Many variations exist from the original intent of the Depart..
ment of the Army action on the Eddy Board proposed educational pattern
at the branch school level. These variatlons have resulted, in general,
from the different requirements of the respective branches. The policy
guidance with respect to the regular course at the US Army Command
and General Staff College is currently being implemented. The US Army
War College has been permanently reestablished at Carlisle Bearracks,
Pennsylvania. The service prerequisite for attendance at the US Army
War College has been changed to 1I through 23 years' service. Four or
five Army officers selected annually to attend the National War College
are US Army War College graduates. (Annexes 9, 10. and 11)

8. RECOMMENDATION:

"That the fields of business manAgement, atomic energy, and

future aspects of warfare be incorporated into all levels of Army Schools.h

ACTION:

Approved "subject to further consideration by the Department of
the Army agency charged with the operation of Army service schools."

COMMENT:

The fields of business management, atomic energy, and future
aspects of warfare have received increased attention by the Army school
system since the recommendtion of the Eddy Board was made. Specialist
schools and courses have been established in the management and atomic
energy fields. Army officers attend courses presented by selected civili~a
schools. Future aspects of warfare have received added emphasis prin.
cipally through participation by Army schools in the Combat Developments
Program. (Annexes 13, 14, 15, and 16)

9. RECOMMENDATION:

"That greater emphasis be placed on the joint aspects of all
military operations, with due caution that courses currently given at the
joint schools are not unduly paralleled or overlapped."
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AC[-ION

Approved as recommended.

COMMENT:

Joint aspects of military operations receive emphasis appro.
priate to the level of the respective Army schools and courses, Hq
USCONARC supervises the participation by the Army in instruction given
in Navy and Air Force schools and centers. The Army has taken fuJl
advantage of participation in the joint colleges. (Annexes 7, II, and 1Z)

10. RECOMMENDATION-

"That constructive credit be no bar to attendance at any Army
school."

ACTION:

Approved but amended as follows: "and officers having con-
structive credit will be considered for attendance at the highest level
school for which each received constructive credit in the same manner
as other qualified And eligible officers."

COMMENT:

The constructive credit program was terminated in May 1950.
(Annex 17)

II. RECOMMENDATION:

"That in selecting officers to attend schools, the Department of
the Army mn general give preference to the officers approaching the upper
limit of the age bracket for a particular school."

ACTION

Approved but arnmended as follows: "who meet approved
selective standards."
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12. RECOMMENDATION:

"That in order to provide for efficient coordination in the
formulation of tactical doctrIne, planning of curricula, and the employ-
ment of modern educational methods, the Army school system have a
control agency or headquarters at a level corresponding to that of a zone
of interior army. This agency whould control all schools, both officer
and enlisted.

"The headquarters of the Army school system should function

both as a command (answerable directly to the Chief of Staff, US Army)
and as a general staff supervisory agenc. It should exercise both of
these functions n connection with those schools not currently operated
by the Chiefs of the Technical and Administrative Services. It should
exercise only its general staff supervisory power in connection with the
schools of the Technical and Administrative Services, and principally

in relation to the formulation and coordination of curricula and in the
employment of modern educational methods.

"To implement the policy described above, all schools under
the command of the headquarters of the Army school system must be
declaredexempted (Class I1) activities in order that the commander can
exercise proper budgetary, personnel, and curricular coordinatton and
control,

"Preparation of field manuals and the formulation and conduct
of extension and associate courses should come under the supervision of
the headquarters of the Army school system."

ACTION;

Suspended for the time being.

COMMENT:

Hq USCONARC has since been designated as a control agency
and executes certain control functions under AR 10-7. (Annex 6)

13. RECOMMENDATION,

"That the age requirements at all schools be reviewed period-

icaily to lower progressively the maximum age limitations."
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ACTION:ag
Moifedto ra,"Th ag eurmnsa all schools wit'

be reviewed periodically."

14. RECOMMENDATION:

"That the Army school system be continuously subject to scrutiny
and revision in order to keep abreast of new world and military developments
as they pertain to education."

ACTION:

Approved as recommended.

COMMENT:

* , The present Army school system reflects the changing require-
ments for educating and training officers. The system to under continuous
scrutiny by all agencies. This Board for the review of the system for the
education and training of officers reflects a phase of implementation of the
Eddy Board recommendations. (Recommendation 42 of basic report)
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ANNEX 5

OBJECTIVES, MISSIONS, AND SCOPES

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. General. - The Board was directed to examine the appro-
priateness of the current service school and service college missions
in relation to each other and to all other elements in the overall mili.
tary educational system. The Board proceeded from an examination
of the overall objective and missions of the entire Army school system
to a determination of the mission and scopes at each school level. The
principal results of the Board's effort In this area are reflected in the
draft proposed revision of AR 350-5, Education and Training - Military
Education, appendix A to this annex.

SECTION II

OVERALL. OBJECTIVE AND MISSIONS OF THE StUIOOL..SYSTEM

2. Overall objective. - The Board believes that the overall objec-
tive of the Army school system should remain as presently written in
paragraph 2, AR 350-5: "The objective of the Army Service School Sys-
tem is to prepare selected individuals of all components of the Army to
perform those dutics which they may be called upnr to perform in war,
The emphasis is on the art of command.

3. Analysis of the overall objeCtive.

a. This statement of thi, obhjective! of the school system
reflects a convwction that the principal task of the Army is to win a war
and the principal function of the Army officer is to command in war.
This is admittediy an over-simplification. Thc role of the Army officer
in the next decade will demand a degree of versatility far beyond that
necessary for wartime competence. The school system most continue
to act as the principal agent in meeting this demand. However, to in-
sure that the school system has clarity of purpose. this direct arid
unambiguous statement is preferred to any alternative which includes
preparation for peacetime duties.
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b. Section IV of the basic report outlines the requirement for
breadth in the officer corps and indicates the Army peacetime deterrent
functions which are not directly related to the wartime role. The school
system must recognize these peacetime functions as vital in creating
and maintaining an Army which can win a war. Appropriate coverage of
these functions must be attained within the system. In emphasizLng the
art of command, it must be recognized that this art includes the effective
management of men, materiel, and money, and that the terms "commande*'
and "manager" are essentially synonymous. However, the Board con-
tends that success in combat demands dynamic, aggressive, decisive,
individualistic commanders. Education and training of such commanders

should have precedence over managers of the committee or advisory type.
The accommodation to peacetime duties within the stated objective of the
school system should insure that preparation for wartime duties continues
in highest priority.

4. Revised overall mission. - The Board believes that a minor
revision of the overall mission of the Army school system, as stated in
paragraph Z, AR 350-5, is required. This revision specifies the hereto-
fore implied missions of resident and nonresident instruction and includes
the responsibility for training Allied students. The revised statement of
missions is - Missions charged to the service school system are:

a. Prepare and conduct resident instruction- prepare and
administer nonresident instruction.

b. Initiate action leading toward the fornitulation of new and
revision of old doctrine.

c. Prepare traininR literature. I

d, Accomplish cross-service and Allied understanding of
Army tactics, techniques, and operations by providing training, as
directed, for members of other components of the Armed Forces and
for Allied students.

e. Support other training activities of the Army as directed.
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SECTION III

OBJECTIVES, MISSIONS, AND SCOPES AT EACH LEVEL.

5. a. The Board examined the missions and scopes of the @io-
ments of the Army school system at all levels: branch, USACGSC, and
USAWC. As a point of departure, the Board considers that the objective
at each level should conform to the overall objective; i. e., the objective
Is to prepare selected individuals, at the level concerned, to perform
those duties they may be called upon to perform in war, and the emphasis
is on the art of command.

b. The Board considers that detailed statements of the mis'.
sions and scopes of responsibility should appear in similar form in the
Army Re.l~lations pertaining to each school.

C. The Board did not attempt to restate the detailed missions
and scopes at each level of the Army school system, However, in its
evaluation of the scopes of instruction for the various levels, four basic
areas of controversy were disclosed, the resolution of which tends to
establish the mission, and clearlyoutlines the scope of each level. Each
of these problem areas is considered in the following sections of this
annex:

(1) Section IV: Responsibility for Division Level
Instruction.

(2) Section V: Responsibility for Army and Theater
Army Logistical Command Instruction.

(3) Section VI: Balance Between "Education" and
"Training" at Each School Level

(4) Section VII. Functions of the School System in
Advancing the Understanding of the Roles, Missions and Philosophy
of the Army and Other Services.
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SECTION IV

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DIVISION LEVEL INSTRUCTION

6, Background. - The US Army Command and General Staff
College presently conducts approximately 13 weeks of division level
instruction (division level instruction is assumed to include those sub.
jects which require the student to act as a division commander or as
a division general staff officer). Curricula of branch advanced courses
now vary widely in the amount of division level instruction but none
appear to contain more than 1 to 2 weeks. The proposition has been
advanced that the bulk of division level instruction should be conducted
at the branch advanced course. Advantages and disadvantages are out-
lined below.

7. Advantages of placing the bulk of division level instruction in
the branch courses:

.a Provides instruction in the basic unit of combined arms
to essentially all career officers of the Army, thereby increasing the
pool of officers with division level training.

b. Makes division level training available earlier in careers
of officers, thereby broadening tneir military education and making them
available for assignment to responsible positions earlier.

C. Permits sizeable reduction in curriculum of USACGSC,
with increased time available at USACGSC for corps, army, and theater
army logistical command operations.

d. Increases the stature of the branch courses and of the
branch schools in general,

e. Adjusts curricula to reorganized divisional structure by
recognizing that one echelon (battalion or regiment) has been removed;
hence, increased instructional hours could be made available in the
branch schools for other subjects.

f. Recognizes that the decentralized and independent nature
of future combat will probably require that officers at the battle group

and lower levels have a good understanding of divisional operations.
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8. Disadvantages of placing responsibility for bulk of division
level instruction with branch courses:

a. USACGSC has traditionally been the focal point of the
service school system, Transfer of division level instruction would
"downgrade USACGSC as the unifying element of the system.

b. Incurs possibility of unbalanced presentation of dLvi-
sional instruction. There could be a natural tendency to develop the
"Benning School" of division tactics, the "Knvy School" of division
tactics, and the "Sill School" of division tact~cs There could be a
neglect of logistical implications in combat arms schools and a neglect
of operational implications in technical and administrative service
schools,

c. Assuming USACGSC retains responsibility for develop-
ment of division doctrine, would split responsibility for doctrine and
instruction, with resultant difficulty in coordination of instruction and
doctrinal development.

d. May overcrowd the branch course curricula, particularly
at the US Army Artillery and Missile School, US Army Engineer School,
and the US Army Air Defense School.

c. Does not capitalize on actions recently taken at USACGSC
to streamline USACGSC curriculum.

f. Would dilute quality of division level instruction because
it must be aimed at a markedly younger group of relatively unselected
officers.

g. From personnel standpoint, would be more costly in num-
bers of students and in numbers and quality of instructor personnel, par-
ticularly in establishment of divisional instructional departments at the
technical and administrative service schools.

h. Recent increase of approximately 33 percent in student
capacity at USACGSC should meet stated requirements for USACGSC
graduates. Training all career officers to USACGSC level of profi-
ciency at division level appears to be in exces& of requirements.
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I. Future organizational concepts generally retain the divi-
sion as the basic combined arms organization; whereas the status of the
corps and field army under future organizations is less definite. Our
school system can better adapt to future organizational trends If USACGSC
retains responsibility for the bulk of instruction in that organization which,
historically and for the foreseeable future, constitutes the basic unit of
combined arms in our Army.

9. Conclusions.

a. Present organizational concepts, and the requirement
for a high degree of professional knowledge throughout a broad base of
career officers, m-,ke it desirable that divisional coverage be increased
in branch advanced courses.

b. The necessity for coordination of doctrine and instruction
in the basic unit of combined arms, the desirability of mainaintrinucgto
USACGSC as the focal point of combined arms tactical Instruction, and
the necessity for conducting high quality divisional instruction to a se-
lected group of officers requirethat USACGSC retain responsibility for
division level instruction,

SECTION V

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ARMY AND THEATER ARMY
LOGISTICAL COMMAND INSTRUCTIMN

10. Background. - At present, USACGSC has responsibility for
division, corps, field army, theater army logistical command, and
theater army replacement command instruction, The USAWC has re-
sponsibility for higher levels, including army group and theater Army.
As a possible readjustment of missions and scopes, the Board con-
sidered the transfer of instruction in field army and theater army
logistical command to the USAWC. Advantages and disadvantages are
outlined below.

11. Advantages of placing responsibility for field army and theater
army logistical command at US Army War College:

a. Decreases pressure on USACGSC curriculum and permits
USACGSC to concentrate on division and corps echelons.
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b. Might decrease total personnel expenditure because same
scope of Army and theater army logistical command instruction would be
given to a fewer number of officers.

c. Would provide more instruction and refresher training on
tactical operations of larger units to senior officers during their final
school attendance at USAWC,

12. Disadvantages of placing responsibility for field army and
theater army logistical command at US Army War College:

a. Decreases the number of officers who receive this iStpor.
tant instruction and provides it at a relatively late date in the officer's
career.

b. Upsets existing balance of operational and logistical in-
struction attained at USACGSC. Creates necessity for considerable
orientation in field army and theater army logistical command at USACGSC
because a firm understanding of division and corps operations cannot be
attained without background in field army and theater army logistical com-
mand.

c. Increases pressure on USAWC curriculum and would cause
divergence from present emphasis on strategy.

d. Creates necessity for close coordination between USACGSC
and USAWC in the conduct of essentially tactical instruction.

13. Conclusion. - That USACGSC should retain responsibility for
the conduct of field army and theater army logistical command instruction,

SECTION VI

BALANCE BETWEEN "EDUCATION" AND "TRAINING"
AT EACH SCHOOL LEVEL

14. Background. - The Board found that there was a difference in
concept within the present school system as to the proper balance be-
tween "education" and "training" that should exist at each level in the
system. This difference involves at least these three questions:
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a How much of the curriculum at any level should be handled
by educational methodology, how much by training techniques?

b What should be the balance between specialist and gen-
eralist development at each level?

c. What should be the relative emphasis between coverage
of present and of future concepts at each level?

15. Definitions. - In order to assess the impact of these ques-
tions on policy guidance, the Board found it necessary to confirm the
distinction between "education" and "training, " as currently stated in
AR 350-S, Education and Training . Military Education, as follows:

a. "Military education. - Individual military instruction.,.
given without regard to the student's job assignment or membership in
a particular unit.

b. "Individual training. - instruction given to individuals
for the purpose of providing training In a particular military speciality.

c. "Distinction.

"(1) Education implies formal instruction and study leading
to intellectual development to include the making of sound decisions.

"(2) Training implies instruction and supervised practice
toward acquisition of a skill.

16. Analysis - For a comparison of the Board's views expressed
in tabular form, see Appendix "B", "General Balance of Instruction at
the Various School Levels.

17. Conclusion. - The Board concluded that the school system
should initially emphasize the training of the branch specialist for
immediate duty, and should progressively broaden each field until, at
the highest level, emphasis is placed upon educating the generalist for
duty in an indefinite time frame.
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SECTION VII

FUNCTION OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM IN ADVANCING THE
UNDERSTANDING OF THE ROLES, MISSINS, AND

PHILOSOPHY OF THE ARMY AND OTHER SERVICES

18. Origin of problem. - The Board considered this problem be-
cause it believes that the roles, missions, and philosophies of all serv-
ices will be subjected to review and possible change in the future. The
Board considers that an understanding of these roles and missions is
essential for effective Army participation in the joint and combined oper-
ations which will, in the Board's view, become of increasing importance.
"The Army school system has been critic ied for failing to analyze, syn-
thesize, and disseminate the agreed Army "concepts," The Board con-
siders it essential that, as thtý complexion of warfare changes in the
future, all elements of the Army work together in a common understanding
of the roles and missions which constituted authority assigns to the Army
and tc its sister services.

19. Analysis. - The Board is of the opinion that the function of the
school system should be strictly limited in the area of roles, missions,
and Army philosophy, Nevertheless, the system should play an impor-
tant part within these limitations. The reasonable limitations are set
forth in these concepts:

a. Basic formulation of the roles and missions of the Army
and other serviccs ts the responsibility of agencies other than the school
system. Thc system must carefully avoid an attempt at a propaganda
or public information effort in the challenge of an agreed role.

b. The system must avoid the promulgation to students 'f
an Army position which would compromise their intellectual freeL. un,
and independence of thought.

C. The system must not advocate concepts and ideas which
lack Department of the Army approval.

Within these limitations, the school system provides an excellent
medium for the orientation and indoctrination of st-dents. The accom-
plishment of this function is facilitated by the academic environment,
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b% the opportunity for exc hange of views betwttn students and between
students and faculty, by the opportunity for creative thinking by the
faculties~, aind by the concentration of educational effort which can be
attained in a school, 'rhe Board emphasizes that this is an educational
function, not an infetmatkonal one.

20. Conc lusions. - The Board was impressed by the volume of
material be~ing produced in this subjtvct area and notes that the use of
the material is app~arently left to individual discretion. There appears
to be no concentrated, coordinated educational effort for implementation
in this important field. The Board considers that the school system
should provide a means for such implementation, The Board further
considers that a program of student indoctrination in the rolels, mis-
sions, and basic philosophy of the Army and other services should he
developed; that this indoctrination should be factual, conservative,
mature, intellectual, and brief; that the agencies responsible for the
schools should p.rovide the basic materials for this indoctrination; and
that the programn should operate aggressively within the limitations
prescribed above.

SECTION VIII

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES
GOVERNIN4G THlE SCHOOL SYSTEM

21. Introduction. - During the years of its existence, the Army
school system has enjoyed strong support from other elements of the
Arm"y; and adefinable group of principles and policies has been developed
for the organization and operation of the system. In practice, these
policies are generally recognized an folowed, However, there appears
to be no single compilation of this guidance, either in Army Regulations
or elsewhere. Consequently, the Board desires to collate certain Impor-
tant principles and policies in this report and recommends their inclusion
in AR 350-5. Education and Training - Military Education (draft revision
at appendix A to this annex). These principles are stated and briefly
discussed in the following paragraphs,

ZZ Impoctance of the service school system. - The Army school
system is second in importance only to the operational units which are
the fighting strength of the US Army. This system is the keystone of
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the Army's preparation for wartime duties -. it provides the education
and training which prepare Army officers for manifold tasks of leader-
ship and command, and it develops the skills and knowledge which assist
the officer to make effective decisions. The past contribution of the sys-
tem to the successful prosecution of World Wars I and U1 and the Korean
War are self-evident. The school system will assume an increasingly
important role in meeting the challenge posed by new concepts, missions,
and weapons,

* 3. Relationship of the service school system to other means of
officer education and training. - The service school system is the prin-
cipal means of officer education and training. Ho%rever, many other
educational forces develop the officer during his career. Officers learn
from troop duty, on-the-job training, individual study, civilian schooling,
information programs, and precepts acquired from higher commanders.
Each of these factors should contribute its share toward the creation of
the professional officer; a balance should be maintained which insures
that the school system is not charged with missions which can better be
accomplished elsewhere, The school system provides knowledge which
iS essential for individual development; each officer has a continuing
personal responsibility for his own education. and each officer should
complement and supplement his formal schooling by personal endeavor
outside the resident school system.

Z4. Support of the school system. - The school system is a rela-
tively complex organization. The detailed planning and long lead-time
essential for effective instruction, and the inherent difficulty of the
educational process, deny the school system the flexibility which is
characteristic of most Army functions, Hence, a continuing high level
of support is vital to successful accomplishment of school missions.
Agencies charged with policy 'direction and support of the school system

should insure stability for a system designed to meet the long-term needs
of the Army. As a minimum, necessary support includes a faculty ade-
quate in quantity and quality; sufficient academic plant, housing, and
school and support troops; early doctrinal guidance to permit curriculum
planning; early establishment of firm ofdicer student quotas to permit
course planning; and stability of faculty tenure.

25, Supervision of schools. - Agencies responsible for service
schools should provide broad missions and guidance to school comman-
dants. Operating within this guidance, the commandants should be
granted wide latitude in accomplishing their missions, Examples of
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appropriate areas for supervisory action by responsible agencies include:
continuing review of the system to insure constant alignment with latest
developments as they pertain to education; elimination of duplication in
instruction between school levels; avoidance of gaps in Instruction between
levels; comparability of instruction in identical subjects as taught at
different schools; the broud balance attaned among major s'abject areas
(e, g. , balance between operational, logic:ical, intelligence, and per-
sonnel instruction); activities designed to keep officers current in changing
concepts; and activities designed to further student understanding of the
roles, missions, and philosophies of the Army and other services. In
curriculum matters, the directed inclusion of specific hours of coverage
for certain subjects is normally undesirable. The commandant is the
best judge of the method and timing for presentation of specific subjects.

26. Academic purpose. - The principal academic purpose at each
level of the school system is the thorough instruction of all students in the
fundamentals of ground combat or staff action pertinent to the level.
Attainment of this objective is of paramount importance. When this knowl-
edge of fundamentals has been gained, the student should be required to
project himself into situations of increasing complexity wherein his rea-
soning powers, tactical and strategic judgment, and intellectual capability
arc expanded. The ultimate goal is the production of graduates who will
he prepared to apply a sure knowledge of fundamentals to the complex
situations of the futurv, and who will demonitrate intelligence, versa-
tility, imagination, and initiative in their application.

".,7. Academic approach. - The academic approach at each level
should fully exploit the capabilities of the student group. Instruction
should be academically demanding and must be pitched at a level which
credits the stuident with maturity and intellectual competence commen-
surate with hiis experience. The methodology employed should chal-
lenge and interest the stuident; rote must be avoided; a full range of aca-
demic techniques should le used for the in-culcation of fu:ndamentals. \

28. Curriculum content. - In all areas of the school system, the
expanding scope of knowledge required to fight future wars tends to
crowd and lengthens the curricula. This, in turn, demands that an
officer spend an increasing portion of his career in resident schooling.
On the other hand, limited personnel resources and the desirability of
sending as many officers as practicabl e to schools make it necessary
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that curricula be kept at minimum length and content. To reconcile these
conflicting demands, each curriculum should be focused on essentials;
the curriculum should contain only those subjects which cannot be ads-
quately learned elsewhere, and "nice-to-know" subjects should be ac-
quired by individual study on a nonresident basis.
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APPENDIX A TO ANNEX 5

DRAFT PROPOSED REVISION OF AR 350-5

NOTE

The Board recognized the significance of AR 350-.5 MUitary Educa-
tion, as the governing statement of policies and procedures for the mili-
tary educational system. Many of the Board's recommendations will
occasion substantive changes in the present regulation. Also, in the
opinion of the Board, the existing regulation should be revised to elim-
"inate the minor administrative provisions now included; these instruc-
tions seem more appropriate for other publications. Accordingly, the
Board has prepared a draft revision which generally incorporates these
substantive changes and eliminates the less significant admimstrative
provisions (see Recommendation 40). This draft reflects the Board's
specific desire to streamline this regulation; it is the Board's belief
that those portions and paragraphs of the existing regulation which have
been omitted in this revision are not of sufficient importance to merit
retention in this basic regulation.

DRAFT

AR 350-5

ARMY REGULATIONS) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NO. 350-5 ) Washington 25, D. C.,

E.DUCA'rION AND TRAINING

MILITARY EDUCATION
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Section I

GENERAL

1. Scope. - These regulations set forth the general provisions
governing the militar y education and individual training of Army per-
sonnel of all components of the Army as may be accomplished in the
Army service schools, joint schools, schools of other services, civil-
ian institutions and industry, and schools of foreign nations. General
provisions of the Reservt Officers Training Corps, United States
Military Academy, and the Army Extension Course Program are also
set forth. For detailed scope see the appropriate regulations in the
AR 350-series.

2. Objective. - The objective of the Army service school sys-
tem is to prepare selected individuals of all components of the Army
to perform those duties which they may be called upon to perform in
war. The emphasis is on the art of command.

3. Missions. - The missions of the Army service school sys-
tem are to:

a. Prepare and conduct resident instruction, prepare and
administer nonresident instruction.

b. Initiate artinn lea ding toward the formulation of new and

the revision of old doctrine.

c. Prepare training literature.

d. Accomplish cross-service understanding of Army tac-
tics, techniques, and operations by providing training as directed for
members of other components of the Armed Forces and for Allied per-
sonnel.

e. Provide support for such other training activities of
the Army as may be directed.

4. General principles and policies. - The following principles
and policies establish broad guidance for the school system and for the
d~encies responsible for its development, supervision, and support.
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a. Importance of the service school system. - The Army
school system is second in importance only to the troop units which
are the fighting strength of the US Army. This system is the keystone
of the Army's preparation for wartime duties -- it provides the educa-
tion and training which prepare Army officers for manifold tasks of
leadership and command, and it develops the skills and knowledge which
assist the officer to make effective decisions. The past contributions
of the system to the successful prosecution of World Wars I and 11 and
the Korean War are self-evident. For the future, the school system
will assume an increasingly important role in meeting the challenge
posed by new concepts, missions, and weapons.

b. Relationship of the service school system to other means
of officer education and training. - The service school system is the
principal means of officer education and training. However, many other

S* educational forces develop the officer during his career. Officers learn
from troop duty, on-the-job training, individual study, civilian schooling,
information programs, and precepts acquired from higher commanders.

SEach uf these elements should contribute its share toward the creation
of the professional officer; a balance should be maintained which insures
that the school system is not charged with missions which can better be
accomplished elsewhere. The school system provides the knowledge
which is essential for Individual development; each officer has a con-
tinuing personal responsibility for his own education; each officer should
complement and supplement his formal schooling by personal endeavor
outside the resident school system.

c. Support of the school system. - The school system is a
relatively complex organization. The detailed planning and long lead
time essential for effective instruction, and the inherent difficulty of the
educati•nal process. deny the school system the flexibility which is
characteristic of most Army functions. Hence, a high level of support
is vital to successful accomplishment of school missions. Agencies
charged with policy direction and support of the school system should
insure stability for a system designed to meet the long-term needs of
the Army. As a minimum, necessary support includes a faculty ade-
quate in quantity and quality; sufficient academic plant, housing, and
school and support troops; early doctrinal guidance to permit curriculum
planning, early establishment of officer student quotas to permit course
planning; and stability of faculty tenure and student input.
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d. Supervision of schools. - The agencies responsible for
service schools should provide broad missions and guidance to corn-
mandants thereof. Operating within this guidance, the commandants
should be granted wide latitude in accomplishing their missions. Ex-
amples of appropriate areas for supervisory action by responsible
agencies include: continuing review of the system to insure constant
alignment with latest developments as they pertain to education; elim-
ination of duplication in instruction between school levels; avoidance
of gaps in instruction between levels; comparability of instruction in
identical subjects as taught at different schools; the broad balance
attained among major subject areas (e. g., balance between opera-
tional, logistical, intelligence, and personnel instruction); activities
designed to keep officers current in changing concepts; and activities
designed to further student understanding of the roles, missions, and
philosophies of the Army and other services. In curriculum matters,
the directed inclusion of specific hours of coverage for certain subjects
is normally undesirable; the commandant is the best judge of method
and timing for the presentation of specific subjects.

e. Academic purpose. . The principal academic purpose
at each level of the school system is the thorough instruction nf all
students in the fundamentals of ground combat or staff action pertinent
to the level. Attainment of this objective is of paramount importance.
When this knowledge of fundamentals has been gained, the student should
he required to project himself into situations of increasing complexity
wherein his reasoning powers, tactical and strategic judgment, and
intellectual capacity are expanded. The ultimate goal is the production
of graduates who will be prepared to apply a sure knowledge of funda-
mentals to the complex situations of the future, and who will demon-
strate intelligence, versatility, imagination, and initiative in their
application,

f. 1 Academic approach. - The academic approach at each

level should fully exploit the capabilities of the student group. Instruc-
tion should be academically demanding and must be pitched at a level
which credits the student with maturity and intellectual competence
commensurate with his experience. The methodology employed should
challenge and interest the student; rote must be avoided; a full range
of academic techniques should be used for the inculcation of funda-
mentals.
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B. Curriculum content. - In all areas of the school systems
the expanding scope of knowledge required to fight future wars crowds
and lengthens the curricula; this, in turn, tends to demand that an ofi-
cer spend an increasing portion of his career in resident schooling. On
the other hand, limited personnel resources and the desirability of send-
ing as many officers as practicable to schools make it necessary that

curricula be kept at minimum length and content. To reconcile these
conflicting demands, each curriculum should be focused on essentials;
the curriculum should contain only those subjects which cannot be ade-
quately learned elsewhere; and "nice-to-know" subjects should be ac-
quired by individual study on a nonresident basis.

5. Responsibilities. - The Department of the Army will formu-

late general plans and policies, coordinate the execution of such plans
and policies, and exercise general supervision over the educational
system of the Army. General responsibilities of the various agencies
are outlined below:

a. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations, Depart-
ment of the Army, in coordination with other General Staff agencies, will
establish policies for, and exercise a broad review of, training and edu-
cational programs conducted by Army service schools.

b. Commanding General, United States Continental Army
Command, will be the Director of the Army service school system.
He will supervise all Army schools and courses of instruction in ac-
cordance with the policy guidance and direction provided by the Depart-
ment of the Army and in coordination with other appropriate agencies.
See AR 10-7.

c. Supervision of Army participation in training activities
conducted by the other departments of the Armed Forces of the Un,.ed
States is vested in the Commanding General, United States Continental
Army Command, within established policy and doctrine approved by the
Department of the Army.

6. Instruction for reserve components. - For personnel of the
reserve components, pursuit of courses of instruction in the Army
service school system is voluntary. Completion of such courses may
be prescribed as a prerequisite to advancement to a higher grade.
Qualified members of the reserve components are eligible to attend
aU courses outlined herein.
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Section 11

ARMY SERVICE SCHOOL SYSTEM

7. Types of service schools. - The following types of schools
are in the Army service school system: (For detailed breakdown by
type see section VI.)

a. Service college$.

b. Branch service schools.

c, Specialist schools.

8. Organization. - a. General. - Service colleges, branch
service, and specialist schools will be organized and administered
in conformity with these regulations, and with such special instruc-
tions as may be issued from time to time by the Department of the
Army; Commanding General, United States Continental Army Corn-
mand; or other appropriate authority.

(1) School personnel. - The personnel of each school
will consist of a commandant; his personal aides, if any; a staff in-
cluding an assistant commandant; a faculty; a school cadre; demon-
stration troops when authorized; and such students as may be detailed
to pursue a course of instruction thereat.

(2) Allocation and assignment. - Within personnel
authorization, personnel will be requisitioned, aUocated, assigned,
and relieved of assignment by the Department of the Army, or by an
agency designated by the Department of the Army upon the request of
the school concerned and in accordance with existing policies and pro-
cedures relative to assignment specified in Army R~egulations and Spe-
clal Regulations in the 615-series.

(3) Exemptions from duties. - Except with the prior
approval of the agency charged with direct supervision and control of
the school, personnel will not be detailed to duties, or placed on
temporary duty or detached service not directly connected with the
school mission. Similarly, except with the prior approval of the
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agency charged with direct supervision and control of the school, schools
will not be assigned tasks or projects which will require the use of per-
sonnel on other than their regular school duties.

b. Commandant.

(1) General. - A commandant will be especially selected
and assigned to each school by the Department of the Army. The com-
mandant will have charge of the general administration of the school or
schools, will be responsible for all matters of instruction therein, and
will insure that all programs of instruction are properly coordinated.

(2) Curricula and programs of instruction.

(a) Curricula. - The commandant will submit rec-
ommendations for the establishment, discontinuance, or revision of
courses conducted at Army service schools to the Commanding General,
United States Continental Army Command, in accordance with the pro-
visions of AR

(b) Programs of instruction. - The commandant will

submit all programs of instruction or changes in such programs to the
Commanding General, United States Continental Army Command, in
accordance with the provisions of AR

(3) Succession to command. - For succession to com-
mand see AR 600-20.

c. Assistant commandant. - The assistant commandant,
under direction of the commandant, will have charge of instruction and
administration concerning instruction in the school or group of schools
and will have general chamrge of the preparation of text and reference
books and of mailing Ii-t matter. In the absence of the assistant corn-
mandant, the senior director, or in the absence of all directors, the
senior instructor will act as assistant commandant.

d. Other members of the staff and faculty. - The duties and
responsibilities of the directors of instructional departments, the sec..
retary, the academic staff, and the instructors are as specified by the
commandant concerned, in consonance with pertinent regulations and
directives.
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e. School agencies. - The functions of the faculty board,
the school library, the book department, and other school agencies
are as specified by the commandant concerned, in consonance with
pertinent regulations and directives.

9. Regulations for schools. - a. General regulations governing
the conduct of each service college, branch service school, specialist

school, Army Extension Courses, and troop schools are published in

Army Regulations in the 350.series.

b. Army Regulations for all schools will be prepared and
revised under supervision of the agency charged with direct super-
vision and control of the particular school (par. 5). They will con-
tain, so far as applicable--

(1) General provisions for the designation and location
of the school.

(2) Its mission and general organiaation.

(3) A general description of the courses to be con-
ducted and the responsibilities of the various subdivisions of the school,
The courses conducted, together with their purpose, duration, pre-
requisites, and scope, will be published periodically by The Adjutant
General as "The Army School Catalog" or as "The Announcement of
Army Extension Courses," as appropriate, in pamphlet form.,

(4) Requirements and regulations in regard to class
standing, diplomas, certificates, and academic reports.

Section III

MILITARY EDUCATION FOR OFFICERS

10. General. - The Army service colleges and schools will con-
duct courses to provide progressive military education and appropriate
practical training for officer persnnnel of all components at appropriate
levels in order to prepare them to perform efficiently in all positions
concerned with leadership of troops and units, with application of doc-
trine, tactics and technique, with the employment of units, with stra-
tegLc concept, planning and execution, and with national planning and
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policy. In consonance with the objective, paragraph 2, courses will
be designed primarily as preparation for wartime duties; minimum
essential coverage of peacetime duties will be included. The career
education of most officers will be accomplished, progressively,
through the courses described in paragraphs 11 and 12. An appre-
ciable number of officers will also attend joint schools, schools of
the other services, universities and other instit.itions, and foreign
military or civilian schools andcolleges. The purpose of such addi- *I

tional education for selected officers will be to qualify them for posi-
tions on joint staffs, as interservice liaison officers, or for other
positions requi.-ing a specialized knowledge.

11. Service schools. - The service schools will conduct courses
to provide military education and practical training for commissioned
officers at two general levels; for newly commissioned officers (Orien-
tatiun Course), and for officers with from 3 to 8 years' service (Branch
Career Course). In addition, the service schools will conduct officer
specialist courses when appropriate directives or approvals are issued
by competent authority.

a. Orientation course, - Normally an officer will be as-
signed to an orientation course of approximately 8 weeks* duration
immediately upon receiving his commission. This course will be
limited to those subjects essential to the newly commissioned officer
in his first duty assignment, with emphasis on fundamentals, weap-
ons, and equipment. It will stress practical work, with a minimum
of theoretical instruction, and its length and content will be adapted
to the variations in precommissioned training of the various cate-
gories of officers (USMA, ROTC branch mnaterial, ROTC general
military science, and OCS). Exact length and content will be deter-
mined by each branch separately based on its specific requirement.
In time of hostilities branch basic courses of approximately 4 monthst

duration will be established to be attended by all newly commissioned
officers prior to assignment to duty with troops.

b. Branch career course. - After an officer has gained
experience with troops, he will be assigned to a branch career course
of approximately I academic years duration, to be attended at 3 to
8 years' service. This course will be designed and conducted to
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challenge the student officer, with emphasis on practical work and
instruction with troops. The scope of this course will prepare the

officer to perform branch duties at company through battle group or

comparable level, and will include instruction on the organization

of the division, the functions of the division general staff, and suffi-

cdent instruction on division operations to provide branch perspective.
Additional instruction will be given on the gerieral and special staffs
in higher echelons necessary to qualify the student in the duties per-

tinent to his particular branch.

c. Specialist courses. - Officer specialist courses de-
signed to provide technical education and training for the purpose
of qualifying personnel in particular military specialties will bR
conducted by the service and specialist schools on a requirements
basis.

1Z, Service colleges. - a. US Army Command and General

Staff College--reg%%lar course. - Selected graduates of the branch

advanced courses will attend the US Army Command and General
Staff College regular course, The scope of this course will in-

clude the duties of the Comimtnder and General Staff of the division,

corps, army, and theater army logistical command.

b. US Army War College. - Selected graduates of the

US Army Command and General Staff College after a subsequent
period of duty will attend the US Army War College. The scope of
this course will include instruction in the duties of the Commander

and staffs of the higher Army echelons not included in schools pre-
viously attended buch an the army group, theater army headquar-
ters, continental United States agencies, and the Department of

the Army, with emphasis on the latter. This course will be de-
signed to emphasize military policy, national strategy, and the
Army's mission an a part of the Department of Defense, with ap-

propriate coverage of joint and combined functions.

13. Associate courses. - Associate courses will be conducted

by branch service schools, the US Army Command and General Staff
College, and specialist schools upon direction of the agency charged
with the supervision of the college or school concerned.
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a, Branch service schools, Associate courses at this
level may be of two types:

(1) Combination resident and nonresident associate
courses. - These courses will be conducted for the training of re-
serve component officers Atot on active duty. To shorten the time
the Reserve officer must spend away from his civilian pursuits
only that instruction which cannot be covered by extension courses
will be given as resident instruction.

(Z) Resident associate courses. - Courses of shorter
duration, paralleling the regular longer courses, may be authorized
in exceptional circumstances for the training of career officers to
satisfy specific branch requirements.

b. US Army Command and General Staff College. - Courses
of shorter duration, paralleling the regular longer course, will be con-
ducted at this level primarily to provide essential training to selected
career officers, without regard to component.

c. Specialist schools. - As directed by appropriate au-
thority.

14. Schools of the other services. - Selected officers will attend
certain schools and courses under the control of the other *ervices.

15. Joint school., - The missitit of these schools is to prepare
selected officer personnel for the exercise of joint high-level policy,
command, and staff functions, and the performance of strategic plan-
ning duties. Emphasis is placed on the joint aspects of all military
operations with due caution that courses at the joint schools are not
unduly paralleled or overlapped. For details of mission, scope of
courses, and other information, see AR____

16. Civilian institutions. - a. Authority.

(1) This paragraph establishes Department of the Army
policy with respect to the training of military personnel in civilian
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educational, commercial, and industrial institutions as authorized by
paragraph 13, section 127a, National Defense Act (41 Stat. 786; 10 U.S.C.
Supp. IV, 535), as amended.

(Z) All such training will be conducted under the overall
supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations and in
conformity with the policies outlined herein, and in AR_

b. Mission and scope. - The mission and scope of this type
of education and training is to afford military personnel education and
training not available in service schools and colleges to meet current
and foreseeable future requirements of the various agencies of the Do-
partment of the Army and subordinate commands. Requirements exist
in, but may not be limited to, the political, economic, technical, scien-
tific, and social fields. Individual announcement of specific programs
conducted under this regulation will be made by the interested agency
in coordination with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations.

17. Other officer education. - In addition to the education re-
ceived at joint schools, service colleges and schools, and civilian
institutions, a limited number of officers will receive further special-
ized training by --

a. Attending schools of governmental agencies other than
those of the Department of the Army. See AR

b. Training with civilian industry to pursue studies of a
specialized nature, See AR

c. Participation in the Industrial Mobilization Training Pro-
gram which cons&sts of a planned combination of two or more military
and civilian school courses combined with specific duty assignments
preparatory to assignment to a joint agency.

d. Attending schools of foreign nations. - A small number
of Army officers are selected each year to pursue courses of instruction
at schools of foreign nations on an invitational basits. The purpose of
such attendance by Army officers is to afford selected officers an oppor-
tunity to broaden their experience by a close relationship with the Ian-
guage, technique, and staff procedures of other armies.
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Section IV

"ARMY EXTENSION COURSES

Essentially no change.

Section V

EDUCATION LEADING TO COMMISSION

Essentially no change.

Section VI

SCHOOL TRAINING FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Essentially no change.

Section VII

DEFINITIONS, LIST OF ARMY ACADEMIES, AND
SERVICE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

29. Definitions.

&. Military education. - Individual military instruction
provided by schools and extension course*, given without regard to
the student's job assignment or membership in a particular unit.

b. Training. - Training may be individual or unit.

(1) Individual training. - Instruction given to individuals
for the purpose of providing training in a particular military specialty.

(2) Unit training. - Instruction given to a unit for the

purpose of increasing the ability of the unit to perform its military
mission.
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c. Distinction between "education" and "training".

(1) Education implies formal instruction and study lead-
ing to intellectual development to include the making of sound decisions.

(2) Training implies instruction and supervised practice
toward acquisition of a skill.

d. Service school. - An Army service school is an educa-
tional and training activity whose establishment has sen authorized
by special public law or by Department of the Army General Order.

e. Service college. - An Army educational facility con-
ducting training in the duties of staff and command positions of division
and higher level.

f. Branch service school. - A service school for officers
and/or enlisted personnel, where instruction is conducted in the sub-
jects necessary in a particular branch of service,

g. Specialist school. - A service school for officers and/or
enlisted personnel for training of a specialized nature and not restricted
in its application to a particular branch of service.

h. School year. - The school year will normally be the
September-June period.

i. Demonstration troops. - Sometimes called "School
Troops," Includes all troops whose primary mission (School T/D
Troops) or secondary mission (General Reserve or ZI Operational
Troops) is to provide demonstrations and instructional assistance.

30. List of Army academies, and service schools and colleges

(subject to change by Headquarters, Department of the Army, authority).

a. Military Academy. - U. S. Military Academy.

b. Preparatory Sc:hool. - U. S. Military Academny Pre-

paratory School.
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c. Service colleges.

(1) U. S. Army War College.

(2) U. S. Army Command and General Staff College.

d. Branch service schools.

(1) The Adjutant General's School, US Army.

(2) U. S. Army Armor School.

(3) Army Medical Service School.

(4) U. S. Army Air Defense School.

(5) U. S. Army Artillery and Missile School.

(6) U, S. Army Chaplain School.

(7) U. S. Army Chemical Corps School.

(8) U. S. Army Civil Affairs and Military Government
School.

(9) U, S, Army Engineer School.

(10) Finance School, U, S. Army.

(11) U. S. Army Infantry School.

(12) The Judge Advocate General's School, U. S. Army.

(13) U. 5. Army Ordnance School.

(14) The Provost Marshal General's School, U. S. Army.

(15) U. 5, Army Quartermaster School.

(16) U. S. Army Security Agency School.
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.(17) U. S. Army Signal School.

(18) U. S. Army Southeastern Signal School.

(19) U. S. Army Transportation School.

(ZO) U. S. Women's Army Corps School.

e. Specialist schools.

(1) U. S. Army Aviation School.

(2) U. S. Army Information School.

(3) U. S. Army Intelligence School.

(4) U. S. Army Language School.

(5) U. S, Army Logistics Management Center.

(6) U. S. Army Medical Service Meat and Dairy Hygiene
School.

(7) U. S. Army Management School.

(8) U. S. Army Ordnance Guided Missile School.

(9) U. S. Army Special Warfare School.

(10) Quartermaster Subsistence School, U. S. Army.

(II) U. S. Army Strategic Intelligence School.

(12) Walter Reed Army Institute of Research.
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ANNEX 6

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE ARMY
SERVICE SCHOOL SYSTEM

SECTION I

GENERAL

1. Purpose. - The Board was directed in its terms of reference
to give particular attention to "the adequacy of the present organima-
tionail structure of the Army school system." The Board found that the
question of organizational structure included several fundamental prob-
lems.

2. Background. - During World War l1 the "Replacement and
School Command" was created as a mobilization expedient to provide
centralized direction of the wartime Army school system of the combat
arms. This command was an agency of "Army Ground Forces," The
"Gerow Board" report of 1946 did not address the problem of internal
Army command structure of the various proposed elements of the Army
schoul system. Following World War IV a need for greater direction and
control of the sihool system was recognized, At that time, Army Field
Forces exercised control over the missions of most schools, but funds
and personnel were provided by the Zone of interior armies. Head-
quarters, Army Field Forces was not in the chaLn of comnmand as Zone
of Interior armies reported to Department of the Army. The head of
each technical and administrative service commanded the school(s) which
supported his respective missions, 'rhese technical and administrative
service schools, together with certain specialist schoole, were not re-
sponsible to Army Field Forces. In 1949 the Department of the.Army
Board on Educational System for Officers (Eddy Board) recommended
that a "Directo" of Education" be established under the Department of
the Army to provide for efficient coor~Lnatiozi in the formulation of
tactical doctrine, planning of curricula, and the employment of modern
educational methods. The Board further stated that tMis Director of
Education should command those schools for which no chief of branch
existed (e. g. , combat arms schools and the USACGSC), and should
exercise proper budgetary and personnel control over these schools.
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The Eddy Board also proposed that technical and administrative service
schools should remain under command of their respective chiefs, but that
formulation and coordination of curricula and employment of modern educa-
tional iiheans should be supervised by the "Director of Education." The
present organizational structure of the Army school system reflects, in
part, these recommendations. In a broad sense the Commanding General,
United States Continental Army Command, now fulfUls those responsibilities
visualized for the "Director of Education." He is not, however, identified
by this title.

3. Procedure. - The Board used the following successive and
interrelated steps to assess the organizational structure of the Army
school system and the derived problem areas:

a. Factors used to evaluate the adequacy of the organizational
structure (section 11).

(t )b. An assessment of the present organizatlonatl structure
,i•. (section 111).

"c. An assessment of the feasibility and desirability of a
separate school command (section IV).

d. Proposed modifications of the organizational structure
of the Army school system (section V).

e. Tenure of staff and faculty assignments (section VI).

f. Administrative and logistical support (section VII).

* .. L'JN I' ~SECTION 11,

FACTORS USED TO EVALUATE THE ADEQUACY
OF THE ARMY SCHOOL SYSTM

4. Basis of selection, - The Board determined that there are
- several principles on which any assessment of the adequacy of the organ-

isational structure should be based. These factors are, in general,
applicable to any assessment of organization, The following principles
relate specifically to the Army service school system.
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5. Missions. - The organization must facilitate accomplishment
of the missions. The reworded statement of missions of the Army school
system as developed Lnannex 5 is:

a. Prepare and conduct resident instruction; prepare and
administer nonresident instruction.

b. Initiate action leading toward the formulation of new and
the revision of old doctrine.

c. Prepare training literature.

d. Accomplish cross-service and Allied understanding or
Army tactics, techniques, and operations by providing training, as
directed, for members of other components of the US Armed Forces
and for Allied students.

e. Support other training activities of the Army as directed.

6. Functions. - The organizational structure of the school system
should support the following main functions derived from the above
missions:

a. Detailed planning and coordination of curricula to assure
adequate coverage of subject materiLl, and to prevent unnecessary
overlap of instruction vertically between levels of schooling and laterally
between schools.

b. Timely coordination of doctrine.

c. Employment of modern educational methods.

d. Programing of input and in-training student loads.

e. Inspection of schools.

f. Personnel control adequate to insure a staff and faculty
qualified to execute the school mission.

1. Control of an administrative and logistical support organ-
sLatiou capable of assmisting the faculty to achieve its mission.
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h. Control of facilities adaptable to the nceds of the mission.

7. Responsiveness. - The organizational structure of the Army

school system should be responsively flexible to accommodate the chang-
ing demands for instruction, doctrinal guidance, and combat developments.
In this connection the Board notes that the school system is an Integral
part of the broader function of training of officers and enlisted men for
duties that they may be called upon to perform in war. The organlsational
structure, therefore, should not isolate the school system and thereby

create a divided responsibility for the overall training mission.

8. Mobilization base. - The school system is a vital part of the
mobilization base of the Army. The organizational structure of the
system must maintain a capability for rapid adjustment to mobilization
training requirements through expansion and reallocation of resources.

9. Relation to the branch structure of the Army. - The organ-
ization of the Army is based on a branch structure (1. e. , combat arms,
technical services, and .adminLstrative services) involving command and
staff responsibilities and authority. The Board accepts that this basic
structure will obtain into the next decade. The organizational structure
of the school system must recognize and accommodate the responsibilities
and authority of the arms and services as organizationa1 entities.

SECTION IU

PRESENT ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

10. Componentt. - The present Army school system embraces
33 service schools and colleges which conduct courses of Instruction for
officers (see appendix A, Organization, Present Army School System).
This structure includes 19 branch schools devoted to qualifying officers
in the tactics, techniques, and procedures of a particular branch, and
2 colleges, the US Army Command and General Staff CoLlege and the
US Army War College. Associated with theme 21 career schools are 12
specialist schools for training of a specialized nature not restricted in
its application to any particular branch.

11. Policy direction. - Responsibility and authority for all functions
of all schools and colleges in the school system are vested onIylin
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Headquarters, Department of the Army. This headquarters, relatively
remote from the specific requirements for dLrection, control, super-
vision, and inspection of the school system, fulfills its responsibUities
through issuance of policy guidance. High level policy guidance for the
direction and control of the Army school system must be centralized In
the Department o( the Army General Staff. This piovides for the detailed
coordination of schools policies with the career management and overall
development of the Individual. Further. it facilitates Lnteuratlon of the
school function.withLn the framework of Department of the Army poliry.

12. Command. - Command of the 33 Army service schools and
colleges which conduct courses of instruction for officers is decentral-
lised to operating elements of the Army with the exception of three spe'-
cialist schools. Twelve schools are commanded by CC, USCONA.RC.
Eighteen are technical, admnLni#L:ative, and specialist schools com-
manded by heads of the respective technical and administrative services
and the heads of separate agencies. Two specialist schools remain under
the direction and control of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence
(ACSI), and one under the operational control of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics (DCSLOQ).

a. ACSI has Department of the Army staff responsibility for
direction of the Army attache system, the Military Intelligence Corps
(Reserve), Intelligence doctrine, and assigned training and school activi-
ties. The US Army Intelligence School and the US Army St'ategic
Inteiligence School are both under the direction and control of the Com-
manding General, US Army Intelligence Center, Fort Holabird, Maryland,
a field agency directly responsible to ACSI, Direction and control of
combat intell~gence courses conducted at the US Army InteIllgence
School Are exercised by USCONARC, including the input of students
to these courses. With the exception of combat intelligence courses,
both the US Army Strategic Intelligence and the US Arrr.y Intelligence
Schools are operated to meet the requirements for speciallzed training
in the intelligence field. In addition, the US Airmy Intelligence School
provides branch instruction for the officers of the Military Intelligence
Corps (Reserve).

b. DCSLOG has Department of the Army staff responsibility
for development and supervision of Army logistics Including doctrine,
career management, and training. The US Army Logistics Management
Center, Fort Lee, Virginia, is under the operational control of DCSLOG.
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The Quartermaster General is assigned administrative responsibility.
The Commanding General, Fort Lee, Virginia, provides installation
support. This center is a field agency of DCSLOG primarily ior the
development of ma.nagement skills and the provision of uniform training
in Army-wide aspects of supply management.

13. USCONARC responsibilities. - Army Regulations 10-7 assign
the responsibility and authority for the direction and control of curricula
and instruction of tactical doctrine and related techniques to CO.
USCONARC, in all schools except those noted in paragrap'- 14 below.

a. USCONARC schools communi: ". -irectly with Hq
USCONARC on all matters which pertain to the direction and control of
curricula, training literature, training aids (films, graphic@, and devices),
and combat developments, Matters involving personnel, funds, materiul,
facilities, dnd equipment are channeled through the responible Zone of
Interior armies and the Military District of Washington, US Army. (See
section VII below.)

b. Department of the Army technical, administrative, and
specialist schools communicate with Hq USCONARC through the heads of
Department of the Army staff agencies. Each of these schools is consideredto
be an adjunct to the act iv ities of the respective Department of the Army agef Cy
which it Is designed to support. In effect, each is an operating agency
to support the responsibilities of the respective heads fur functions of
education, training, and combat developments, including development
of doctrine and related techniques. This channel of communication pro-
vides for the supervision of technical doctrine and related techniques by
those responsible for this doctrine, and for the training of personnel of
their respective branches and specialties.

c. Within the Army school system, school commandants are
authorized and encouraged to communicate directly with the commandants
of other schools and with other headquarters on appropriate matters,
Direct communication is authorized .nd encouraged in such matters as
programs of instruction, Common Subjects monitorship, lesson plans,
requests for review of proposed training literature, and combat develop-
ment activities. Coordination of such matters as programing of input
and in-training student loads, and implementation of the Army Extension
Course Program is effected by Hq USCONARC.
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14. Schools exempted from USCONARC control.

a. The Army service schools listed below are under the
direction and control of appropriate Department of the Army staff agencies.
CG, USCONARC. has no responsibility or authority for directing or
controlling the curricula and instruction in these schools, nor for the

, programing of input and in-trinkng student loads (except as noted in (2)
below):

(1) US Army Strategic Intelligence School,

"(2) US Army Intelligence School (NOTE: The CG,
USCONARC, directs and controls the curricula and instruction in combat
intelligence courses which pertain to the combat intelligence support of
the Army in the field).

(3) US Army Logistics Management Center,

(4) US Army Security Agency School (USASA School).

(5) Quartermaster Subsistence School. US Army.

(6) Those medical schools and courses of instruction
whose curricula are of predominantly medical profensional material;
or of nonmilitary nature; or do not pertain to the Army in the field.

b. All of the schools listed in a above are classified as
specialist schools with the exception of the USASA School, a branch
school. Though reRulations do not provide for its supervision by
USCONARC, matters related to training of the Army in the field are
coordinated informally by th- USASA School with US(CONARC, particularly
in the area of Common Subjects. The Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research anti the US Army Mtedical Servicr Meat and Dairy Hygiene
School conduct coursest which are nonmilitary in nature. Even for these
schools, USCONARC provides a degree of control through mnonitorship
by members of the USCONARC special staff.

15. Responsibilities, size, and level of Department of the Army
and USCONARC school staff agencies. - The Board directed its attention
"to the principal staff elements of the Army engaged in the policy guidance,
direction, and control of the Army school system, rhough many staff
elements throughout the Arr-y have rempnnsibllitirs associated with the
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school function, two such liements are the real focail points: the Schools

Branch, Training Division. Office of the Director of Organization and
Training, ODCSOPS, Department of the Army; and the Schools Divi.sion,
G3 Section, USCONARC.

3i. DCSOPS hati the Army staff responsibility for training
matters and activities and the formulation of policies related thereto,
The Schools Branch, Training Division, Office of the Director of Organ-

itatlon and Trainlng, ODCSOPS, conducts staff actions related to the
Army school system in fulfillment of this responsibility. At the time of
the Board's deliberations, this branch was staffed with 7 officers: I

chief and 6 action offivers. Of these, 2 devote their time to actions
related to precommisslon training (i, e., USMA, ROTC, and OCS).. The
remaining four officers are responsible for the actions related to the
Army schools system, Army participation in the Joint colleges, and
policy governing attendance by Army personnel at civilian colleges and
universities, Consideration of the responsibilities of this staff element
indicates an insufficient capacity for a timely and comprehensive response
to the manifold problems that arise.

b. The Schools Division, G3 Section, USCONARC, was staffed,
at the time of the Duard's deliberations, with 8 officers: I chief and 7
action officers who provide the staff supervision of USCONARC respon-
sibilities for the school system contained in AR 10-7. In addition to
overall supervtsion, this staff element monitors the curricula and in-
struction of 8 of the schools and colleges in the system, 2 of which are
the US Army Command and General Staff College and the US Army War
College. Though many elements of the staff at Hq USCONARC, other
than the Schools Division, 03 Section, participate in the coordination of
matters pertaining to the direction and control of the school function, the
Schools Division remains the responsible staff Agency. (See appendix B,
chart of Hq USCONARC Monitorship and Functions for Army Schools.)
The Schools Division ie ot sufficient importance to warrant elevation to a
higher position. Since development of current doctrine and training
literature are functions of the school system, it appears that these
functions might be included within a reorganized USCONARC staff element
of appropriate strength for the direction, control, supervision, and in-
spectioti of the Army school system. Elevation of the position of the
USCONARC schools staff agency to a stature and size commensurate
with the importance of these functions will serve to reduce the pressure
upon the Department of the Army schools staff agency, and release it
to its principal task of policy guidance.
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SECTION IV

SEPARATE SCHOOL COMMAND

16. Proposal. - Within the framework of the present organizational

structure of the Army, the Board examined several alternate proposals
for the establishment of a separate and distinct echelon for the command
or control or cuordination of all or parts of the Army school system. The
Board examined the proposal to establish a separate school command
under the Department of the Army and again under Hq USCONARC. In
both cases the proposed command would be given command authority
over all or certain parts of the service school system; would specify
the missions for the schoolsi provide the necessary personnel for st&ff
and faculty; and would provide funds for conduct of the school missions.
Under this system all schools would be considered As class II Activities.

17. Assessment, school command under Department of the Army.
A separate school ctlmmand, responsible directly to the Chief of Staff.
would place the school system, organizationally, in a position to obtain
maximum command support and policy direction. It would provide that
control necessary to assure that unnecessary overlap% in curricula did
not exist, either vertically between courses of the same school, or laterally
between schools. Such a separate organizational structure would transcend
present command reslpnsibilities in the organization of the Army. It
would require that the present USCONARC responsibilities for preparation
of training literature and administration of the Army Extension Course
Program be transferred to the separate school system. Training re-
sponsibilities of heads of technical and administrative services would
become the responsibilities of the separate school system. The creation
of a new headquarters would establish a requirement for USCONARC and
thq technical and adminisitratLve services to coordinate doctrine with this
sep.•rate school mystem. The system would not be responsive to require-
ments for dloctrinal guidance and combat developments. Separation of the
school function from the present branch structure of the Army would isolate
the schools from those elements of the Army with the highest degree of
concern for the product of the school system, and from those responsible
for combat developments. Since the schools would still be situated on
installations under the command of ZI armies, the MDW, and the technical
services, additional problems of coordination of administrative and logistical
support provided by the installations would result. Commandants who also
command installations would be forced to accept an additional channel of
direction and control. (See appendix C, Organization Separate Army
School Command.)
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18. Assessment, school command under USCONARC. - If a separate
school command were placed under USCONARC, organizationally there
would be little significant difference from the present structure under
USCONARC. The proposed command establishes an additional head-
quarters, and retains the problem of separation of the technical and
administrative schools, the USASA School, and the US Army Civil Affairs
and Military Government School from their respective heads. If a sep-
arate headquarters were established (either under USCONARC or Depart-
ment of the Army) with the mission of commanding all schools, it would
be necessary for that headquarters to establish appropriate staff sections,
including technical and administrative personnel, to process curricula,
doctrine, instructional materials, etc, now handled by existing staff
sections of USCONARC and the technical and administrative services.
"This additional headquarters would be costly in personnel to meet the
requirement for staff sections to handle programing, funding, and per-
sonnel matters. The requirement for personnel at existing headquarters
would not be materially decreased.

19. Conclusion, separate school command. - Though a separate
school command under the command of either Department of the Army
or USCONARC would provide one headquarters which could assign mis-
sions to each school, direct and control the curricula, and provide the
personnel and funds necessary for the accomplishment of the mission,
it is concluded that a separate school command is not desirable for the
following primary reasons:

a. Separates the direction and control of the school function
from those responsible for:

(1) Training of the Active Army.

(2) Training of reserve components.

(3) Combat developments,

metsofb. Diminishes capability for timely response to the require-
Sments of the field,

c. Abrogates the command authority of the technical and
administrative heads and heads of separate agencies.
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d. Since the schools would still be located at installations
commanded by ZI armies and technical service heads, a new problem
for those commandants who are also commanders of centers or training
commands is created by adding another headquarters to which they would
be responsible.

e. Removes USCONARC and technical and administrative
services from direct channels for the coordination of doctrine,

f. Creates a new headquarters with additional requirements
for personnel and establishes additional channels of coordination.

SECTION V

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL
3TRUCTURE OF THE .ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM-

20. Concept. - From the analysis developed in the preceding sections
I - IV, the Board considers that the following concepts provide a sound
basis for th. organizational structure of the Army school system Ltao the
next decade:

a. Policy direction must be retained at the Department of the
Army level.

b. The command responsibility for the elements of the school
system must be decentralized to avoid conflict with the basic strueture
of the Army, and must therefore reside With the existing operating agencies.

c. One senior commander should be designated as the "Direc-
tor of the Army service school system" and have the overall respensi-
bility for:

(1) Direction, control, and approval of the curricula and
instruction for all schools except the following:

(a) Oversea schools.

(b) United States Armed Forces Institute.
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(c) United States Military Academy.

(d) United States Military Academy Preparatory'•i•ISchool.

•.(e) Those schools and courses whose cturricula are:

1. Predominantly of medical professional Aature;

or,

2. Of a nonmilitary nature.

(2) Conduct of periodic inspections, supervision of
curricula for all instruction, and supervision of instructional methods
and standards in all Army service schools except those listed in (I) above.

(3) Coordination and review of requirements for new
schools and courses of instruction.

d. The staff agency responsible for school functions must
enjoy stature and prestige commensurate with the volume and scope of
its responsibility.

21. Conclusion, modification required. - Within the scope of these
concepts (paragraph 20 above) the Board concludes that:

a. A major change of the organizational structure of the Army

school system is neither desirable nor necessary at this time.

b. The provisions of AR 10-7 (Organization and Functions
of USCONARC), insofar as they pertain to the Army school system, should
be revised to clarify the responsibilities of CC, USCONARC, and to
increase his authority over the school system. Subparagraph 7f. section

*11, AR 10-7. should be revised to read as follows:

(1) The Commanding General, United States Continental
•* Army Command is designated as the Director of the Army service school

system. He will direct, control, and approve the curricula and instruc-
tion in all Army service schools except the following:

(a) Oversea schools.
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(b) United States Armed Forces Institute.

(c) United States Military Academy.

S(d) United States MULtary Acaderny Preparatory J

School.
(a) Those schools and courses whose curricula are: !

1. Predominantly of medical professional
natnire| or

2. Of a nonmilitary nature.

(2) In discharging these broad responsibilities, the Corn-
manding General. United States Continental Army Command, will:

(a) Coordinate as appropriate on all matters per-

taining to curricula and instruction with heads of technical and adminis-
trative services and separate operating agencies.

(b) With regard to curricula:

c. Eliminate unnecessary overlap between

schools and between courses of instruction.

2. Insure appropriate balance of instructional
material to meet the objectives of course of instruction.

(c) With regard to instruction, exercise necessary

supervision, including inspections, to provide for:

1. Use of appropriate methods and uniform
standards of instruction.

2. Adequate staff and faculty.

3. Adequate facilities and support.

(d) With regard to new courses of instruction and
new schools, coordinate and review requirements.
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(e) Supervise participation by the Army in Instruc- i
tion in schools and centers of the US Navy and the US Air Force.

(f) Direct and control the selection of courses and
Army participation in training given in trade schools and industry when
the facilities of such agencies are required to train individuals of the
Army In the field in specific MOS code numbers. This does not include
the responsibility for selection of courses and personnel concerned with
the Industrial Mobilization Training Program.

(g) Exercise operational responsibility for Army
L.1participation in technical training and orientation courses conducted by

the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project.

(NOTE- See figure 1, page 17, for chart of proposed organization of
Army school system.)

SECTION VI

"TENURE OF STAFF AND FACULTY ASSIGNMENT

Z2. Tenure of staff and faculty. - An effective program of prepara-
tion and execution of curricula and instruction, to include methodology.
is dependent to a high degree upon the stabilisation of the assignment of
staff and faculty. Frequent changes of personnel cause the instructional
program to deteriorate for want of continuing guidance and control.
Though tours of duty for instructors at most mchools are considered to
be a 3-year stabilized tour for field Rrade officers, consideration should
be given to extending this stabilization to all gra&des.

23. Tenure of commandants and assistant commandants. - A com-
mandant of any Army servica school should be assigned for a period of
not less than I years to assure the desired continuity, and to provide the
opportunity for this officer to implement programs which he has developed.
In the case of the US Army Command and General Staff College and the
US Army War ColleRe, consideration of tours in excess of 3 years is
believed to be warranted, Assistant commandants must be assigned for
a period comparable in length to that of the commandant. The period of
assignment should be staggered by at least I year to provide overlap
between assignment of commandant and assistant commandant.
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S24, School commnandants' conferences. - During consideration of
the need for continuity of school programs, the Board noted the lack of
an organized program for the conduct of commandants' conferences. An
annual conference of service school commandants would provide substan-
tial benefit to the respective schools and to the Army school system as a
whole. It would provide the opportunity for the mutual exchange of new
ideas and concepts, and the solutions to mutual problem areas. The
Board believes that a program of annual conferences should be estab-
lished to assist commandnts in the development of their respective
school prop rams, and in the coordination of school functions.

SECTION VII

ADM";NISrRArIVE AND L.OGISTIC SUPPORT

25. a,. Concepts. - The Board considered that. as a matter of
policy, the commindant of a school should have the personnel, funds,
and logtrstical support to fulfill the school mission. Logically, the head-
quarters responsible for giving a mission to h school should also pro-
vide the personnel and funds for the execution of that m!asaion.

6h. Preasnt situation, - The zil-n ZI arm.es and MDW com-
mand the US(.ONA.R(; schools located 'n their respective areas except
for mtLtttrA. p..rti'.niln to curricula, Instruct(on, und combat develop-
ment%. Thvfwsv excvtjied matters are controlled by USCONARC. Person-
nel and fundi ;,rT. conttollcti by the ZI armies and MDW for mission
functions. iHowever, the ove.rall control of these functions Is centralized
at USC:ONARJC. LIS(ONARC has the capability for establishing a proper
balance of personnl and funds, and con direct corrections where neces-
sary. All ,thor sclio'ls receive thetr author.a,'(on for personnel and
fundis from thai hvadquirters or staff agency havingL command authority
over the school. This proponent agency Is also responsible for the devel-
opment of technical doctrine and related procedures, and exercises career
management .iuthorlty over members of te respective branch or specialty.
Also, the proponenO has a vital Interest in the product of the particular
school, and caen be e:xpected to provide adequate personnel and funds to
accomplish the school mission.

"6. Installation relationshiph. - All mchools, irrespective of the
status of direction and control, are located or either a Class I or Class
II installation with exc(,ption of The Judge Advocate General's School,
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US Army, a class 11 activity, located at the University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, Virginia, and the US Army Strategic Intelligence School

•,'located in Washington, D. C. In many cases, the commandant of the
school is also the commander of the installation at which the school is

located. This serves to integrate support functions of the installation
with mission functions of the school, and assures proper distribution of
funds and personnel at the installation level. In those cases where the
school is a tcnant upon a specific installation, AR 10-50 provides the
author.ty for the necessary installation support. Any attempt to separate
the schools from the present command structure would create additional
problems of administrative and logistical support. Further, it would
place the commandant in a position of being responsible to an additional
commander, thus increasing his problems of coordination and control.

27. "Center" concepts. - Many schools, particularly the larger
combat arms and technical service schools, are currently integrated
into the Army's concept of a "center" of activity (e. g., US Army Infantry
Center, Fort Benning, Georgia) in accord with the branch structure of the
Army. Removal of the schools from this organizational structure would
isolate them from commanders with the primary interest in their activ-
ities, and would cut across present lines of responsibility and authority.
Further, it would tend to isolatethe branch and specialist schools from
the source of much of their branch and specialist development.

28. Conclusion, administrative and logistic support. - From the
above Analys|m the lBoard concludes that the present aidministraktive and
logistic support system for the diverse elements of the Army school
system is an acceptable compromise of a complex organizational structure
of the Army In the continental United States. Within the existing CONUS
structure, the pre.tnt administrative and logistic support ptrcedures
pertaining to the Army service schools and collt-ges sh••ld not be changed.
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ANNEX 7

REQUIREMENTS AND QUOTAS

SECTION I
I GENERAL

i. Terms of reference.

a. One of the fundamental areas of Board interest was de.-
fined by subparagraph 2a of the basic terms of reference: "Determine
the adequacy of the present system for education and training of Army

'i• ,• officers to include .. The requirements for service school-and service
;'• • college graduates by school levels and the capability of the present school

system to produce these graduates."

b. This area was further delineated by the instruction that
the Board give particular attention to "appropriate quotas, by percent.
ages. to the US Army Command and General Staff College and the Armed
Forces Staff Colleges for the combat arms, technical services, and
administrative services."

SECTION U

DISCUSSION OF REQUIREMENTS

2. Theoretically, the numerical requirement for graduates at
various school levels should be based upon a continuing Army-wide
survey of officer positions. This survey would apply strict criteria
and would develop a precise statement of the number of graduates re-
quired to support any given Army force structure. After adjustment
by appropriate factors for strength and structure of the active Army,
mobilization, attrition, pipeline losses, and predictable future de-
mands, this nunber would become a requirement for the school sys-
tem. The system would attain this objective by appropriate adjustment
in student load. As graduates are produced in necessary numbers, they
would be assigned to positions using the acquired skills. In theory, a
contLnuous balance would exist among the force structure, the numerical
requirement, the product of the school system, and personnel assignments.
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3. In practice, this theoretical system is infeasible, and is un-
desirable in some respects. Experience with personnel surveys of this
nature indicates that substantial variations occur in interpretation of
survey criteria by different commands. When e command or headquar-
ters states that a particular position requires a USACG0C or senior
college graduate, it frequently is difficult to isolate just what skills
acquired at USACGSC or the senior colleges are required for a par-
ticular job. Actually the command or headquarters is stating, '"rhis
position merits a 'quality' officer whose background, experience, and
manner of performance is good enough to send him through Leavenworth;"
they are not saying, "This position merits an officer trained as a com-
mander and staff officer in division, corps, field army, and theater army
logistical command operations. " Further, the administrative burden
imposed by an Army-wide survey of this type is tremendous; the validity
and utility of the returns do not appear to justify this administrative
effort on a continuing basis. In the personnel management field, many
factors in addition to the needs of the Army must determine an officer's
post-graduation assignment. Finally, and most important, the output
of the school system should be designed for the "long haul". It is the
Board's judgement that the system should not be expected to adjust to
the fluctuations in th' sir.r of the "cold war" Army. The objective
should be the creation of i corps of highly professional officers in suffi-
cient numbers tu meet long term demands for top leadership; this objec-
tive can not be attained if the output of the school system fluctuates
widely with rapid changes in the force structure.

4. For these reasons any numerical requirement derived from
a position survey should be used as a broad guideline only; its limita-
tions and inherent inaccuracies must be recognized. Nevertheless,
position surveys do have a distinct value in establishing a planning base.
Such surveys should be made only when, in the opinion of responsible
staff agencies, existing figures on requirements are rendered invalid
by drastic changes in force structure or operational commitments of
the Army.

S. Aside from survey computations, two other factors have de-
cisive impact on the determination of sound requirements. These are
the capacities of the schools and the capability of personnel resources
to support student and faculty loads. Practically speaking, these two
factors establish a ceiling on the output of the Army school system.
Any req'tirement must have exceptional backing to cause major upward
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revisions in capaci.its and in personnel support. This statement acknowl-
edges the fundamental fact that any determination of requirements must
represent a compromise of the ideal and the feasible.

6. One further, overriding factor has a controlling influence on
each of the three determinants of requirements discussed above. This
is the Army policy on the relative priority of the school system in the
overalU allocation of personnel and financial resources. The application
of this policy will affect, both dircctly' and indirectly, the judgment factor
applied to the schooling "required" to fill a position, the practicality of
expanding or contracting a school facility; and the feasibility of personnel
support for student and faculty load. The Board reiterates that the Army
school system should be afforded a priority of men, money, and facilities
second only to the operational units of the Army.

7. In determining requirements for the schools indicated below,
this Board used the best available figures obtained from the Department
of the Army staff, as a planning bases; correlated this base with existing
and projected school capacities; and recognized the austerity of per-
sonnel support which will probably govern Army operations during the
foreseeable future, The Board balanced these factors in its own analysis
of policy and operational aspects and arrived at the figures indicated for
each school level below,

SECTION III

REQUIREMENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS

S. Branch schooling. - The Board believes that any officer whom
the Army desires to retain for at least Z0 years' service will be assigned
to politions ft.,, which thorough branch training is necessary. Without
this schooling a career officer lacos the professiona..l training which is
essential to .ie effective utilization and further development. Hence
essentially all career officers, without regard to component, should
receive branch training in their career course(s). Exceptions should
be made only in individual cases involving officers whose manner of
performance indicates likelihood of early release; or in special cases
as they arise. At the present time, school capacities and personnel
support capabilities generally permit all eligible career officers to attend
their branch courses.
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9. US Army Command and General Staff College.

Sa. The best available numerical figure indicates a peace-

time requirement for USACGSC graduates of 10, 242 (this figure was
obtained from studies furnished the Board by the Department of the
Army). Present total stockage of officers on active duty who have re-
ceived USAC08C training or constructive credit therefor is approxi.
mately 9,000, which is approximately 1, 300 short of the stated require-
ment. However, effective use of the forthcoming increase in USACOIS
capacity which becomes available in FY 59 should permit attainment of
this peacetime objective of 10,242 in FY 62.

b. Aside from this numerical analysis, the consideration
of requirements for USACOSC graduates is a complex and difficult
problem. From the viewpoint of the individual Army officer, USA0C2C
occupies a key position in the school system because selection for
USACOIC constitutes a recognition of individual potential and is a pre-
requisite for many desirable assignments, including attendance at AFIC
and the senior colleges. From the Army's viewpoint, it may be de-
sirable that all career officers attend USACGSC since such training
would better equip all graduates to meet the increased responsibilities
of the next decade. The impact of technological advances, the rapid
changes in organizational and operational concepts, the increase in
Army commitmentsworld-wide for joint and combined staff and opera-
tional duty, and the desirability of creating a broad base of USAGGSC-
trained career officers, all create pressures to increase the attend-
ance at USACGSC, Balancing these considerations are the factors of
school capacity, personnel support capability, and the desire to insure
that graduation from USACGSC continue to be a mark of distinction. In
this regard, the Board notes that competition among officers is an ac-
cepted and desirable fact of lifc in the Army. As an officer increases
in rank and schooliini he mu-4t Comnpete with a progressively more
capable group; failure to he selected is an inevitablc result for some.
This competitive policy should apply to scle'ction for USACGSC and the
senior colleges. "Universal" education is. undesirable at this level.

c. Under present personnel and budgetary conditions there
is little likelihood of any substantial increase in personnel support for
USACGSC; and there is similarly little chance for an increase in the
one-time student capacity of 1,10 for command and genera) staff

courses. The issue then becomes one oi establishing a requirement
which can best balance the quantity-quality problem within these limita-
tions.
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(1) Insofar as the numerical "requirement" is con-
corned, this objective can be fulfilled by establishing a single regular
course of one academic yearts duration, with an annual attendance of
approximately 1, 150 students. Although this figure is mathematically
adequate to compensate for anticipated attrition, this would not increase
the stockage of professionally trained officers; it would not give
USACGSC training to many capable Regular Army officers; 4t would
provide USACGSC training for only a limited number of career re-
servists; and it would not provide the flexibility inherent in a combina-
tion of regular and assoiate courses.

(2) If maximum quantity output were desired, two short
courses of approximately S months each with an anmn,,l total capacity of
2,300 would meet this criterion. However, such an output far exceeds
anticipated requirements. It would probably permit the entry of offi-
cers with substandard qualifications into USACGSC; it would force
dilution of the quality of instruction at USACOSC; and it would result
in an overall undesirable degradation of the present high status of
USACGSC and its product.

(3) On the other hand, if it were desired to stress quality
at USACGSC, this could be achieved by conducting one course of 2 years'
duration, with an annual output of approximately 600 students. Such a
course should produce graduates of extraordinary competence; but it
would fail to meet the stated minimum numerical requirement. It would
remove student officers of exceptional talent from Army utilization for
an undesirably long period of 2 years; would fail to capitalize on the pool
of officers who can accept and who merit USACGSC training; and would
deny the flexibility attained through the conduct of regular &nd associate
courses.

(4) Finally, USACGSC could conduct I regular course and
2 associate courses annually, balanced to attain the desired quality-
quantity stature of the Army. This concept provides the regular course
as the basis for training the group of officers which will furnish the top
leadership of the future. The associate course would provide a number
of graduates who are qualified for service at the division and higher
levels and also provide flexibility of personnel management to meet
changing conditions. The associate course permits variations in the
ratio of Regular Army and career reservists to suit particular conditions
and requirements, it trains a varying number of "active duty for training"
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officers who may be available at any given time, it provides a way to
make personnel adjustments in selection and assignment for special
cases, it accommodates selected Regular Army officers who are unable
to attend the regular course, and it provides a high measure of motiva-
tion to career Reserve officers. The Board accepts the present can-
cept of the abridged regular course as the associate course for USACOSC
(annex 10, below). In summary, the concept of conducting I regular and
2 associate courses annually presents the most feasible peacetime pro-
gram in that it provides graduates in sufficient numbers to exceed the
numerical requirement by a modest amount, it provides a proper quality-
quantity ratio, and it gives the high degree of personnel flexibility in-
herent in the associate course.

d. As a policy, the Board feels that the regular course should
be maintained at a high level of attendance consistent with the degree of
flexibility necessary for the associate course. The emphasis should be
placed on the quality product as a long-term goal.

e.In view of the present personnel situation, it is the Board's
opinion that the regular course should have a quota of approximately 750
students annually; that each of two associate courses should have a quota
of approximately 400 students annually, and that the total annual output
of UISACOSC graduates should approximate 1, 550 students. It is em-
phasized that these quotas are approximate and Are related to existing
conditions. If personnel conditions permit, the trend should be toward
enlarging the quota for the regular course,

f. The Board considers that, as a policy, not less than 65
percent of eligible Regular Army officers should attend USACOISC. This
figure is attainable under the quota of 1, 550 outlined above, and permits
the training of a substantial number of reserve component officers.

10. Armed Forces Staff College.

a. The best available numerical figure on requirements for
AFS3C graduates is 1, 066 (this figure was obtained from studies fur.
nished to the Board by the Department of the Army). The present
stockage of AFSC graduates who have not attended senior colleges is
approximately 1, 000. It appears that the annual output of 126 Army
graduates will barely satisfy the numerical requirement; however, the
output does not provide for any increase in stockage nor does it permit
the preparation of increasing numbers of Army officers for their probable
assumption of duties on joint, unified, and combined staff@.
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b. The Board was particularly aware of the trend toward
strengthening the joint approach throughout the United States mUitary
establishment, ant recognized the high position which the AFSC has
attained as a college designed for this purpose. The Board's survey
produced strong evidence of Army-wide support and approval for the
AFSC; and the significant return to the Army for a relatively modest
personnel and financial commitment is evident, As an overaltl concept,
the Board believes the Army should move strongly as an exponent of

the joint approach in education and the AFSC is an appropriate field
for such an effort.

c. These factors led the Board to the conclusion that the
Army should initiate action to obtain a substantial increase in the
annual quota to AFSC. It is admittedly difficult to determine the sise
of this increase; for an arithmetical approach cannot accurately re-

flect the Board's view of the increased importance of education for
joint duty. In light of the present modest annual quota of 126, the
Board is of the opinion that an increase of approximately 100 percent
should be established as an Army objective.

11. Senior service colleges. - A requirement figure of 1,558
senior college graduates was approved by the 'Vice Chief of Staff,
14 July 1955, as a planning base. Present stockage of senior college
graduates on active duity is r,'w itrproxittAately 2,000. It is anticipated
that this stockig. w.,i'l ttabitlize at app koximately 2,500 during FY 63.
From these figures, it is apparent that the stockage is adequate to
meet peacetime requirements.

12. It is believed that a numerical requirement has less sig-

nificance concerning the senior college level than any other level in the
school system. At the senior colleges, we are educating outstanding
officers for assumption of high-level duties. Our aim should be to
educate as many officers an possess the necessary potential to capital-
ize upon such education with due regard to the factors of plant capacity
and personnel support. Although a small reduction in the annual output
could be made without reducing the stockage of senior college graduates
below the numerical requirement, such a course of action is not recom-
mended. The present annual output of 278 graduates establishes an
appropriate balance between the numerical requirement, the school
capacity, the personnel support capability, and projected demands. A
substantial increase in this output is not advisable because it might
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downgrade the cxisting quality of students and would exceed present
plant capacity and personnel support. At the present time the quality
level of students is considered correct, but no significant decrease
is desirable. For these reasons, the Board affirms the existing
allocation of approximately 278 spaces annually for senior colleges.

SECTION IV

QUOTAS

13. The branch quota of officers to attend a service college is
a most significant figure because it tends to determine the number of
officers of any given branch who, through schooling, will be made
eligible for high command and staff positions. Several policies which
might govern the determination of branch quotas are outlined and
briefly discussed below.

14. A possible policy is to allocate quotas for attendance at the
service colleges in proportion to branch strength. This policy fails
to recognize the differences in educational requirements imposed by
the basic organization of the Army into combat branches and technical
and administrative services. It assumes that the missions and func-
tions of each branch are comparably and proportionately reflected by
the program of instruction at the service colleges, and that each branch
will provide a proportional number of officers to positions normally
occupied by graduate.., of the service college.4. These assumptions
appear to be unsound, The requirement for graduates of service
colleges is not proportional to the strength of the arms and services.
Rather the branch or srrvice missions and the use made by the branch
or service of the education or skill% imparted at the colleges in the
performance of these missions, should strongjiy influence requirements.

15. A second policy governing the determination of quotas is that
quotas should be allocated in proportion to the number of branch im-
material command and staff assignments filled by the respective branclir:..
If applied, this would result in over 75 percent of the spaces at senior
colleges going to the combat arms, with the remainder to the technical
and administrative services. Although probably justifiable on the basis
of utilization of graduates, such a concept ignores that Army-wide bene-
fits resulting from substantial attendance by technical and administrative
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service officers. The important specialized knowledge, experience,
and skills of the technical and administrative service student contribute
greatly to the balance of education of students from all branches. Both
combat arms and technical and administrative service students obtain
marked benefits from associating and studying together, Further, sub.
stantial attendance by technical and administrative service officers In-
sures the essential integration of operational and logistical instruction
at the general staff and combined arms and services level, and provides
a desirable number of general staff-trained technical and administrative
service officers,

16. The Board is of the opinion that no single policy should govern
the allocation of branch quotas. The allocation to each branch should
consider branch material requirements, branch Immaterial require-
ments, the desirability of substantial technical and administrative
service representation, and the missions of the branch or service in
relation to the course of instruction concerned. Using these broad
criteria, the Board recommends the following quotas as guidelines for
the indicated schools:

a. At USACCSC, approximately 65 percent of the annual
quota to the combat arms, approximately 35 percent to the technical
and administrative services.

b. For the senior colleges, excluding ICAF, 70 percent of
the annual quota to the combat arms, 30 percent to the technical and
administrative services.

c. For ICAF only, approximately 20 perceat of the annual
capacity to the combat arms, approximately 80 percent tu the tech-
nical and administrative services.

NOTE: The net effect of recommendations b an-i c is that,
approximately 65 percent of the annual quota for all senior colleges
will be allocated to the combat arms, approximately 35 percent to the
technical and administrative services.

d. For AFSC, approximately 65 percent of the annual quota
to the combat arms, approximately 35 percent to the technical and
administrative services.
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SECTION V

SELECTION PROCEDURES

17. The Board considered it appropriate to comment upon the

existing methods of selection for students to attend the senior colleges
and to indicate its support of the present system. For the US Army
Command and General Staff College, the Officer Assignment Division
of each arm and tervice selects students within the allocated arm or
service quota. Although it might seem desirable to establish a board
at Department of the Army level to select USACGSC students from an
Army-wide list, certain factors would have a decisive influence on a
successful board action for USACGSC selection. These factors are the
large volume of cases which must be considered on an Army-wide basis;
the fact that, due to relatively brief iengths of service and large num-
bers of officers with essentially identical records, a board would have
lose chance of accurate discrimination between individuals than would
the Officer Assignment Divisions of the respective branches; the un-
desirable impact of taking branch Officer Assignment Divisions out of
personnel management at a critical point in an officer's career; and
the belief that the general level of quality within any given branch is
roughly proportional to that of any other branch when considering
sisable groups of officers. Hence, it is believed that selection of
USACGSC students by a Department of the Army board would impose
excessive administrative burdens and would tesult in no improvement
over the high quality student presently selected by the decentralized
process.

18. On the other hand, thi, Bloard prefers the existing system
for selection of senior service school studetas by a Department of the
Army selection board. In this case, the selection board is dealing
with a relatively small number of individual -ases, and the records
are in sufficient detail to permit adequate discrimination between in-
dividuals. In this highly discriminate type of selection there miay ue
variations in branch quality from year to year. It is fundamentally
desirable that these selections be the result of an Army-wide view-
point instead of branch perspective.
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SECTION V1

REQUIREMENT FOR LINGUISTIC SKILLS

19. Tha Board has determined that the Department of the Army
has it. the past been unable to establish firm and reasonable require-
ments for linguistic skills, This inability results in large fluctuations
in annual student loads for specific languages and imposes unnecessary
ttress upon the US Army Language School. Analysis of the Annual in-
put to the US Army Language School for fiscal years 1950 through 1959
reveals an average annual variation of approximately SO percent for
each language taught. Although a system has been established whereby
using agencies report semiannually their requirements for linguists,
these requirements are not subjected to a review and analysis which
is sufficievftly searching to eliminate inconsistencies and to prevent
the sizable fluctuatiuns which now occur.

20. The lioard, therefore, considers that the principal admin- 1
istrative improvement which could he made in language training is 'I

the development of a language and area training program designed
to meet requirements generated b' anticipated troop deployments;
established and anticipated attachi, flission, and Military Assistance
Advisory Groups commitmenti, planned securlty and intelligence
employments, organizational tapccifications for linguists, and lan-
guage training needs based on intelligence studies related to war
plans. This program should be the responsibility of a single agency
at the Department of the Army; a principal planning nbjective should 2
be the establishment of stable requirements for language training.

1 6
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ANNEX 8

rRAJ NI NG OF' N,- WLY COMMISSIONED) O1YFICERS

SECTION I

INITIAL ASSIGN~MENT
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leader immediately upon assignment. Although the USMA graduate, the
OCS graduate, and the branch material ROTC graduate are reasonably
well prepared for immediate troop duty, the majority of ROTC gradu-
ates, having had only a general military science program are not well
prepared.

3, Conclusion. - The Board concludes that immediate assign.
ment to duty with troops is preferable, both from the standpoint of the
officer and the service, and that the long-term objective of the precom-

mission training program should be the production of officers who are
prepared for immediate and effective assumption of troop duty. How-
ever, this objective is not being attained at present; newly commis-
sioned officers are not generally prepared for immediate assumption of
command in a combat-ready Army. Under these circumstance., the
Board believes it essential that the newly commissioned officer attend a
branch orientation course prior to joining a troop unit.

SECTION II i

SCOPE AND DURATION OF COURSE

4. Brevity. - Having decid• d thiit some formal schooling prior
to troop duty is necessary, the Board then considered the question of

scope and duration of the course, All pertinent factors favor as brief
an orientation course as feasible. The Board is of the opinion that this
course should be of minimum length, designed to provide the officer
with the knowledge essential to his first assignment. Since the new of-
ficer ts not usually motivated at this tp)int toward further schooling, and
because he lacks praTctic(al exp.rioenve to which hr can relate inst-uction,
time and effort expt.n-u il in a tng .tours•s wotuld be largely wasted.

a. Precommission applicatory training of newly commis-
stoned officers varies gre.atly dependent upon the source of commission.
USMA graduates have received approximately 1,100 hours of military
instruction in 4 summer training periods and 4 winter courses of in-

struction conducted during the academic years. ROTC graduates have
received approximately 7•O hours of mtilitary instruction in I summer
training ramp and 4 winter courses of instruction during the academic
years
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b. Branch material vs branch immaterial. - The training
programs of the colleges which conduct general military science in-
struction cover military fundamentals common to all branches of the
Army. These programs are designed to provide a basic military edu.
cation; whereas the training pr% grams of colleges which conduct branch
material instruction familiarize the student with the organization, func-
tions, and operations of one specific branch of the Army in addition to
coverage of general military subjects. By virtue ot this branch orien-
tation of his applicatory training, the branch material ROTC graduate
is better prepared for immediate assignment to troop duty than the gen-
eral military science graduate.

c. Desirability, branch material ROTC, - During its inves-
tigation of the training of newly commissioned officers, the Board was
impressed by the generally held opinion that the early assignment to
troop duty would be more feasible if all schools participating in the
ROTC program followed branch material curricula, The Board con-
cluded that the subject of ROTC training warrants further Department
of the Army study, with a view toward establishment of branch material
curricula in the ROTC program. (annex 19)

6. Present basic course. - At the present time most of the
branch schools conduct one basic course of instruction for newly com-
missioned officers without regard to the amount and nature of precom-
mission training. Courses vary considerably in length and scope of in-
struction. This instruction usually aveks the level required by those
officers who are least prepared through their precommisslon training,
This inevitably results in the branch material ROTC and the USMA
graduate, particularly the latter, being forced to participate in a con-
siderable anmount of instruction on subjects which were covered prior
to commissioning. This leads to dissatisfaction and loss of enthusiasm.

7. Conclusiotim. - The Board concludes that:

a. The initial branch training of newly commissioned offi -

cers (orientation course) should be limited to coverage of those subjects
essential to the officer's first duty assignment and which were not ade-
quately covered in previous instruction, Unnecessary duplication of in-
struction should be avoided.
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b. This course of instruction should be designed to provide
the officer with an understanding of the functions of his branch and fa-
miliarize him with the weapons and equipment with which he will be con-
cerned on his first assignment.

C. The course should stress practical work with a minimum

of theoretical instruction.

d. The exact scope and length of course should be deter-
mined by each branch or service separately considering the particular
needs of the branch and the previous training of the officers concerned.
As a general guide the Board believes that the brarch orientation
courses should be approximately 8 weeks in duration.

SECTION III

TREATMENT OF NEWLY COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

S. It is considered that the attitude of each school toward its stu-
dents plays a definite part in thv. development of leadership qualities in
the new officer, The occasional tours spent at schools are milestones
in the officer's career and are experiences remembered vividly through
life. A school attitude which indicates that the officer Is considered to
be in need of detailed control, close disciplinary supervision, and con-
stant guidance in his off-duty hours does not create an atmosphere con-
ducive to the development of leadership. On the other hand, a school
attitude which indicates that the officer ts accepted as a serious student,
a mature individual, and as a potential leader will contribute to the de-
velopment of the best of his qualities, It ii particularly important that
the young officer, who has had little or no previous contact with the
A.tlve Army, be treated in a manner appropriate to his position when he
first attends his branch service school. This does not preclude the es-
tablishment and maintenance of high etandards of conduct, performance,
and discipline. However, it does preclude such practices as "beast
barracks," denWl of privileges, etc, which tend to destroy prestige and
esprit.
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SECTION IV

RANGER, AIRBORNE, AND ARMY AVIATION TRAINING

9. Possible decentralization of ranger training.

a. The Board was specifically directed in its terms of ref-
erence to consiler the feasibility of incorporating ranger training into
all branch basic officer courses. The Board approached this problem
with the belief that ranger training is an excellent vehicle for instilling
leadership qualities and developing belf-confidence. It is desirable
training for all professional officers, However, with respect to feasi-
bility of incorporating this training into all orientation courses, a
fundamental problem is immediately apparent,

b, Alternatives, * Appropriate terrain must be found rea-
sonably near each branch school and the facilities available to the ranger
course must be duplicated, or the objectives and standards of ranger
training must be compromised. Terrain such as that used in the present
ranger course at the US Army Infantry School does not exist in the im-
mediate proximity of all branch schools; comparable terrain and facili-
ties could not be made available at the several branch schools without
entailing prohibitive costs, Further, an additional requirement for qual-
ified instructor personnel would be established. The alternative to es-
tablishment of separate ranger training courses comparable to the
present ranger course is to adapt ranger training to the terrain and
facilities reasonably available to the several branch schools. Such an
adaptation would degrade the existing high standards of ranger training-
it wouild no! create ranger trained officers comparable to those produced
by the prement colirse at the US Army Infantry School. In most instances
the best that enuild be hoped for would be a better infantry trained offi-
cer. Further, decentralization of this instruc,•on to the several branch
;chools, without retention of the present ranger course, would risk the

loss of this valuable art.

10. Conclusion, ranger training. - Considering all pertinent fac-
torn, the Board concluded that ranger training should be continued as a
separate cotirse at the US Army Infantry School. and should not be Incor.,
porated in Any, branch career course(s).
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I1. Ranger, airborne, and aviation courses.

a. The Board also considered the appropriateness of the
provisions of AR 621-109, 16 July 1957, as a basis for governing at-
tendance at ranger, airborne, and army aviation training courses. The
Board considers that the features of this regulation which make this type
of training mandatory for Regular Army officers with a voluntary elec-
tion of one or more courses are appropriate. These courses, particu-
larly the ranger and airborne courses, are of value to the young officer
because they develop leadership qualities, physical and mental stamina,
and instill self-confidence. The continued effectiveness of these
courses is dependent upon the maintenance of the present high standards
of performance, which are attributable in part to the elective feature o(
the present regulation. If attendance were made mandatory, standards
would have to be reduced to accommodate the capabilities of those stu-
dents least qualified. Offering the newly commissioned Regular Army
officer a choice between ranger, airborne, and army aviation training
courses, and at the same time restricting attendance at airborne and
army aviation training courses to requirements in these fields would be
tantamount to making ranger training mandatory for the majority of
young officers.

b. There is considerable merit to the contention that army
aviation training should not be taken before the first troop duty as are
ranger and airborne training, Ranger and airborne training help to
prepare the new officer for his first duty with troops. Army aviation
training leads to the attainment of a specialty which is not as closely
related to the duties of the junior leader with troops, and which can be
more effectively used after experience with troops, The Board recog-
nieie that in order to attract some of our best young office's into the
aviation field it may be necesiary, for the immediate future, to offer
this program to new officers immrdiately uipion commissioning. How-
ever, the Board believes that, at the earliest practicable date, the
provisions of AR 621-109 shotld be modified to defer attendance at army
aviation training courses tntil after completion of at least I year of
troop duty.
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ANNEX 9

BRANCH SERVICE SCHOOL TRAINING AND EDUCATION

SECTION I

BRANCH CAREER COURSES

1. Background. - The Eddy Board, iii its review of the officer
education system in 1949, recommended that the branch officer school
system include a brief orientation course (4 to I. wceks) to be attended
by an officer immediately upon being commissioned, a company officers'
course to be attended at 2 to 5 years' service, and an advanced officers'
course to be attended at 5 to 12 years' service, Subsequently, this rec-
ommended pattern was adopted by the Department of the Army and is
still the prescribed pattern for branch service school training. However,
over a period of years this pattern has been altered, most of the branch
schools have extended their bt.slc (orientation) courses, and several
have discontinued their company-level regular course. One of the rea-
sons (or these changes was the necessity to establish, during the Korean
War, comprehensive basic courses which cover much of the instruction
formerly included in company-level courses. The extended length of
these basic courses together with the increased requirement for officers
in troop units caused several of the branch schools to discontinue their

company-level courses. As a result of these charges, two branch school
patterns presently exist, Certain branch schouls conduc, courses at the
basic, company, and advanced levels, while others conduct courses only
at the basic and advanced levels.

2 . Consid .-rations. - The Board notei that tCie striicture of

branch schooling must accommodate two separate officer career pat-
terns. first, for those officers. who are assitgned directly to and who
remain with a particular branch of service, and second, for those offL-
cers who serve a tour of duty with a combat arm and subsequently revert
or transfer to a technical or administrative service, Cognizance was
also taken of the Board's conclusions that a short orientation course of
approximately 8 weeks should be substituted for the existing basic
branch course, and that the scope of branch in~struction should include
limited coverage of division operations.
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3. Levels of branch instruction. - The basic question to be con-
sidered is whether, in addition to the initial orientation course, branch
schooling should consist of a Z-course pattern including company and
advanced levels or one comprehensive course covering both these levels.

a. The principal advantages of the 2-course branch career
school pattern are j

(I) It assures a better relationship between formal
school instruction and the progressive pattern of the officer's duty
assignments, I. e., it enables him to attend a company-level course
covering the duties of an officer at the company and battalion level at
the time when this specific instruction is required; after he has gained
further experience and has a requirement for higher level instruction,
he attends an advanced course cove ring the duties of an officer at the
battle group and division staff level.

(2) Because instruction is more closely related to his
experiences and because this instruction is applied shortly after school
attendance, retention of instruction Is Lncreased.

(3) The more frequent attendance at a school course
helps to keep the officer abreast of developments in all pertinent fields,
and better enables the projection of instruction to the next school level.

b. The principal advantages of one comprehensive branch
career course are!

(1) It enables considerable overall reduction of time
spent in service schools.

(2) It eliminates duplication of instruction which is in-
he rent in a 2-cour se pattern.

(3) It permits the branch school to concentrate on this
one course and, as a consequence, present better instruction at less
cost in school overhead than would be possible with the 2-course pattern.

(4) The longer single course (approximately I academic
year) will assure stability for the student and Lis family for a normal
school year.
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(5) Less time spent in branch career schools, together
with the leis frequent requirement to attend school, provides a greater
opportunity for stabilized troop duty assignments and for attendance at
specialist course&, and permits selected officers to receive advanced
civil schooling without undue disruption of tihe normal career schooling
parle rn.

€,. Aside from these factors, it appeared to the Board that

there has been an increasing tendency within the Army to overemphasize

the importance of formal school Instruction and to ignore the importance
of practical experience in the development of a competent officer corps.
The Board recognized that branch school instruction is essential to the
training of officers, but believes that practical experience obtained on
branch duty assignments is of comparable importance. The trend to-
ward reliance on the school system to develop the officer should be
modified and the contribu ion which practical experience can make should
be recognized and accommodated.

d. Within the frame of reference discussed in a. b, and c
above, the Board considered several alternate proposals regarding the
appropriate time for an officer to attend his branch schooling. The
following appeared to be determining factors:

(I) An officer should have completed at least his first
full assignment prior to attending his branch school - after approxi-
mately 3 years of service.

(2) An oflicer should not have proigressed far beyond his
normal expected promotion to the grade of captain prior to attending his
branch school - not later than approximately 8 years of service.

(31 A liberal bracket of time should be authorized for
attendance at the branch school to facilitate flexibility of personnel
management.

4. Conc lusion.

a. The Board concluded that one comprehensive branch
career course (exclusive of the brief branch orientation course pree
viously discussed in annex 8), of approximately I academic year's
duration. to be attended at 3 to 8 years' service, will meet the re-
quirements of all branches and should be adopted.
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b. The scope of this course should be designed to prepare
the officer to perform duties at company through battle group or com-
parable level; and should include instruction on the organization of the
division, the functions of the division general staff, and sufficient
instruction on division operations to assure an understanding of oper-
ational participation by the respective branch units.

c. Some deviations from this general pattern may be nec-
essary. However, the Board believes that specific branch requirements
beyond the capabilities of the comprehensive branch career course can
generally be accommodated by short branch specialist courses,

SECTION II

TRAINING OF ARTILLERY OFFICERS

5. a, The Board was specifically directed in its terms of refer-
ence to consider the adequacy of the present school system for producing
artillery officers who are qualified to perform appropriate duties in the
fields of antiaircraft artillery and field artillery to include conventional
weapons, atomic weapons, and missiles.

b. Although treated separately by thip nection of the report,
the career training of artillery officers was considereC by the Board Ir
the establishment of the branch career school pattern outlined in para.
graph 4 above. The Board believes that the pattern of career courses
for artillery training should be essentially the same as that recommended
for other branches. However, in the training of artillery officers, par-
ticular reliance may have to be placed upon short weapons familiariza-
tion courses and upon branch specialist courses to meet the technical
and professional requirements imposed by integration and by the large
number of complex artillery weapons.

c. The problem of training artillery officers involves deter-
mination of the level at which instruction in air defense and field artillery
tactics and techniques should be integrated. The Board believes that the
newly commissioned officer cannot attain and maintain proficiency simul-
taneously in both these fields. He should become reasonably proficient
in one field before he is required to enter the other field or to attend an
integrated course of instruction, Integrated instruction at the basic
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(orientation) level would require attendance at a relatively long course
immediately after commissioning which, as outlined in annex 8, is not
desirable. Furthermore, integrated instruction at this level would re-
quire the young officer to spend a considerable amount of time. learning
tactics and techniques he would not use for several years and which
may well be outdated by the time they can be used.

6. The Board concludes that:

a. Separate orientation courses should be conducted for
each type of artillery (air defense and field). The newly commissioned
officer should attend the course for the type artillery unit to which he
will be assigned during his initial tour of duty,

"b. Integrated air defense and field artillery instruction should
be initiated in the comprehensive branch career course,

C. Initial specialization in one type of artillery (air de-
fense or field) and subsequent instruction at the branch career course
level in both air defense and field artillery will insure the integration
of the two, and will, in conjunction with specialist and weapons qualifi.
cation courses and appropriate troop assignments, produce artillery
officers who are qualified in both fields.

SECTION III

TRAINING OF CERTAIN TECHNICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICERS

7. The Board believes that some modification of the recom-
mended structure of branch career srhooling may be necessary to
accommodate those officers transferring or reverting to a technical
or administrative service upon completion of a tour of duty with a
combat arm. In general these officers should, upon joining the tech-
nical or administrative service, attend a brief course designed to
familiarize the officer with the organization and functions of his new
branch and to prepare him for duties at the platuon and company level.
The officer should normally not attend the branch career course until
after a tour of duty with his new branch.
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SECTION IV

ASSOCIATE COURSES

8. a. As indicated in section III, annex 7, the Board considers
that essentially all career officers should ittend their branch career
course. Consequently, associate courses at the branch school level
are required (primarily) for the training of reserve component offi-
cers not on active duty. Experience has shown that it is difficult, if
not impossiLle, for reserve component officers not on active duty to
leave their civilian parsuits for a period of 3 or 4 months to attend
a resident associate course. To alleviate this problem, the Board
considers that associate courses at the branch school level should
be designed as combination extension and resident courses. There
are several ponsible combinations; one type of course could make
minimum use of resident instruction with the bulk of the course being
covered by nonresident instruction and culminating in a brief (2- to
4-week) period of resident instruction. Another possible solution
would be to organize the course into a series of short resident in-
struction periods of 2 to 4 weeks' duration to be attended over a 2. or
3-year period. The Board concludes that these courses should require
minimum resident instruction and that the exact organization of these
courses should be determined by each branch separately based on its
specific requirements. However, the guiding principle should be that
resident Instruction given in these associate coursts will be limited
to coverage of material that cannot be covered adequately by nonresident
instruction.

b. As an interim measure, pending full implementation of
the recommendation for a 1-year branch career course and to accom-
modate exceptional situations, branch schools should be authorized to
conduct resident associate courses which parallel the longer regular
course and are designed for the training of career officers, when nec-
essary to satisfy specific branch requirements.
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SECTION V

COMMON SUBJECTS

9. a. The Board recogniaes the necessity for orientation on
subjects of common Interest to all officers and generally supports the
existing program for Common Subjects instruction in the branch schools$

b. The control of the Common Subjects program Is exer-
cised by Hq USCONARC. This headquarters prescribes the number of
hours and the scope for each Common Subject within the three basic
categories of general subjects, tactics, and weapons. Authorization
for integration of certain Common Subjects in the regular branch instruc-
tion is given to the school commandants. Further, they are authorized
twenty-five percent leeway in programing the general subjects.

10. The Board considers that the Common Subjects program has
reached such proportions that it is interfering with essential coverage
of branch material subjects. School commandants are under constant
pressure to balance their programs and still allocate a specified num-
ber of hours to Common Subjects. The trend is toward an Increase In
hours allocated to these Common Subjects- this situation will become
more acute when branch training is accomplished by an orientation
course and a single career course as recommended by the Board. Fur-
ther, the precommission training of newly commissioned officers must
be evaluated against the type and scope of Common Subjects taught in
the initial branch orientation courses. Duplication or overlap of sub-
ject material tends to rendtr such instruction distasteful, especially
when these officers are eager to learn the basic tools of their respec-

tive branch. Additionally, Com.mon Subjects instruction at subsequent
branch career courses must be tailored to accommodate the experience
gained In the field. In general, the schools require more freedom to
select those subjects to be included in the school programs of instruction.

11. The Board concludes that the demands upon the branch schools
for formal instruction in Common Subjects should be modified by the
elimination of subjects of marginal value; by reduction of hours of cov-
erage to a minimum; by coverage of appropriate subjects in an individual
study program, information program, or troop schools; and by giving
maximum freedom of action to commandants in the coverage and inte-
gration of instruction in Common Subjects.
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SECTION VI

SINGLE COMBAT ARMS COURSE

12. The Board noted that present and future trends of organiza.
tion and tactics indicate increased requirements for employment of
combined arms teams at all levels from platoon to battle group. This
trend emphasizes the necessity for the branch officer to become more

% expert in the conduct of combined arms operations at the lower levels.
The Board considers that branch service schools must keep pace with
this trend to insure that officers are adequately prepared to accept
and exploit, in the combined arms field, these developments as they
are adopted as tactical doctrine. The eventual requirement upon the
school system may be a common or single combat arms course. The
Board believes that such a course should be approached by logical and
progressive intermediate steps, the first of which is the interchange
of infantry officers attending the US Army Armor School and armor
officers attending the US Army Infantry School.

SECTION VII

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

13. The Board noted with favor the steps taken by the US Army
Command and General Staff College to introduce improved instructional
methods designed to further develop the students ability to think imag.
inatively and to reach a logical solution, It is considered that instruc.
tional methods of this nature have application to branch service schools.
Branch career courses should be designed and conducted so as to chal-
lenge the student officer. This should include increased emphasis on
outside student preparation with a corresponding reduction of routine
classroom instruction which requires limited participation by the stu-
dent. Practical work and instruction with troops should be emphasized
as a means of preparing the student to reach sound and imaginative
solutions to field problems.
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ANNEX 10

US ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

SECTION I

CONCEPT OF USACGSC, pOSITION IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

1. The US Army Command and General Staff College (USACOSC)
has traditignally occupied a key position within the Army school system
and was therefore of particular interest to the Board. As b matter of
basic policy, the Board confirm* that the USACt SC should remain as
the keystone in the education and training of selected officer v in the tac-
tical applicaton of the combined arms and services. The proven repu-
tation of "Leavenwofth" as the place where ground commanders learn
the art of battlefield command should be perpetuatede The USACGSC
curriculum should continue to be a rigorous, exacting course where
selected officers learn those elements of command and staff that enable

the complex and diverse elements of the US Armit to be controlled and
directed to a single purposCC Attendance at the USACGSC should remain

at a a rundamental objective in the professional advancement of every caa
reer officer, Successful completion of USACw cC must remain o precon-
dition for hiother profess sional schoolnd, It is within this concept that
the Board hase reviewed certain problem areas dealing with USACGtCd

SECTION 11

9tJLRRENT CURRICULUMd

u , Reorientation of curriculum, - The Board noted that the curric.
ulum for 1957e50 at USACGSC represents a major reorientatcon which was
dictated by the reorganization of the Army into the pentagonal structure,
of the i siCg adca the Sreed for preparation (or theurealitoes ofe
atomic waL fare, the gfrowingi necessity for orienting Instruction on modern

concepts of the Army'ru missionw , and by the impact of mew weapons sys-
tems and other developments, Concurrently, the College instituted a
number of s~ignificant changies= in curriculum and methodology which re-

flect progressive concepts of educational philosophy and academic meth-
ods. These changes were largely in implementation of recommendations
of the USACGSC Educational Survey Commission, In support of the re-
vision1 of the curriculum, which involved virtually a complete rewrite of

11 units of instruction, the College has accomplished a major reor-
lanization along functional lines. The Board considers that the reorgan-
iaation of the College, the revision of the curriculum, an. the introduction
of changes in instructional techniques have been accomplished rapidly and
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effectively, and that the reorganization of the curriculum appears to be in
the proper direction,

3, Education vs training. - The Board also looked into the curric.
ulum for 1957-58 at USACOSC with respect to the relative emphasis on
training in acquisition of skills and on the general educational development
of the student officer. It is apparent that the College is keenly aware of
the necessity for establishing a balance between the training in techniques,
tactics, and procedures which rightfully characterized the short courses ,t
during World War 11 and the marked subsequent trend towards education,
with emphasis on principles and their application in solving problems.
The Board considers that the 1957-58 course reflects the proper balance
between education and training. The Board considers that this balance
can be maintained without compromise of the criterion that the course
remain reasonably difficult and rigorous to the extent that it presents a
real challenge to the student.

4. Evaluation and rating of student performance.

a. The Board considered the desirability of continuing the
evaluation and rating of student performance at USACGSO through the use
of examinations and the establishment of class standings. Each is a chal-
lenge to the student and serves as a goal toward which he should work, as
well as a standard by which he can measure his own performance,

b, Examinations are important vehicles by which the individual
can determine his own deficiencies. They provide an academic means for
disclosing the individual's capability for problem solving and decision mak-
ing. Though the officer selected for attendance at USACGSC is considered
to be highly motivated, the anticipation of examinations and class standings
causes him to maintain a sustained effort which stimulates development of
his full potential.

c. The Board is of the opinion that the evaluation and rating of
a student's performance at USACOSC appropriately fosters the spirit of
competition which is inherent in an officer's career and should be continued.
However, academic ratings in themselves should bear only minor weight
in subsequent evaluatuons of the officer's capability.

SECTION III

PREREOUISITE FOR ATTENDANCE AT USACGSC

5. Precourve examination,,. - It is the opinion of the Board that the
officer selected to attend USACGSC should be highly qualified and well
prepared professionally at the time of selection. The Board considers
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that selection must be based on ait officer's entire record.. By the time
he has satisfied minimum years of service prerequisite, an officer will
have had adequate opportunity to demonstrate his ability and his capacity
for further schooling and acceptance of increased responsibility. A
record established over a period of at least 8 years should require no
specific substantiation by an examination. Although the Board perceived
no real need for a standard, Army-wide examination program, it recog.

nixes that there may be a logical application of such a program in cer-
tain situations. By the nature of their duty assignment, officers of the
technical and administrative services often may not be as well prepared
to assimilate the instruction, at least in the initial stages of th3 course,
as contemporaries with broader experience in the combat arms, The
Board considers that the individual arms and services should continue to
use such devices, including examinations, as may be appropriate in selec-
ting officers for Lttendance at USACGSC and in preparing them for the
course, J

6. Service requirement. I

a. Prerequisites for attendance at the regular course,USACGSC, specify a minimum of 8 years', and not more than 15 years',

active commissioned service for both Regular Army officers and re-
serve component officers on active duty. In order to qualify for attend-
ance at the associate course, a Regular Army officer must have corn.
pleted a minimum of 15, and not more than 19 years' service. This
provides Resjular Army officers who have passed the upper limit of the
years of service criteria an additional 4 years of eligibility in which to
attend the associate course. For the reserve component officer on
active duty, however, the criteria is a minimum of 8, and not more
than 19 years of service,

b. Graduation from the associate course is accorded the
same ,credit as graduation from the regular course in satisfying prer.q-
uisites for attendance at the Armed Forces Staff College and the senior
colleges. Since this is the case, it appears inconsistent to employ dif-
ferent years of service criteria for the two courses, Furthermore, the
Board feels that Regular Army and career Reserve officers should be
given equal opportunities for schooling, to include the USACOSC level,
and that the same criteria should apply to both. Due to the many factors
which can affect an officer's selection and availability for schooling, and
the importance of attending the USACGSC, the years of service prereq-
uisite should cover a broad span of years, This allows officer assign-
ment agencies the necessary latitude and flexibility.

c. The Board conclude@, therefore, that the prerequisite
for attendance at the regular course and the associate course for both
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Regular Army officers and reserve component officers on extended active
duty should be a minimum of 8, and not more than 19 years of active com-
missioned service,

SECTION IV

ASSOCIATE COURSE

7. As indicated in paragraph 9 of annex 7, the Board accepts the
current concept for the associate course at the USACOSC level as being
an abridged version of the regular course, This concept differs sig-
nificantly from that recommended by the Board for associate courses at
the branch school level.

a, At the USACGSC level, the associate course should be a
self-contained resident course of approximately one-half academic year.
The scope of instruction should place particular emphasis on combat
divisions and logistical commands. Familiariuation should be achieved
(as opposed to preparation) with the duties of the general staff at corps,
field army, theater army logistical command, and theater army replace-
ment and training command.

b. Conduct of an associate course at USACOSC is supported
by the following reasons:

(1) It permits a larger number of officers to gain educa-
tional experience with the combat division as the basic tactical unit of
combined arms and services, and thereby enhances the overall educa-
tional level of the career officers of the Army.

(2) It has been accepted by the Army as an effective,
sought-after step in the system of officer education.

(3) It permits personnel management flexibility for indi-
vidual cases and for the education of officers who may not qualify for the
regular USACGSC course,

(4) It provides professional motivation for career Reserve
officers and for Reserve officers on active duty for training.

,e
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SECTION V

ES TABjLISHMENT OF AN ADVANCED OPERATIONS COURSE

8. Background, - The Board noted that approximately 16 years
may elapse between an officer's graduation from USACGSC and his se-
lection as a general officer. ]During this long period, the pace of advance
in concepts, tactics, techniques, and weapons could outmode the officer's
fund of tactical knowledge, As a possible means of bringing senior Wif"-
cors up-to-date, the Board considered a proposal to establish a formal
"advanced operations cour'se" at USACGSC of 3-4 months' duration, with
an annual quota of approximately 70. 100 highly selected officers.

9. Analysis. - The necessity for advanced operational refresher

training is supported by the time lapse and pace of advance, as indicated
above; by the pressure of daily duties which prevent comprehensive indi-
vidual study of new developments; and by the fact that resident schooling
is the best single medium for instruction in doctrinal and tactical sub-
jects. In opposition to the establishment of a formal course are the facts

that it would take highly competent senior officers away from essential
duties for an unacceptable period; officers of the breadth and capability
concerned should be able to acquire such current knowledge by brief, on.
the-job training and individual study in specific areas; and restricted
attendance would tend to overemphasize the significance of the course,

10. Conclusions, - This analysis affirmed the necessity for re-
fresher and orientation training for selected senior officers, but indi-
cated that a formal course of the proposed length and restricted attend-
ance was undesirable.

11. Available refresher training. - The Board noted that USACGSC
presently conducts a Senior Officers Nuclear Weapons Employment Course,
and that most service schools have provisions for the conduct of refresher
and orientation programs. These should be continued and should be aug-
mented as changing conditions may dictate,
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ANNEX I I

SENIOR COLLEGES

SECTION 1.

GENERAL

1. Senior colleges. - For the purpose of its assessment, the
Board classified the following institutions as Senior Colleges:

a. US Army War College (USAWO).

b. National War College (NWC).

c. The Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF).

d. Naval War College (NavWC).

e. Air War College (AirWC).

f. The Imperial Defense College (British Commonwealth of
Nations).

g. The Ecole de Guerre (France).

h. The Canadian National Defence College.

2. Scope. - The principal emphasis in the Board's investigation
and assessment of the senior colleges was directed toward the USAWC.
The Board considered the Joint and other senior colleges insofar as these
institutions culminate the professional education pattern for selected
Army officers. Also examined were scope and level of educational objec-
tives sought and the academic relation of the USAWC with the joint colleges
and other senior colleges,

3. Background. - In its approach to the senior colleges as the
final step in the professional education of Army officers, the Board was

mindful of the historical frame of reference within which the USAWC,
the NWC, the ICAr, and the War Colleges of the US Navy and US Air
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Force have been established and developed. The following evolutionary
steps in the history of the USAWC and the NWC/ICAF are particularly
noteworthy in establishment of the frame of reference for the Board's
assessment:

a. The original establishment of the USAWC in 1901 as the
nucleus for the development of a strategic study and planning element
of a proposed War Department General Staff.

b. The evolution of the USAWC during the period 1901-1940
as an academic institution with shifting emphasis from current strategic
planning problems to thcury, ibstract problems, and development of
doctrine.

c. The post-World War I establishment of the Armry Industrial
College as an Army institution to educate selected Army and Navy officers
in wartime industrial mobilization.

d. The suspension of the courses at the USAWC during World
War I and World War 11.

e. The establishment of the NWC and ICAF as senior joint
colleges under the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the immediate postwar period.

f. The temporary delay in the reestablishm-nt of the USAWC
as a result of a Gerow Board recommendation to assign its mission to
other colleges, with resultant major reduction in the number of Army
officers attending a war college.

g. The conversion of the Army Industrial College to the joint
ICAF with the resultant reduction in the number of Army officers attending
this type of senior college.

h. Decision of the Department of Defense not to implement the
full recommendation of the Gerow Board to create a National Security
University of five colleges, continuation of the NavWC and establishment
of the AIrWC.

i. The recommendation of the Eddy Board (1949) that re-

established the USAWC (1950).
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J. The Department of the Army policy that places the USAWC
on a coequal status with the NWC and ICAF in the career pattern for se-
lected Army officers.

k. The procedures used from 1950 through 1955 to select
officers to attend the senior colleges and the selection board procedurei'• • acopted in 1955. •

1. The changes in the scope and emphasis of the USAWC
curriculum from an initial orientation on the operations and employment
of the larger Army units to the present study of national military power
and joint military strategy,

"i~

4. Areas examined. - The principal areas examined by the Board
in its assessment of the senior colleges were as outlined below and dis-
cussed in succeeding sections as indicated:

a. The adequacy of the present and projected inventory of
Army officers who have attended a s, nior college related to the require-
ment for senior college graduates. An inventory as of September 1956
is shown in the appendix. (This assessment is covered in annex 7, Re-
quirements and Quotas.)

b. The requirement for continuing the USAWC at the apex of
the Army school system (section II).

c. The current and projected mission of the USAWC. (sec-
tion 111).

d. Scope and level of emphasis in tne USAWC curriculum,
with particular attention to (section IV):

(1) Feasibility and desirability of designing the program
of instruction at USAWC to prepare officers for specific duty assignments
on the Department of the Army staff, Hq USCONARC, other major com-
mands.

(Z) Feasibility and desirability of using the USAWC as a
projection of the Department of the Army staff.
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(3) The impact of trends toward increased unification of

the operating forces of the US Armed Forces,

e. Mission of the USAWC with respect to the development of
doctrine and inclusion of instruction in the curriculum dealing with the
organization and strategic employrnnt of the theater army and army group
(section V),

f. The current and projected relationship of the USAWC to

the NWC, the ICAF, the NavWC and the AirWC (section VI).

g. Length of the USAWC course and optimum size and com.
position (Army, Navy, Air Force, and others) of the student body (sec-
tion VII),

h. Requirement for and desirability of certain adwinistrative
actions to enhance the prestige of the USAWC (section VIII).

i. Requirement for and feasibility of nonresident instruction
at the USAWC (section IX).

J. Feasibility and desir:ibility of securing graduate degree
accreditation for the USAWC course (section X).

SECTION II

USAWC AS THE APEX OF ARMY SCHOOL SYSTEM

5. General. - The Board evaluated the factors that led to the
recommendations of the Gerow Board in 1946 and the Eddy Board in
1949 witt respect to the USAWC, the NWC, and the ICAF. The Board
considered that the reabons which supported the Eddy Board's analysis
of the need to reestablish the USAWG remain valid, and that the actions
taken on the Eddy Board recommendations with respect to the USAWC
have been highly effective, There is no question in the Board's opinion
that the USAWC has regained its position of prestige within the Army
and among the senior educational institutions of the armed services
and other agencies of the US Government, and that it fills the purpose
for which it is designeci. The stature of the USAWC within the civilian

education world was not examined by the Board in detail. However, the
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.dentfitcation and interchange of ideas between the USAWC and recognized
ivilian graduate sLhools in the fields of strategy, policy, and interna-

tionAl rel.ations in growing.

6. Conclusion. - The Board concluded that the USAWC should be
perpetuated as the senior professional institution in the Army service
school system.

7. Logistics college. - In connection with the conclusion stated
in paragraph 6 above, the Board analyzed the impact of establishing a
separate logistics college or course at the USAWC level in the Army
school system. Specific consideration of this proposal is outlined in
annex 1), Logistics Education and Training. The Board reiterates for
emphasis here that it considered the establishment of either:

a. A "College of Logistics" side-by-side with a "College of
Operations" under the "Army War University"; or,

b. A separate and coequal "Army Logistics College" as an
alternate apex to the Army education system; or,

c. A separation of a portion of the USAWC course into a
"Logistics Specialization Phase" and an "Operations Specialization
Phase" to be pursued by a divided class -
would lead to inevitable cleavage within the officer corps of the Army.
Such a result would be inimical to the unity of purpose of the Army as a
profession and conducive to incomplete preparation of selected senior
officers for the highest command and staff positions.

•. Location and facilities. - The Board examined the long-term
adequacy of the facilities at Carlisle Barracks. Pennsylvania, occupied
by the USAWC, but did not concern itself with the immediate conditions
of the facilities. The Board considered that:

a. The relative physical location of the USAWC at Carlisle
Barracks with respect to the seat of the Federal Government in Washington.
DC, and to USCONARC at Fort Monroe. Virginia. at the head of the entire
Army service school system, is appropriate.

b. The absence of other Army agencies competing with the
USAWC for space, funds, personnel at Carlisle Barracks is highly desir-
able and should be continued.
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c. The Army should make an assessment of facilities re-
quired to accomodate the USAWC at Carlisle Barracks, compare this
long-term requirement against the permanent facilities currently and
projected to be available at Carlisle Barracks, and from this compari.
son develop a phased facilities development program. This development
program should enjoy high priority in the long-term Department of the
Army construction scheme.

SECTION III

MISSION OF USAWC

9. a. The Board considcred that the presently stated mission
of USAWC requires revision in light of the military and academic trends
outlined in section IV of basic report and developments occurring since
the USAWC was reestablished.

b. The Board concluded that the mission of the USAWC should
he:

Mission, US Armry War College.

(I) To prepare selected Army officers for the highest com-
mand and jenek-al staff positions in the Army, in joint commands and in
combined commands; and for such high-level positions within the Depart.
ment of Defense and other governmental agencies at the national level
as the Army may be called upon to fill.

(2) To develop the tactical and logistical doctrine relating
to the organization, employment, and operations of theater army and
army group to include joint aspects thereof; an., provide curriculum
coverage at these levels.

(3) To develop studies relating to optimum strategies,
doctrine, organization, and equipment for current and future Army forces.

t4) To develop interservice and interdepartmental under-
standing and to support academic exchange with selected civilian institu-
tions, with emphasis on Army doctrine and operations.
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SECTION IV

SCOPE AND EMPHASIS OF CURRICULUM OF USAWC

10. General. - The Board found two generally opposing concepts
concerning the scope and the emphasis of the curriculum at USAWC. One
holds that USAWC should be strongly oriented toward Army problems,
that it should devote a significant portion of its curriculum to the opera.
tions of army group and theater army, that it should train its studentr for
immediate duty on the Department of the Army general staff, and that
its concern with national strategy and international affairs should general-
ly be subordinate. The second concept holds that the course should have
essentially the same scope as the National War College, but with emphasis
on Army problems; i. e., it should be strongly oriented toward problems
of national strategy and the Army's role therein, with secondary emphasis
on Army operations and preparation for Department of the Army staff
duty. The Board considered that the present curriculum of the USAWC
follows the latter concept.

a. Considered within the military and scholastic frame of

reference outlined in section IV of basic report, the curriculum of the
USAWC is designed to elevate the level of thinkink of the student officer
beyond the strictly military and Army considerations of national military
policy and strategy. The Board found this concept sound as long as the
role and mission of land power is not subordinated within the strategic
framework. The USAWC should lead the minds of its students toward
an ability to analyze problems at the highest level, This can be effectively
done by looking beyond the Army. At the same time, the USAWC cur-
riculum must recognize and accomodate the fact that the course is pri-
marily for Army officers at about the mid-point ir. their careers, The
loyalties, the assignments, and the future duties of these officers are
closely allied to professional ambitions in the Army. For optimum ap-
preciation of the strategic analysis desired to be achieved through the
curriculum, the emphasis must be from the Army's point of view.

b. The Board found that the 1957-S8 curriculum at the USAWC
represents a good balance of these conflicting factors and is acceptable
for the present and immediate future.

11. Training of officers for specific duty assignments. - In exam-
ining the mission of the USAWC, the Board was mindful of a criticism
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that the Army's senior school preparecI officers for no specific duty

assignment It was noted that the present USAWC curriculum is not

designed to train an officer for duty on the Department of the Army
general staff, the joint staii of the JCS, the USCONARC staff, theater
andtheater Army staffs. The mission of the USAWC is today translated
into a curriculum designed to elevate and to project the level of thinking
of stuadents to encompass the political, military, economic and phyiho-
lofstcl intangibles and realities that shape the cotirse of modern history,
with emphasis on Army doctrine and operations.

a. The Board held that the basic tehets of its concept of the

Army service school system as discussed in annex 5, Objectives, Mis-
sions, and Scope of the school s>,tern, are involved in the issue of

"training for a skill" as opposed to "educating for application oif broad
knowledge." The Board considered that the development of a curric-
ulum required to train officers in specific skills for many different

duties at the senior levels of command and staff would downgrade the

USAWC in relation to the other senior colleges, wnuld greatly over-
crowd the curriculum, and would probably be infeasible,

b. The Board concluded that it was unsound to include in
the USAWC mission and to design the curriculum to develop specific
skills for specific high-level duties.

12. USAWC as extension of Department of the Army staff. The
Board examined the proposal to use the USAWC as an extension of the

Department of the Army staff for the study and soluticn of selected
problems normally charged to the Army general staff.

a. In analyzing this proposal, the Board considered these,
pertinent oplnions:

(1) The ed ucational process and the solution of current

problems are not necessarily compatible,

(2) The separation of responsibility for the implementa-

tlion of a solution to a major problem from the theoretical solution is

usually unsound.

(3) Practical rather than theoretical problems fre-

quently provide a better inspiration to the educational process.
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(4) There exists within each class at the USAWC a store
of knowledge and experience that, properly directed, can contribute to
sounO. solutions to many major problems.

b. The Board concluded that the time factor, the expertence,
and the motivation of student officers at the USAWC ts such that solu-
tions to selected major problems facing the Army general staff would
for the most part be academic. It was further concluded that the USAWC
is restricted by the nonavailability of detailed staff information and by
the absence of coordinating agencies of the government. The depth of
research available to the College ts not such, in the Boarid's opinion,
to permit it to function as an essential part of the Department of the
Army staff,

c. The board examined the present procedure used to so-

lect problems of Army-wide interest for consideration by the USAWC,
and noted that the individual student study it the normal medium for
such consideration. The Board concludes that this procedure is sat-
isfactory and reflects an appropriate relationship between the USAWC
and the Department of the Army in this regard. As a matter of policy
the Board considered that the USAWC should continue the current in-
formal relationship with the Department of the Army staff without of-
ficial prerogatives or recognition,

13. Trend toward unification. -

a. The following two significant areas in the trend toward
increased unification of the operating elements of the US Armed Forces
have been examined in assessing the current and projected curriculum
of the USAWC:

(1) Strengthening of the size, functions, operating pro-
cedures, and prestige of the joint staff supporting the JCS.

(Z) Znhancing the real unity of command of the operating
forces of the nation, both overseas and in the CONUS.

b. The Board recognised the USAWC curriculum must ac-
commodate this trend. In consideration of the.imp& ct of the trend, the
Board examined several proposals to alter the scope of the USAWC
curriculum to cover a broader understanding of the application of sea
power and air power. Recognition was given in the review of these
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proposals that the USAWC current curriculum designed to explore the
political, military. economic, and psychological intangibles and real-
"ities of current history automatically tinictd,: joint military opera-
tions, It was noted that the Army's procedures for comrnmnd and staff

* !organization and operations are, in general, fully consistent with and
adaptable to unified and combined, high-level command and staff opera-
tions.

c, These factors led the Board to the conclusion that an

ýV immediate, radical change in the USAWC curriculum in light of the
,6 trends toward enhanced unification was not necessary at this time. The
* Board considered that the administrative actions suggested in paragraph

21 below will assist in gaining increased emphasis on joint strategic
policy and joint military operations at the USAWC.

d. The Board qualifies the above conclusion with the caution
* that an attitude of complacency must not pervade the area of joint edu-

cation at the USAWC into the next decade. It is suggested that the an-
nual review of the USAWC curriculum should point to an increasing
"emphasis upon the organization and operation of Naval and Air Force
forces at the highest level. The Board reemphasizes its earlier ob-
servation that the Army school system, and in particular the USAWC,
should educate its students in advance of the occurrence of organiza-
tional and operational changes.

SECTION V

DOCTRINAL. RESPONSIBILITY

14. The board noted that the USAWC is currently charged
with development of tactical and logistical doctrine, organisatlun, pro-
cedures. tactics, and techniques relating to the employment and opera-
tions of theater army and army group. rliis responsibility includes
(for the theater army and army group) joint ard unilateral Army opera-
tions, airborne and amphibious operations, and operations involving
logistic suppurt by Army transport aviation. (Reference: Letter, Hq
USCONARC to Comdt, USAWC, 24 May 1956, subject: "Responsibilities

* S of the Army War College. ")

a. The Board considered that this assignment of doc-
trinal responsibilities is consistent with the present scope and emphasis
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of the USAWC curriculum. When viewed in light of the overall assign-
ment of doctrinal responsibilities to elements of the Army service
school system, the USAWC is the correct institution to handle the theater
army and army group levels. USAWC should have responsibility for the
development of doctrine for theater army and for the high-level opera-
tional concepts of its five major subordinate commands.

b. The Board considered that the strategic nature of the
"tactical and logistical doctrine, organization, procedures, tactics, and
techniques relating to the employment and operations of the theater army
and army group" render those matters appropriate for inclusion in the
curriculum of USAWC, It was not believed that the degree of emphasis
on theater army and army group should be such as to reduce the USAWC
curriculum to one of "military mechanics."

SECTION VI

RELATIONSHIP OF SENIOR COLLEGES

15. General. - The Board examined the relationship, both ac-
ademically and administratively, of the USAWC to the NWC, to the
ICAF, and to other senior colleges. In this examination the Board was
aware of the current Army educational policy on the coequal status of
the USAWC, the NWC, and ICAT. Inquiry was made into the JCS decision:

"That a substantial and increasing number of students from each mili-
tary service -attending NWC and ICAFT should be graduates of a serv-
ice war college." This JCS recommendation was supported by the fol-
lowing discussion: "Although it is highly desirable that students as-
signed to the NWC (and ICAFJ be graduates of one of the service war
colleges, this should not be mandatory. Nevertheless, a substantial
and increasing number of students from each of the services should
meet this latter criteria. " The result of this JCS decision is to place
the service war colleges at a level below the NWC and ICAT.

16. Relationship of USAWC to NWC and to [CAF.

a. The present relationship of the USAWC to the NWC and
ICAF is therefore a compromise of two conflicting concepts. The
Board considers that there is an acceptable relationship between the
USAWC and the senior joint colleges at the present time and into the
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immediate future Thr Board held that the coequal status of the USAWL;

with respect t,) the ?IWC and ICAF bhould be maintained.

b. Thc l'oard can see no valid requirement supporting
the policy of selcctiij; annually a few 3raduates of the USAWC to attend
"the NWC and ICAF. There is ait intentional area of broad overlap in
the curriculum of tC e USAWC with thc two other colleges that makes
attendance at nmre t;-an one unnecessary. The Board does not consider
it within its purview to recommend, at this time, revision of the receaftly
reaffirmed JCS a•.red position. Tho extremely limited annual input of
of the NWC and ICAF to meet Army requirements for graduates of the
senior colleges and t.e delayed post-World War 11 reestablishment of

* the USAWC has dictated that the Army limit the number of USAWC
graduates selected to attend the NWC and ICAF to 4 or 5 each year, If
it becomes necessary to increase this number substantially, a reevalua-
tion of the relationship between the institutions may be required,

17. Relationship of USAWC to NavWC and AirWC. - The
current relationship of the USAWC to the NavWC and the AirWC appears,
in the Board's opinion, to be acceptable. It is suggested that the Army,
through the USAWC, should foster ast increasingly intimate academic
relationship between the three senior service war colle,,cs, The Com-
mandant of the USAWC should be encouraged to pursue an academic
interchange of ideas, instructional teams, and instructional material.
In the era of enhanced unification of the operating Armed Forces of the

¶ nation, the service war colleges should lead in both thought and action
toward the development of enhanced understanding and coordination, con-
fidence, and respect among senior officers of the Armed Forces.

18, National Security University. - In consideration of the future
relationship of the USAWC, the NWC, ICAF. NavWC, and AirWC, the
Board reviewed the proposals of the Gerow Board for the establishment
of a joint National Security University of five coordinate colleges:
Admintstrative College, Intelligence College, National War College,
Industrial College, and State Department College. The Board analysed
the conditions existing in 1946 and compared them to those existing in
1958, The Board found a noteworthy degree of parallelism in the trends
in professional education existing in the two time frames. The Board
assessed the actions that have been taken to implement portions of the
Gerow Board recommendations concerning the National Security Uni-
versity and related these action& to the developments within thi, Army,



Navy, and Air Force that detract from the concept of a single senior
joint-college system Analysis was made of a proposal for the re-
establishment of a "National Security University System" concept which
would place the five existing senior colleges (USAWC, NWC, ICAF,
NavWC, and AirWC) within a university responsible to the Secretary of
Defense through the JCS for the curriculum and administration of the
five colleges. In time, the university through its colleges, would pro-
vide a truly joint senior educational experience for selected officers of
the US Armed Forces and other governmental agencies directly respon-
sible for national security. The Board considered that this proposal may
continue to have merit. However, the Board concluded that the present

and immediate future national political and military environment did not
make it propitious for the Army to introduce and support this proposal
at this time.

SEC TION VII

LENGTH OF USAWC COURSE, SIZE, AND COMPOSITION
OF THE STUDENT BODY

19. Length of USAWC course,

a. The Board considered the feasibility and desirability of
lengthening the USAWC course from I to 2 academic years. Alterna-
tively, the possibility of some compromise period between I and 2
academic years was explored. The following factors bear importantly
on proposals to lengthen the course: (Reduction of the USAWC course
to less than 1 academic year was dismissed as unrealistic,)

(1) Valid criticism of the crowded curriculum leading to
an absence of depth in the exploration of any one area of study.

(2) Limited number of unscheduled periods available to
the student for research and study,

(3) Finite limitations exist in the present curricula due
to limited time of the coverage of many subject areas, particularly,
higher level intelligence, logistics, personnel management.

(4) Complications incident to moving families other than
during the summer vacation period.
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(5) The personnel m anagement considerations of utiliza-
tion of USAWC graduates.

(6) The lessened output and more restricted selection,

(7) The traditional Army pattern of devoting I academic
year to each advanced professional course.

(8) Evaluation of the optimum learning period for mature

student s

b. After weighing these factors the Board concluded that it
was feasible but not desii.able now or into the next decade to extend the
USAWC course from I to 2 years or for any alternative period between

these two limits.

ZO. Size of USAWC trudent body. - The Board examined the op-
timum size of the annual input to the USAWC. Consideration of the re-
duction of the size of the class below the present M00 was dismissed as
undesirable now or into the next decade. The principal factors favoring
the retention of the present limit of about 200 are: size of the existing
facilities at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, approximate limit of 200
on the size group that can be managed efficiently using the educational
techniques preferred at the USAWC; and an approximate limit of ZOO
on the number of people who can, throuigh academic and social contacts,
come to know each other well in an academic year. An evaluation of
these factors leads the Board to conclude that the present limit of

approximately 200 should continue to be the annual input into the USAWC.
In reaching this conclusion the Board acknowledged that competition
for selection to attend the USAWC would become increasingly keen as
individual records from the last major war become less and less a
discriminator Pressure to increase the size of the annual class will
probably grow proportionately to the competition. The balance of
factors should be carefully and periodically evaluated.

21. Composition of the USAWC student body. - In extension of
the conclusion stated in subparagraph 13c above, the Board considered
certain administrative recommendations to increase the adequacy and
competence of the consideration of the USN and USAF matters at the
highest level at the USAWC, The Board concluded that the two following
steps should be accomplished as soon as feasible:
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a. Inc reast the quota of USN (including USMC) and USAF
officers attending USAWC, on a quid pro quo basis, to insure adequate
representation of the other two services in the normal comynittee/
seminar groups preferred at the USAWC,

b. Endeavor to secure, on a quid pro quo basis, the as-
signment of additional, fully qualified members of the faculty of the
USAWC from the USN (including USMC) and USAF, to insure that ad-
equate coverage of Navy and Air Force matters are part of appropriate
instruction at the USAWC.

SECTION VIII

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE PRESTIGE OF
THE USAWC

22. Commandant and faculty. - rhe Board examined several
proposals generally in the area of personnel management procedures
which would be designed to enhance the academic and professional
prestige of the USAWC an the senior institution in the Army officer
education system. Of those suggested, the following two are considered
to be valid for the purpose and of sufficient merit to warrant detailed
evaluation by the responsible Department of the Army staff agency con-
cerned with implementation:

a. Because of both the existing and the recognized potential
value of the position of the Commandant, USAWC. as one of the senior
prestige and influence assignments in the Army and in the US Armed
Forces, the Board consvidered that this assignment normally should be
occupied by an officer in the grade of lieutenant general or getieral.
He should be an officer selected to have a favorable impact upot. the
student officeri conting under his personal supervision; an officer whose
example of intellectual comlpetence and experience should provide the
student with motivation for attainment of the broad mission of the
USAWC. In this connection the board noted with interest the proposal
that it might be appropriate for the outgoing Chief of Staff of the Army,
the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, or the CC, USCONARC, to be as-
signed as the Commandant, USAWC, as his final duty prior to retire-
rnent.
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b. The Board considered several proposals to increase the
size and to raise the qualifications of the faculty of the USAWC. The
following policy statement reflects the Board's conclusion with respect
to these proposals: The staff and faculty of the USAWC should be of
sufficient size and competence to:

(1) Provide the intellectual challenge and leadership to
an increasingly qualified group of student officers.

(2) Provide the maximum rapport and interchange with
leading civilian institutions and organizations dealing with national
military strategy.

23. Instructional methods. - The Board examined several pro-
posals with respect to the educational techniques or methods of instruc-
tion employed at the USAWC. After making the inquiry, the Board
concluded that it was inappropriate for the Board to evaluate such pro-
posals. The Board held that, in general, methods of instruction em-
ployed at the USAWC should be the prerogative of the Commandant,
USAWC. The commandant should be given the utmost latitude in con-
duct of the approved courses; any reasonable techniques should be per-
mitted providing they support the mission assigned.

SECTION IX

NONRESIDENT INSTRUCTION

24. a. There are no extension courses or other nonresident
instruction now offered by the USAWC. The Board considered several
proposals dealing with the necessity, the feasibility, and the practi-
cability of establishing one or more nonresident courses at the USAWC.
The Board's evaluation indicated that the following factors are the more
pertinent ri the numerous points bearing on this matter:

(1) Officers, both active and Reserve, who are not
eligible and/or are not likely to be selected to attend the resident course
at the USAWC would, through nonresident courses, be able to achieve
certain of the educational objectives of the USAWC.

(2) Influential industrial and professional leaders out-
side the military profession interested in military policy and strategy
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could be provided with Army concepts of a sound national military
policy and military strategy through nonresident courses.

(3) Officers who have attended the resident USAWC
courses could by means of selected nonresident publications be kept
abreast of the current developments in the broad area of the USAWC
curriculum.

(4) Much of the material which is included in the resident
course and which would be essential for inclusion in a meaningful non-
resident course contains highly classified military information. Ad-
ministrative procedures for handling this information would be a serious,
if not prohibitive, impediment to the conduct of nonresident courses.

(5) The nature of the educational processes developed at
the USAWC does not lend itself to abridgment into publications necessary
for nonresident instruction. Specificially, the oral interchange of ideas
which it an essential part of the educational procedure at the USAWC
is obviously not possible in a nonresident course.

(6) The conduct of graduate-level work such as that con-
ducted at USAWC by means of nonresident courses is considered gen-
erally unsound and inpractical.

b. Based upon an assessment of the above-outlined factors,

the Board concluded that the administrative complications and the edu-
cational limitations upon nonresident instruction at the USAWC
rendered the establishment of such courses undesirable at this
time.

SECTION X

GRADUATE DEGREE ACCREDITATION

25. a. During the Board's deliberations a proposal was intro-
duced that the resident course at the USAWC be correlated to a graduate
course at a recogniaed civilian university for the attainment of a mas-
ter's degree in an appropriate field- e, g., international relations,
government affairs. Student officers would be awarded graduate credit
points toward a master's degree on successful completion of the course.
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This concept was expanded. in one proposal, by the recommendation
that the additional resident courses for the completion of a master's
degree be conducted at the USAWC by a civilian university faculty
during off-duty hours. It was suggested that this program would be
available to, on a voluntary basis, those officers who desired to obtain
a master's degree concurrent with the pursuit of the USAWC course.

b. The Board has not been able to explore many of the
ramifications of this proposal. There appear to be several significant
advantages and atsadvantages. The Board recognizes two significant
factors: the desire on the part of an increasing number of Regular
Army officers to attain a graduate degree as a measure of their in-
tellectul development; and the growing recognition of the enhanced
professiona, identification achieved with the attainment of a graduate
degree.

e. The Board considered that this basic proposal may have

merit, and concluded that the proposal warrants detailed examination
by a competent agency at the Department of the Army level,
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ANNEX 12

ARMEDl FORCESl S AFCLJE
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ANNEX 12
ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLE-E

1. Background.

, a. The Armed Forces Staff College (AFSC) occupies a key pool-
tion in the joint college system. The level of instruction is comparable to that
of the US Army Command and General Staff College within the Army system
of schools and colleges. The Board considers that attendance at AFSC has
developed over the past decade as an important supplement and complement to
the career schooling of Army officers, The Board endorses this re!ationship
and considers that it should not be fundamentally altered.

b. It was realized by senior commanders of all services early in
World War 11 that miliLk.ry operations would require joint action. These com-
manders sensed the necessity for the education and training of officers for
the joint commands and staffs required for the future. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff in 1943 established the Army and Navy Staff College (ANSCOL, as the
first "school for Joint Staffs. " Following World War f1 this college was dis-
continued and the Armed Forces Staff College was established to conduct in-
struction in joint operations,

2. Missionof the AFSC, - The mission of the Armed Forces Staff Col-
lege is "to educate selected officers of the Armed Forces in joint and com-
bined operations, including the organization and planning thereof. " The scope
of instruction is necessarily complex, and the instruction is therefore aimed
at emphasizing principles of joint operations and administration rather than
detailed techniques. It is not the intent that the college produce graduates who
are skilled in the techniques of all joint staff poiitions. The stated objectives
of the college are:

a, To promote teamwork among the services.

b. To prepare officers for the planning and conduct of joint and
combined operations.

c, To prepare officers for duty in the highest echelons of the Armed
Forces.

d. To promote the development of understanding between high ech-
elons of the Armed Forces and those other agencies of government and industry
which contribute to national security.
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3. Future emrphasis.

it. Army policy and personnel procedures have accepted
the AFSC as the basic joint staff college preparing Army officers for
important joint and combined staff positions. Army participation has
been enthusiastic. Knowledge and associations gained by atte.adance
at the Armed Forces Staff College is one of the principal means of
achieving the desired coordination and understanding between the offi.
cern of the armed services. The Board foresees increased import-
ance of this college in this respect. To accommodate the trends of the
next decade the Army must have an increasing number of officers ac-

quainted with joint problems which are of concern to unified commands
and staffs at all levels. It therefore appears highly desirable to the
Board that the number of Army officers educated at the Armed Forces
Staff College be increased significantly. (See Recommendation 12,
basic report.)

b. The Army school system must insure that mdequate in-
struction is provided on the Army aspects of joint military operations
as referred to in section IV of basic report. Increased attention must
be given to perfection of Army techniques, know-how, and skills di.
rectly related to Army participation in these joint operations. It is a
definite responsibility of the Army school system to provide instruction
in the Army's role in joilit matters; however, such instruction does
not duplicate the curriculum of the Armed Forces Staff College. The
objective is th'm all officers understand Army techniques and opera.
tins usst).intd with joint operations to the extent that they are pro.
fessiunally qualified to participate in such operations at all times.

4. Criteria for selection.

-a The Board accepts that the Army requires well qualified
officers familiar with joint staff techniques. This indicates that every
,ffort should be made to insure that only highly qualifie I officers are
selected to attend the AFSC. Upon graduation from this college, these
officers will he further qualified to represent the Army in command
and stnff asignrments of a joint nature. The Board concluded that the
assignment of highly qunlified officers to such positions is to the best
interests of the nation as well as the Army. Such officers benefit great-
ly from the understanding of the other armed services and the acquaint-
ances made with the officers of the other services while attending the
AFSC.

b. In consideration ol this attitude, it is important that
Army officers selected for attendance at the AFSC possess a well-
rounded knowledge of Army operations and Army staff techniques. It
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is essential that he have, a knowledge of Army roles, missions, oper-
ations, and procedures at division and higher levels. An understand.
ing and appreciation of the roles and missions of the other services is
desirable as well as the capability of working effectively with other
services. In light of these criteria, the Board concurs in the existing
policy requiring credit for the US Army Command and General Staff
College as a prerequisite for attendance at the AFSC.

c. The Board examined the zone of eligibility for attend-
ance at AFSC - a minimum of 10 and not more than 21 years of active
service - with relation to the zones of eligibility for USACCIS and
USAWC. The lower limit of 10 is sound in view of the requirement
for credit for USACGSC as a prerequisite for attendance at AFSC and
the desirability of an intervening tour of duty. Likewise, the upper
limit for AFSC extends beyond the upper limit for USACGSC by 2 years
and is 2 years less than the upper limit for USAWC. This broad span
of eligibility is considered to be desirable and gives ample opportunity
for providing AFSC training to the young outstanding officer as well as
for the more senior officer who has demonstrated an aptitude for Joint
service. The Board concluded that the zone of eligibility (minimum of
10 and not more than ZI years of active service) for attendance at the
AFSC is sound and in proper relationship to the Army career school-
ing pattern.

4.2
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ANNEX 13

LOGISTIC EDUCATION AND TRAINING

SECTION I

GENERAL

1. Impact of technological progress. - Elsewhere in this report,
the Board has acknowledged the present and projected increase in the
technological complexity of warfare. This growing complexity and the
totality of modern war have drawn Army logistics closer to the Nation's
economic capability and have emphasized the need for rapid and con-
current advancement in the fields of logistics and operations,

2. Need for logistics emphasis. - Continuing emphasis on the
logistic aspects of professional educational development has been reit-
crated by predecessors of this Board. The need for this emphasis,
particularly in the generalist education of Army off1.cers, comes from
the self-evident reality that logistics is less glamorous, therefore less
interest-inspiring, than military operations. This reality wiLl continue
to exist. Therefore, those who control the scope and emphasis of course
curricula should not lose sight of the mission of training and educating
student officers to understand, to appreciate, and to manage the logistic
support essential to the successful operation of land power.

3. Terms of reference. - The Board was directed by its specific
terms of reference to determine the requirement for additionMl logistic
school (or schools) in the Army officer education and tratning system.
The terms of reference are a logical consequencet of the contention that
the present officer education program is deficient in the preparation of
officers for duty with the higher echelons of Army logistics.

4. Research of the problem. - The Board obtained a sampling of
opinion from the Army, worldwideon the requirement for an additional
logistic school (or schools) through the responses to section IV of the
comprehensive questionaire. This problem was emphasized in the Board's
inquiry during visits to schools and colleges in the present system. A
particular effort was made to obtain the opinion on this problem of senior
staff officers during the Board's briefing and interviews at the Department
of the Army and Hq USCONARC levels.
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SECTION II

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

5. a. The Board approached the basic question of the adequacy
of logistic education and training by first determining the areas and levels
of Army logistics in which education and training of officers are necessary.
This informatior was then compared to the instruction on logistics being
conducted throughout the school system.

b. Three levels of identifiable logistical interests were
decided upon. These are:

(1) The logistic support of the Army in the field.

(2) The logistics of procurement, production, and delivery
to the Army.

(3) Army-wide logistics pertaining to the continental United
States. theaters of uperation, and other Department of the Army programs.

SECTION III

LOGISrIc INSTRUCTION REQUIRED

6. Field logistic instructiun. - Logistics directly associated with
the Army in the field, from the determination of requirements to the
actual utilization of persontiel and materiel, is inseparable from oper-
ations. This area Is frequently identified is "consumer logistics." It
encompasses the internal supply, maintenance, and transportation
activities of tactical units Lnd the field support activit:es of the technical
services. All commanders and staff officers must be educated and
trained in field logisti.cs. The prugresitive pattern of officer schooling,
generally graduated on successive levels of command, should include
field logistic support as an inseparable part of the study of combat oper-
ations. At branch schools of the combat arms, officers must be oriented
on the logistical and administrative support operations through the
division level. At branch schools of the technical services, officers
must receive education and training in the field logistics of tactical units
as well as branch support logistics to the highest orgarAtiational unit of
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branch support responsibility. SimilArly, officers of the administrative
services require education and training in administrative support functions
to the highest level of branch support responsibility. Above the branch
level, selected officers must receive education and training In logistics
as a part of command and staff Instruction, At the US Army Command
and General Staff College, the basic institution where the "generalist"
concept of officer education actually begins, logistic instruction should
lose branch identity. Here, for the first time, logistics as it applies to
command and staff of larger composite Army units of all arms and
servicqs must be taught in direct relation to operations of the units.
Likewise, the US Army War College must analyze field logistics as a
part of the command and staff responsibilities applicable to the highest
Army organizations. At both the US Army Command and General Staff
College and the US Army War College, selected officers of the combat
arms, technical services, and administrative services must participate
In a common educational experience dealing with the principles of com-
mand and staff pertaining to all major elements of the Army.

7. Logistics of procurement, production, and delivery to the
Army. - The second identifiable area of logistic instruction pertains
to the activities through which the personnel and materiel required to
meet stated Army requirements are made available to the field logistical
system. This area is frequently termed "producer logistics." Logistics
in this sense Is the responsibility of the technical services within their
respective missions as operating agencies of the Department of the Army.
With respect to materiel, it involves the development of sources of supply,
the development and production engineering, standardization, procurenut,
inspections, and delivery to field support elements. It is in connection
with this task that the technical services engage in the design and research
of materiel and the rendition o' technical professional services in support
of the entire Army. Branch schools of the respective technical services
should provide technical service officer instruct.on in Uiese branch
duties and responsibilities. In addition to branch career courses, spe-
clalist courses should be conducted in the functional areas of "producer
logistics" by the technical service school. Selected officers of aU arms
and services attending the senior Army colleges should be provided an
orientation on the major organization and procedure used by each technical
Pervice to accomplish these logistical responsibilities.

8. Army-wide logistics.

a. In addition to the control and supervision of the two
logistic areas cited in paragraph 6 and 7 above, the Department of the
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Army is the focal point of control and supervision for logistical respon-
sibilitieu above and beyond these two areas. Therefore, Army-wide
logistics at Department level is composed of three elements: logistics
of the Army in the field to theater army level; the technical service
mission logistics of procurement, production, and delivery of materiel
and services- and the Army-wide logistics above theater army, including
logistical aspects of all Army programs. Examples of the latter logistic
area are:

(1) Operation of the Zone of Interior logistical complex.

(2) Logistical support of theaters of operation.

(3) Army industrial mobilization, layaway, and resource

control.

(4) Logistical support of other Army and national programs
(I. e. , logistic support of the Army research and development program,
the military assistance program, etc).

(S) Correlation of logistic planning with Army and national
strategy.

b. Staff responsibility at Department of the Army level for
the supervision of all Army logistic& is vested in the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG). The Office of the DCSLOG has respon-
sibility for the two areas of logistics outlined in paragraphs 6 and 7 above,
as well as the Army-wide implementation of all other logistical interests
of the Army. The Board notes that the offices of the heads of technical
services, as Department of the Army staff agencies under the control
and supervision of the DCSLOG, provide supplemental staff support to
DCSLOG for the implementation of this overall logistic responsibility.
The Board Also noted that the logistic officer program, designed to pro-
vide experienced, qualified officers to fill designated key logistical
positions throughout the Active Army, is controlled by DCSLOG and

* directly related to the system of Army-wide logistics.

c. Army-wide logistics requires knowledge above the level
of the Army in the field and includes Industrial mobilization and the
economics of Army logistics with respect to Army and national strategy.
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This knowledge requirement exists in the education and training of officers
for many command and staff positions within the logistic officer program
and certain key assignments in the offices of the technical service heads.

9. Logistic speciatlization. - In addition to the requirements for
logistic instruction in Army schools outlined above, there to a require-
meent for education in specialised professional fields related to Army
logistics. Such education includes the technical and administrative courses
available at civilian institutions discussed in annex 14 and Joint instruction
conducted at joint colleges. This education is required for selected officers
"in the logistic officer program and selected technical service officers.

SECTION IV

ASSESSMENT, LOGISTIC INSTRUCTION CURRENTLY CONDUCTED

10. Branch service schools. - At the branch level of officer education
and training, field logistic instruction is directly related to branch mission
responsibilities. At the schools of the combat arms, logistics it taught
in the regular courses as a part of branch duties and responsibilities up
to or (in some cases) through division level. This instruction is presented
af Common Subject maierial and as integrated instruction with branch
material subjects. Some specialist courses aimed primarily at user sys-
tems maintenance are also offered. At the schools of the technical services.
logistic instruction is again related to branch mission responsibilities.
At these schools, logistic instruction is offered in the field logistica.L
support mission as well as the activities associated with the procurement,
production, and delivery of materiel and services for which the tech-
nical service is responsible. The respective field support duties and
responsibilities are covered to the highest level of branch responsibility.
Career courses at the technical services branch schools utilize some
Common Subject logtttic instructiorn but concentrate primarily on the
integration of such coverage with branch material subjects. There are
numerous specialist courses offered which are aimed at the technical
subjects within respective branch mission assignments.

.1. US Army Command and General Staff College. - The US Army
Command and General Staff College provides integrated logistic instruc-
tion commensurate with command and staff responsibilities from the
division through the field army level. This It accomplished by ideAti-
flable instruction dealing with logistic staff duties auid responsibilities,
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and logistic instruction on the operations of units from division through
field army. The USACGSC curriculum includes separate instruction on
the organization and operation of the theater army logistical command.
The College faculty organization places instructors responsible for
logistic subjects into functional departments organized to cover the three
types of combat divisions, larger units and administrative support (where
there is a concentration of logistic instructors), staff subjects, and special
warfare. The USACGSC is the first school where branch specialisation and
interests are superseded in order to begin the generalist career education
and training. Thus, this College treats logistics directly associated with
the Army in the field, and to the depth of general rather than specialized
knowledge.

12. US Army War College. - The US Army War College provides
logistic instruction pertaining to the field logistics of army group and
the theater army. Certain lectures are devoted to the relationship of
logistics to strategy. A major block of instruction devoted to "military
readiness" is oriented towardthe relation of probable strategies to national
readiness and includes problems of economic mobilization, materiel
resources, materiel requirements, programing, and budgeting for and
managing materiel resources,

13. Other army schools and courses. - Some specialist schools
and courses provide instruction in field logistics in connection with
supply and maintenance functions. Such instruction is provided in re-
lationship to either echelons of branch maintenance or to command duties
at installation level. Courses in the financial management area deal
with specific aspects of logistics such as inventory control, industrial
management systems, stock fund accountability, and disposal. The
US Army Logistics Management Center provides instruction on supply
management as an element of Army logistics as it applies on an Army-
wide basis. This Center also conducts five specialist courses within
the overall supply management area; specifically, requirements manage-
ment, procurement managemtnt, storage and distribution management,
maintenance management, and property disposal management.

14. The Industrial College of thc Armed Forces. - The Board
recognizes the Importance of The Industrial College of the Armed Forces
in the education and training of officers in joint logistical matters. The
curriculum of this College is directed toward the national level of indus-
trial and resource mobilization. Instruction on Army logistics is not
within its mission. However, military logistic problems at the national
level encompass the broader aspects of Army-wide logistics.
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15. Advanced civil schooling. - Professional education in technical
subjects related to logistics is also a part of the advanced civil schooling
program. There is a direct relation between certain industrial manage-
ment courses in civilian institutions and the requirements for advanced
Army-wide logistic specialization training.

SECTION V

ANALYSIS OF ADEQUACY

16. Branch service schools. - The Board finds that at all the branch
service schools the coverage of logistics with respect to branch mission
responsibilities is adequate. This applies with respect to the logistics
directly associated with uiate in the field and to the backup logistic area
associated only with technical service missions, It is especially impor-
tant that at this level logistic instruction be integrated with branch
mission subjects, The Board found that branch service school com-
marndants were alert to the continuing responsibility for insuring that
the instruction in logistics is adequate to meet branch requirements.

17, US Army Command and General Staff College. - The instruction
in Army logistics as part of the present curriculum at the US Army Com-
mand and General Staff College was found to be appropriately and adequately
balanced with required instruction in 11 other areas. Although certain
units of instruction at the College can be definitely identified as within
the area of logistics, the more significant portion of field logistic instruc-
tion is that portion integrated with operational instruction in the applica-
tion phases of the course. The emphasis is on presentation of well -

rounded instrurtion, which necessarily and properly includes logistic,
personnel, and intelligence aspects developed in a combined arms and
services frame of reference. Instruction in the organization, operation,
and employment of the theater army logistical command as included in
the present USACGSC curriculum is considered by the Board to be
"adequate when considered in light of the experience level of the student
officers and the overall balance of the cour, .. The student body of the
USACOSC includes representatives from the combat arms, the technical
services, and the administrative services. Much desirable cross-
education is accomplished by the associations of selected, highly motu-
vated officers of all arms and services seek'ng to solve common probAems.
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The mission of the College is to prepare officers for duty a& commanders
and general staff officers. There is no effort specifically to train the
students for any specific assignment within the general staff structure.

18. US Army War Zollege. - In its determination of the adequacy
of logistic instruction at the USAWC, the Board adopted the approach
that subjects covered at this College must be kept in balance in order to
present a well-rounded program. It is apparent that increased coverage
of any subject area would be highly desirable. The Board considers that,
within the present scope of the USAWC curriculum, emphasis on logistics
at the army group and theater army levels is acceptable. Although the
USAWC does cover some aspects of strategic logistics, it does not com-
pletely cover Army industrial mobilization, the economics of Army
logistics with relation to Army and national strategy, and other logistical
aspvcts above theater army level.

19. The Industrial College of the Armed Forces. - A limited num-
ber of Army officers do receive more comprehensive instruction in national
logistic prvblems from the jointviewpoint at The Industrial College of the
Armed Forces. This course provides a significant segment of the edu-
cational requirement, but is not, in the Board's opinion, entirely adequate
for the accommodation of the Army-wide logistic educational requirement.

20, Advanced civil schooling courses in technical subjects related
to logistics make a contribution to the Army's aggregate capability in
management and planning of logistics. This method of providing logistic
training could be further exploited. However, it is recognized that civil
schooling is a supplemental means of officer rducation and cannot be
substituted for Army instruction.

21. US Army Logistics Managemient Center. - The Board considers
that the vatrious Army-wide logibtic management courses presented at
the US Army Logistics Manrigement Center are important contributions
to the completeness of the Army-wide logisti, eciucation program. These
courses have been designed to fill ', gap in the preparation of officers
and selected civilians for the command and control of the vast area of
Army-wide logistics. The Board considers that the US Army Logistics
Management Center has the potential of accommodating a portion of the
shortcoming acknowledge in paragraph II above. However, the Board
does not mean to imply that an "Army Logistics College" be developed
at the US Army Logistics Management Center (paragraph 22 below).



22. The Board considered several ways to provide a greater amount
of Army-wide logistic instruction at the senior college level. Primary
consideration was given to the recommendation of the DCSLOG to establish
an additional senior college with a curriculum devoted largely to Army-
wide logistics, and to the possibility of rearranging the US Army War
College curriculum to divide, after a period of common instruction, into
two major elements of operations and logistics. These plans were
considered from the point of view of the requirement for additional
logistic instruction above the theater army level. Related factors of
additional school capacity, physical plant, and staffing problems were
givcn secondary consideration.

SECTION VI

CONG LUSIONS

23. Separate Army Logistk.. College. - The Board concluded that
the establishment of a logistical school, either as a separate college at
one or both levels of the present two Army colleges, or as a distinct
school within one or both colleges is highly undesirable and should not
be authorized. The Army school system strives for a balanced program

adapted to supporting the needs of a homogeneous, integrated Army.
Current and future trends at the national level in the direction of unifica-

tion of the Armed Forces stress the need for insuring that we have an
integrated Army, rather than one composed of arms and services and
teparate groups of officers with diverse objectives. More important,
from a practical viewpoint, is the trend, which has been well established
in Army organiazational and operational concepts, which emphasizes the
operation of integrated, self-sufficient units on a much more independent

basis than has obtained in the past. Further, the nature of future war-
fare as now envisioned indicates that combat and logistic support units
will have many common missiots in the atomic theater of operations.
The Board feels that these trends must be recognized and that the school
systemn should support them. Establishment of a logistics college would
tend to oppose these trends and would emphasize divergent missions and
objectives within the Army. It would change the trend from generalisa-
tion to specialization, wherein the lokisticians would be separated from
the rest of the Army, This could possible foster an undesirable situation
involving development of logistics concepts separate from Army opera-
tionae doctrine.
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iI
Z4. Additional logistic education, - The Board concluded that the

requ•red additional logistic instruction can and should be incorporated
into the existing school system. It is believed this instruction can be

made a part of the career generalist education of officers, with spe-
cialized instruction remaining a matter for specialist courses. The
Board believes that the required additional logistic instruction can be
provided by r.iinot modification of the curricula of the US Army War
College, the US Army Commuand and General Staff College, and the US
Army Loaistics Management Center, to include appropriate segments
of this instruction.
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ANNEX 14

ADVANCED CIVIL SCHOOLING

SECTION I

GENERAL

1. Program. - The Army education system for officers in its
broad concept includes those programs for the education and training of
officers which are accomplished outside of the Army service schools
themselves. One principal program that falls into this category iL the
advanced education and training at civilian institutions, normally de-
"signed to attain a graduate level degree. This annex deals only with
the program for Army officers to pursue advanced education and train-
Ing at civilian institutions, i. e.. advanced civil schooling. A similar
program of civilian education for officers to attain a basic baccalaureate
degr'ee is covered in annex 16.

2. Directive. - By its terms of reference the Board was directed
to determine "the effectiveness of the present program by which officers
receive training at civilian institutions to provide professional skill
levels necessary for specific assignments and not attainable at Army
or other service facilities. The Board noted that this directive limited
the Board to the scope of the advanced civil schooling program under
current policy, specifically to the "training . . to qualify the individual
to meet anticipated Army requirements in accordance with Job descrip-
tions" concept. The Board elected to examine the program beyond this
present requirements concept.

3. Areas of interest. - The Board developed the following prin-
cipal areas of interest or controversy in the advanced civil schooling
program:

a. The broad purposes of the program.

b. Adequacy of the present program in terms of both quality
and quantity to meet the challenge of the future,

c. The Army's existing contract system with civilian imstt-
tutions compared to a proposed "Army School for Advanced (Graduate)
Education."
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d. The validity of the current concept of achieving advanced

educational objectives to fill specific requirements.

e. The adequacy of currently assigned responsibilities for

policy direction and administrative control of the program.

p. Limitations of age or years of service for entry into the
program.

g. Validity of the "utilization tour" concept for the assign-
ment of officers who have attained advanced civilian education objectives.

h. Validity of the "ceilings on skUls" concept for control of
the extent of advanced education pursued.

4. Background. - The present program of advanced civil school-
ing has been in operation since 1946 (although certain technical services
had limited programs Ln effect as early as 192 1). Since 1946, 3,448
officers have completed graduate training, The majority of this graduate
training has been Lu the physical and social sciences, almost equally
balanced between the two. A percentage has been devoted to professional
training (primarily medical), language and area training, and to other
subjects. Approximately 30 percent of the students have been officers
from the Armor, Artillery, and Infantry branches and 70 percent from
the technical and administrative services. A chart of the current civilian
education level of officers in the Activo Army is contained it the appendix.
In January 1958, there were 567 officers enroUed in civUlian colleges and
universities under the Army advanced civil schooling program.

SECTION 1I

PURPOSE OF OFFICER CIVIL SCHOOLING

S. Authority.

a. The present authority for the Army's advanced civil
schooling program stems from US Code, Title 10, Section 4301, which
states:

"(a) The Secretary of the Army may detaU members of
the Army as students at such technical, professional, and other elviliaa
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educational institutions, or as students, observers, or investigators at
such industrial plants, hospitals, and other places as are best suited to
enable them to acquire knowledge or experience in the specialties in
which it is considered necessary that they perfect themselves,

tn n "(f) At no time may more than 8 percent of the authorised
strength in commissioned officers . . . of the Regular Army, or more
than 8 perceot of the actual strength in commissioned officers, , . . of
the total of reserve components of the Army, be detailed as students
under subsection (a). .

"Expenses incident to the detail of members under this
section shall be paid from any funds appropriated for the Department of
the Army."

b. The Board noted that this legal authority was liberal and
permissive of latitude of interpretation.

6. Present statement of purpose. - At the present time, advanced
civil schooling augments the Army service school system to provide
(AR 350-200, 9 Dec 55):

"(I) Adequate training in appropriate fields to produce a
group of officers who are capable of recognising and coping with the
political, economic, scientific, and social problems which are related
to the military duties which they perform.

"(2) A limited number of officers specialized in scientific
fields and capable of working with civilian scientists and directing
research and developm ,•rit in military fields.

"(3) A limited number of officers specialised in the fields of

personnel management and/or administration and industrial manage-
ment.

"(4) Essential technical training which is not provided in
service schools and which is necessary for the proper performance of
assigned duties.
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"(5) Essiential language and &rea training which is not conducted

in service schools and which is necessary for the proper performance of
assigned duties.

"(6) Qualified instructors for United States MUitary Academy
and Army service schools."

7. Concept.

a. The Board noted that there exists in present Army policy
(stemming from the implied intent of Congress) a prohibition against
advanced education for the purpose of raising the educational level of
the individual (last 2 sentences of subparagraph Ba, AR 350-200). In
its assessment of the purpose of t.e prograim the Board, of necessity,
had to confront this prohibition.

b. The Board agreed that the basis of the advancid'civil school-
Ing program is to enhance the officer's individual value to the service.
The test normally applied to such an enhancement io the existence of a
requirement for the skill in which the officer is to be schooled. The
ultimate benefits to the service which derive from the officer's IateUlec-
tual growth by schooling often tend to be ignored under such criteria.
Our mUitary school system seeks intellectual development as one of its
primary objectives. Our advanced civil schooling program should do no
less. The Board, therefore, has directed particular attention to the
prohibition on advanced education to raise the education level of selected
officers.

8. Proposed statement of purpose.

a. Having accepted this concept, the Board agreed that this
stated purpose required revision to accommodate the military and academic
trends noted in section IV of basic report. Within this frame of refer-
ence, the Board found that the current statement of purpose does not
provide adequately for at least two desired educational purposes. These
are:

(1) The completion or supplementing of professional

knowledge available in the Army and joint service school systems.
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(2) The intellectual development of potential leaders

capable of coping with the political, economic, scientific, and social

problems which are not necessarily related directly to the military

*: duties they may be performing.

b. The Board proposes that the following revised statement

of purpose of the advanced civil schooling program be substituted for

that currently found in AR 350-200:

(1) To supplement and complement professional educa-

tion available in the Army service school system.

(2) To provide an expanding nucleus of qualified officers

to:

(a) Command, control, coordinate the Army's pro-

gressive exploitation of advanced knowledge in the physical and social

sciences.

(b) Participate in the scientific research and devel-

opment programs for military application to insure that sound military

factors are considered.

(c) To provide continuous, enlightened liaison

between the civilian scientist and the US Army.

(3) To provide qualified instructors for the United States

Military Academy.

(4) To prepare officer specialists in geographic, ethnic,

and cultural areas of the world where the US Armed Forces foresee a

continuing interest.

(5) To develop advanced management and administrative

skills beyondthose available in the Army service school system.

2) To raise the general level of education of those selected

officers who possess the ability to absorb this knowledge in appropriate

fields with the objective of developing potential leaders capable of recog-

nizing and coping with the political, economic, scientific, and social

problems which may be related to their future duties.
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SECTION III

ADEQUACY OF THE PROGRAM

9. Quality and quantity.

a. In the Board's efforts to determine the adequaicy of the
advanced civil schooling program to accommodate the challenge of the

future, much conflicting opinion was encountered. There appears to
be general agreement on but one poLin that an advanced education pro-
gram is needed, The collective judgment of these individuals or agencies
of the Army having a direct, current interest in the advanced civil
schooling program indicates that the present program is inadequate in
both quality and quantity. This opinion is supported by an assessment
of the rapid changes being made in the technology of warfare. The
Board considers that the revised statement of the purposes of the pro-
gram, designed to 3nccommodate the challenge of the future for advanced
knowledge and skl * within the Army, will permit the enhancement of the
program provided there is an immediate and continuing increase in the
quantity and quality of officers participating.

b. The Boird found that the magnitude of the desired increase
In the program to difficult to measure. At least the following interrelated
factors exercise control of the program:

(1) The number of officers with prerequisite undergraduate
qualification* to pursue advanced civil schooling.

(2) The number of volunteers for the program, (The
Board considered that the Army may reach the point where a segment of
the program may have to be filled on an involuntary basis.)

(3) The civilian colleges and universities desire to admit
Army students to the institutions.

(4) The potential reseryLor of technically trained personnel
for the Army's purposes:

(a) In Department of the Army employed civilians.

(b) By expanded recruitment from students receiving
* subsidized advanced education prior to commissioning.
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C. With respect to the quality of officers in the program the
Board considered that the criteria for selection in the past has Insured,
in general, that the best qualified volunteers were provided the advanced
educational opportunities. Expansion of the program may demand criteria
other than the "best qualified." The Board noted the following suggestions
"pertinent t,) enhancement of the quality criteria:

(1) USMA might alter its curriculum to permit those
cadets who show an aptitude for advanced study to pursue a separate
course better preparing them for postgraduate work.

(2) Contracts might be arranged with civilian Institutions
to provide intermediate education and training preparatory. to entry of

an officer into the advanced civil schooling program.

(3) Use of an Army scholarship program (a subsidized
ROTC program 'imilar to the Navy Holloway Plan currently proposed
by the Ordnance Corps).

SECTION IV

MERITS OF CONTRACT SYSTEM

10. Service institute or civilian colleges.

a. The US Navy and US Air Force accomplish a portion of
their advanced technical education within their respective school systems.
The USN facility is the US Naval Post-Graduate School (NPO5) at
Monterey, California; the USAF facility, the Air Force Institute of
Technology (AFIT), a part of the Air University system, at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The Army does not have a similar
advanced technical institution. The Board examined the feasibility,
desirability, and requirement for the Army to establish now, or in the
next decade, an institution similar to NPOS and AFIT.

"b. The Board determined that the following major factors
have an impact on this question:

(1) By its contract system with civilian colleges and
universities the Army enhances its relationship with the civiian education
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system through the close personal contact of selected Army officers
with civilian teachers, civilian graduate students, and other academic

:*' contact s.

(2) The civilian education system is justly proud of its
.,! position in our society, Strong antipathy could he engendered within

-•,• the academic world If the Army chose to enter the graduate school field
• as long as the civilian education system can meet the Aqrmy's require-

,.* ments.

,l!•!i(3) The present civilian contract system is meetin the

Army's requirements for advanced education with reasonable efficiency
and effectiveness.

(4) The establishment of an Army Institute of Advanced
studies would:

(a) Permit the Army to adapt scientific training
strictly to military needs without regard for "completeness" courses
necessary to qualify for a civilian degree.

(b) Permit use of the "Institute" as a research labou&-
tory strictly for military purposes.

(c) Permit centralisation of direction and evaluation.

(d) Require a heavy Initial expendituze of resources.

(e) Not permit the Army to change the emphasis of
the advanced education program with the same ease as under the present
contract system.

l tc. Based on a comparison of these factors, the Board con-
S~cludes that:

(1) The Army should continue to use the contract system
with the best qualified civilian Institutions to meet its advanced civU
schooling program objectives.

(2) The Army should consider the creation of its own
school for advanced studies only if and when the contract system with
civilian Institutions is unable to accommodate the Army's objective
efficiently, effectively, and economically.
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SECTION V

VALIDITY REQUIREMENTS CONCEPT

11. Shortcomings.

a. The Board found that many critics of the advanced civil
schooling program singled out the .hortcomings of the policy of educating
officers to fill specifically designated requirements. It it acknowledged
to be difficult to isolate valid requirements for any advanced skill or
knowledge. It is i matter of 1ndivLd,'%aI judgment as to whether the
assignment of an officer with a master's degree or higher ts mai~dMory
or whether a highly competent officer without a graduate degree cam
adequately fLU the position. A onetime, worldwide report was rendered
to Department of the Army in late 1957 on the number of scientific.ay
trained officers "required." The tabulation below reflectis te feule
of this report-

Requirement as Requirement as
* of 30 June 1957 Grade of 30 June 1960

1I2 Colonel@ 143
381 Lt Colonel@ 414
430 Majors 511
395 Captains 498
164 Lieutenants 168

1,502 TOTAL 1, 734

No statistics were available on the number of officers "required" with
.11 types of advanced educwtion. The Board also found that, in general,
Tror-iTficers per position is a reasonable planning objective to meet
requirements for officers with advanced civil schooling. Again, an
order of magnitude comparison of scientificaUy trained officers required
against current resources indicates it thire are today less than two
trained officers per position "requirement."

b. The Board found that there is no realistic alternative to
the "requirements" procedure to measure and to control the advanced
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civil schooling program, The Board points out that the Army must n')t
lose sight of its fundamental purpose of mobile ground combat, and that
the service school system is designed to meet the professional training.
educatinn objectives to prepare the Army to execute its fundamental
mission. The advanced civil schooling program is an important supple-
ment and complement to this overall system.

12. Conclusion. - From this analysis, the Board concluded that
i£ the system of providing advanced civilian education to fulfill require-

Monte:

a. Remains valid as a broad principle to limit the scope of
the program.

b. Should be deoigned to accommodate immediate require.

ments and those foreseen as far into the future as practicable./
c. Should be liberally Interpreted to accommodate all pur.

poses stated in subparagraph 8b above.

SECTION VI

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM

13. Present administration and alternative.

a. The Board examined the adequacy of the current policy
direction and administrative control of the advanced civil schooling pro-
"gram. In general, the Board found that policy direction resides in the
Department of the Army staff (DCSOPS), and administrative control is
decentralized to: Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel; Deputy Chief of
Staff for Military Operations; Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence;
Officer Assignment Division, TAGO, for the combat arms; and to each
technical and administrative service and special staff agency particl.
pating in the program. TAGO makes all official contacts with civilian
institutions on matters of spaces for students (except medical which
are handled by The Surgeon General).

b. The Board evaluated the feasibility and desirability of
centralized administration and management of the entire advanced civil
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schooling program, either by one agency at the Department of the Army
or by Hq USCONARC.

14. Conclusion. - The Board concluded that,

a. Policy direction of the program at the Department of the
Army level (DCSOPS) is correctly placed.

Y b. Since the administrattve control of the program is closely

Llled to individual officer personnel assignment, the present decentral-
imation to agencies controlling officer personnel and to certain genersl
and special staff agencies is sound.

SECTION VII

CAREER MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

15. Age, entry into program.

a. The Board next examined the area of optimum &nt' max-
imum age, experience or years of service for entry Into the advanced
civil schooling progr~m. The Board found that ut least the following
major factors should be considered in judging the appropriate time for
an officer to onte? the prograun,

"(1) TAlent indicators (undergraduate aAnd post-commiusion)
of the individual.

(2) Educational experience f£ctors in the adaptabUilty for
advanced education of age, experience, and o.cupstional groups.

(3) Military experience and military schoo~ing criteria
desirable for optlmurn translat.on of higher educiation to mUlitary appli-
cation.

(4) Future utilization.

(5) Personal motivation,

(6) Immediate future requirements for skills.
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(7) Latitude of policy to fit individual cases.

b. Present policy guidance on age for entry into the pro.

gram is (AR 350-200):

Level of Schooling Age Limit

Undergraduate 32
Master's Degree (or equiv) 37
Doctor's Degree (or equLv) 42

16. Conclusion, age.

a. The Board found that the age criterion alone is narrow
and restrictive particularly in light of the desirability of augmenting
the quality and quantity of officers in the advanced civil schooling 'C

program.

b. The Board concludes that a flexible policy without upe-
cific age limitations should be adopted for optimum and maximum entry

into the advanced civil schooling program, utilising, in general, the
factors listed in a above.

17. 'jtilization tours.

a, The Board found that an inseparable part of the advanced
civil schooling program was the concept of "utilization tours" for control
of assignments of officers who have completed objectives of the program.
The Board acknowledged that personnel management policies beyond the

scope of its purview are involved in the utLlizatkon tour concept.

b. The Board recognized the conflict between broad career
development and career specialization, particularly for officers of the

three combat arms, the Corps of Engineers, and the Signal Corps In
the utilization of advanced skills acquired in the prugram. The Board

considers that the policy on controlled assignment should be no more
restrictive than is actually required. However, the Board to keenly
aware of the purposes of the advanced civil schooling program and
recognizes that ability must be utilized in the best Interest of national

security. Repetitive and/or continuous tours to exploit an officer's
special ability &hould be permitted where necessary without preju.
dice to the officer's career.
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c. From this analyzis, the Board suggests that utilization
assignments (to include repetitive and continuous tours of duty) should
be based on the officer's ability, the needs of the service, career
development, and the officer's desire., considered in that or4er of
priority.

18. Limit on level of education.

a. The Board further examined the present policy limit&-
tion on the level of training and education acquired through the adva.4 .. ,
civil schooling program. In brief, these two sentences prescribe the
present limitation: "1... Level of training will be limited to the extent
necessary to qualify the individual to meet anticipated Army require-
ments in accordance with Job descriptions. Training will not be given
for the primary purpose of raising the educational level of the individual,"
(Subparagraph 5a, AR 350-200.) The Board's judgment of this limitation
in the broadest sense is contained in subparagraph 7b above.

b. The Board acknowledges the existence of two significant
factors: The iesire on the part of an increasing number of Regular Army
officers to attain a graduate degree as a measure of educational develop-
ment, and the growing recognition of the enhanced professional identifica-
tion achieved with the attainment of a graduate degree. The Board
recognized that there is no way to measure intellectual development in
terms of specific requirement criteria.

c. The Board considered that the ceiling on skill concept is
a restrictive policy in an era of rapid technological growth. A liberal
interpretation of the conrept to permit advanced education for a potential
future, unspecified developmi-it of the officer as a technician, as a
leader, as an administrator, and as a teacher should be permitted. Spe-

cifically, selected officers in the advanced civilian education program
should be permitted to:

(I) Pursue graduate courses that lead to the full, un-
qualified attainment of a master's degree even when the "required"
skills do not themselves meet the college or univrsity requirements
for a master's degree. Such graduate course, pursued should be within
the practical limits of military application.
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(2) When adjudged to be outstanding candidates, pursue
graduate courses and complete other requirements needed to be awarded
a doctorate within a field of practical military application.

SECTION VII

SPECIAL PROBLEM AREA - LEGAL EDUCATION

19. The Judge Advocate General of the Army made a strong recom.
mendation to the Board that the present prohibition Imposed by the Congress
since 1954 against the use of the civilian schooling programs of the Us
Armed Forces to obtain a professional legal education be removed. The
Board is of the opinion that this proposal has considerable merit. Since
it is not within the purview of the Board, no detailed study was made of
the matter and no recommendation is made thereon,
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* ANNEX 15

SPECIALIST SCHOOLS

I. Essentiality of specialist schools.

"a. The Board recognizes the basic validity of the concept of
specialist education, i. e., that the Army school system should provide
a means of education and training in certain specialized subject areas
which generally are not restricted in application to a particular branch
or service. The Board considered the essentiality of the 12 specialist
schools (appendix to this annex) and endeavored to determine if the in-
struction presently taught at certain specialist schools might more
effecý.ively be covered in other service schools, in troop units, or in
civilian schools,

b. The Board found that quantitative requirements, in terms
of officer specialists required in each field, have not in, all cases been
established and maintained. This lack of quantitative (and in some cases
qualitative) requirements makes it difficult to assess the adequacy and
appropriatness of these schools.

c .A major consideration in this regard is the requirement
that the system be responsive to the needs of the Army for the special-
ized instruction involved, It must provide an adequate %umber of spe-
cialists at the proper time. Another consideration is that certain
schools, such as the US Army Aviation School, the US Army Ordnance
Guided Missile School, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,
and the US Army Strategic Intelligence School, are dependent for effec-
tive operation upon a specific technical or professional environment or
upon costly facilities and equipment.

d. Integration of specialist school instruction in other serv-
ice schools could be accomplished by two actions: by vesting responsi-
bility for a specialist course in the branch school having the greatest
interest in the specialty; or by conducting the instruction at the serv-
ice schools of all branches having a requirement for the particular
specialty.

(1) The first method might have the advantage of reducing
expenditures of personnel and money. On the other hand, it runs the
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risk of the instruction becoming branch-oriented to the e.xtent that it
does not meet the requirements of all branches. In those instances
where the specialty has no branch affiliation, such as the language,
information, management, and intelligence fields, instruction would
become subordinated to the primary mission of the branch to the
extent that it would receive inadequate emphasis. An undesirable
reduction in the effectiveness of instruction would result.

(2) The second method requires that several of the
specialties be taught by several branches. Coverage of this Instruc-
tion by the branch schools would not provide the necessary degree of
highly specialized training and could lead to an absence of uniformity
in the skills developed.

e. It does not appear feasible to transfer responsibility for
any of the specialized school or course instruction to troop units, Gen-

erally, specialist instruction presented in these schools is required by
personnel In staff specialist assignments, and none of the subjects

taught at these schools is applicable solely at the troop unit level, Addi-
tionally, instruction In most of these specialties requires equipment,
facilities, and skills normally not found in troop units.

f. No definite determination was made by the Board of the
cost or effectiveness involved if civilian schools were used for the devel-
opment of officer specialist skills, It appears that the difficulty of pro-
viding equipment and facilities would be a serious obstacle to the con-
duct of certain of these courses by a civilian school. Since certain of
these specialized fields have no counterpart in the civilian education
field, and since the purpose of this training is to teach the specialty
concerned froo' th- standpoint of its application to the Army, it is

, .unlikely that any of them could be taught more effectively in a civilian
school.

g. The Board also considered the essentiality of establishing
additional specialist schools and found no justification for the establish-
ment of additional schools at this time. The Board considers that, as
a general guide, long-term, continuing requirements for specialized

instruction should be fulfilled by separate schools and that short-term
requirements should be met by specialist .Durses at existing schools,
or by contract with a civilian school or agency.
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iT.
2. Command and control,

a. The number of specialist schools and courses established
In related fields arid at widely separated locations indicates that the sys-
tem for coordination and review of requirements for new schools and
courses may be inadequate. The Board noted that instruction in certain
specialized fields is conducted at several schools and courses over which
control is exercised by several separate agencies. This is particularly
evident in the field of management, where career service schools and
colleges, specialist schools, and separate courses are conducting in-
struction in command management, logistics management, financial
management, and personnel management. Each of these separate schools
and courses conduct instruction designed to meet the training require-
ments determined by a particuilar agency or designed to train a partlc-
ular group of officers. Although Headquarters, United States Continental
Army Command, controls the curricula of most of the specialist schools
and of the carver service schools and colleges, there are some special.
ist schools and courses controlled directly by Department of the Army
staff agencies, i. e. , Dp\|ty Chief of Staff for Personnel, Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, and
the heads of certain technical services. Since there is no one agency
responsible for the review of curricula and the coordination of effort of
all specialist schools and courses, therv can be no assurance that spe-
cialist instruction in certain fields is not unnecessarily duplicated.

b. The loard concludes that one central agency should have
responsibility for review and coordination of requirements, curricula,
and operations of the specialist schools and courses. The Board con-
siders that this can best be accomplished by Headquarters, United States
Continental Army Command, tinder the organizational concept outlined
in annex 6.

3. Consolidation.

a. The Board considered the possibility of effecting some
physical consolidation of plants amonR the various schools. It was noted
that many separate studies and plans on this subject have been examined
by the Departictit of the Army over the years, generally with negative
results. The Board recognizes that many factors other than those related
directly to education and training will influence the eventual decision on
consolidation.
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b. Since these factors are beyond the purview of the Board,
no specific conclusions on consolidation of specialist schools are ad.
veaced. The Board does deitre to point out the need for stability of
location for these schools, Constant relocation and the threat thereof
are prejudicial to the effectiveness of the schoolat relocation should be•: &accomplished only as a part of a maj~or restattonnLag effort.
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APPENDIX TO ANN~EX 151

LIST OF SPECIALIST SCHOOLS

US Army Aviation School USCONARCI

*US Army Information School USCONARC
US A rmy Intelligence School ACSI through CG,

USAINTC

US Army Language School USCONARC
US Army Logisticsa Management Center DCSLOG, DAI

F.US Army Manar,,ment School USCONARC
US Army Medical Service Meat and The Surgeon General

Dairy Ilygien.- School
US Army Ordnance Guided Missile School Chief of Ordnance
Quartermiaster Subsistence School, The Quartermnaster

US Army Generaul
US Army Speckal Warfare School USCONARC
US Army Strategic Intelligence School AC5I through CG,

USA INTC
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research The Surgeon General
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ANNEX 16

RESPONSIBILIT Y FOR DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE

"I Introduction. - The terms of reference established for the
"Board do not make specific reference to a consideration of development
of doctrine. However, this function has traditionally been included among
the missions assigned the service schools and colleges and was consid.
ered an important subject for examination.

2. Responsibilities and guidance.

a, The Department of the Army has assigned responsibility
for development of doctrine pertaining to the Army in the field to the Com-
manding General, United States Continental Army Command (AR 10.7).

b, Army doctrinal guidance, as set forth in FM 100. 1, Field
Service Regulitions (Doctrinal Guidance), is developed in three phases:

(1) Phase I consists of the establishment of a broad basic
concept covering the operational area under consideration.

(2) Phase Z is the preparation of training literature con-
cerning the employment of units in the type of operation under consider-
ation and is based upon concepts derived from phase 1,

(3) Phase 3 is the preparation of training literature cov-
ering the detailed methods of using equipment and personnel (technique)
to fulfill the responsibilities assigned as a result of phase 2,

c. The guidance and concepts developed in phase I are pub.
lished as Army Doctrinal Guidance Statements in FM 100-1. These
statements cover new doctrine or changes to existing doctrine; they do
not cover current doctrine contained in other fi,.ld manuals of the 100.
or 101-series. Doctrinal Guidance Statements are used in the devel.
opment of training literature, Although approved training Itterat'are is
used as the basis for training the Army, statements appeii )ng in FM
100.1 may be used as the basis for instruction in schools i, ,ding pub-
lication of such literature,

d, The preface of FM 100-1 assigns to the CG, USCONARO,
the responsibility for developing and forwarding to the Department of
the Army proposed Army Doctrinal Guidance Statements. This docu-
ment further prescribes that the heads of the technical and adminis-
trative services and other Department of the Army special staff agencies,
and the Commanding Generals of US Army Air Defense Command and
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US Army Security Agency will assist CC, USCONARC, in the preparation

of statements of Army-wide doctrine within their respective operational

areas. Additionally, AR 10-6 prescribes responsibilities of Department

of the Army agencies for the support of USCONARC in the development of

doctrine. Generally, this regulation requires the Department of the Army

agencies to develop doctrine within the concept guidance furnished by

USCONARC and to develop proposed organizations as requested by

USCONARC.

Sk3. Doctrinal system, - USCONARC dischargct its doctrinal respon-

sibilities primarily through the school system and the Combat Developments

system. In most cases (including all of the combat arms schools) the corn-

t, bat development agencies are part of the schools and are under command of

the respective school commandants. Organization and functions vary;

however, the general pattern at the service schools and colleges consists
of a combat development agency involved in developing future doctrine
and another effort devoted to revising and developing doctrine applicable

to today's Army. Basically, each school or college under jomrnmand of
USCONARC is charged with development within the concept guidance

furnished by USCONARC of doctrine corresponding to the level of instruc-

tion conducted by that school or college. Thus, the US Army Command
and General Staff College is charged with development of doctrine for the
division, whereas the US Army Infantry School is responsible for battle

group doctrine.

4. Adequacy of current doctrine.

a. In considering the adequacy of the system for the develop-

ment of current doctrine it is apparent, by the nature of their instruc-

tional mission, that the schools are required to be thoroughly familiar

with the organization and operational employment of the units within
their scope. Individual instructors must prepare and present units of
instruction, and must be able to answer questions from the student body
and to engage in detailed discussions covering all aspects of their instruc-

tion. Many of the students will-have served recently in assignments which .1
allow expressions of opinion based on practical experience. This influence

of the student body, the academic atmosphere of the school or college,
and the practical necessity for an intimate knowledge of the material he

is teaching combine to make the instructor the most knowledgeable person
in his particular field.

b, Theqe factors, along with the traditional role played by Y

the school system in the development of organizational and operational
concepts and the preparation of training literature, lead to the conclusions
that this function should continue to be a responsibility of the school sys-
tern, aid that it is now being adequately performed.
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5. Adequacy of iuture doctrine,

a, Of a considerably more controversial nature is the develop.
ment of doctrine dealing with the Army of the future. The very rapid ad-
vances in materiel development, particularly missiles and rruclear weapons,
during the past decade have established an obvious requirement for new or-
ganizational and operational conccpts and for a system which can effectively
and rapidly produce those concepts. Inquiry by the Board has revealed
some cause for concern with respect to the ability of the US Army to devel-
op future doctrine on a timely basis.

b. Criticism on the basis of lack of timeliness in translating
concepts to published doctrine would appear to be at least partially jus.
tilfed. For example, the field manuals covering the infantry division
(ROCM) and the battle group were not published within a year of the start
of the reorganization. The initial reorganization under the ROCW concept
took place in the spring of 1957 and all infantry divisions have now been
reorganized. As an interim mnea sure, training texts were written and
distributed on a crash basis, These training texts, while extremely val-
uable, do not constitute official training literature reflecting Department
of the Army approved doctrine, tactics, techniquiie, and procedures,
This situation arose primarily from a compression of the time schedule
originally established for the transition from the triangular-type division
to the pentagonal organization. It reflects an inabllity rapidly to produce
training literature rather than a failure on the part of the schools or any
particular segment of the! system for develop'tig doctrine,

c. The development of future doctrine is a function of acknowl-
edged importance whirh will acquire even more si'gni'h:ance as concepts
of warfare continue to be affected and influenced by new technological
develcpments. The Combat Declopment. syaterr. is in Army-wide or-
ganization of compnratwvely rý!cent origin within whi,-h the schools play
a very important part by condutcting studie' p|'r~a~nia g to operational
and organizational conicepts and by devising und a•tjsting in teots and
experiments. On the basis of experience with the recent divisional
reorganization, it can be anticipated th:it the schocui will continue to
bear the major share of the workioad in translatLnR propc-sed concepts
into approved doctrine as long as they particlpate ,n the Combat Devel-
oprnerits system. Separation of the schools from the system would
require that some other agency assume their funz-'ioni. This could be
accomplished by existing staff agencies at various hcrtdquarters or by
establishment of a new system or command. It woull obviously be
inadvisable to assign combat developments proje.:ts to staff agencies
already concerned with short-range planning and daily nperations since
this would reestablish the situation which the Combat Developments sys-
tem was designed to corret:t. Actually, there are no agencies within
the Army organization as well equipped as the ,choolq to perform the
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combat developmentb missions assigned them, Establishment of a doc-
trinal command or simtlar i•i•-cy might possibly prove advanta.ge-ous at
some time in the future and should be kept under consideration. How-
ever, the Combat Developments system as now constituted is a growing,
dynamic organization with a demonstrated potential for effective accom-
plishment of the future doctrine mission; there is no apparent basis for
discarding it. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that the development
of future doctrine is a highly important area and one in which the Army
must be constantly vigilant to devise new and improved methods.

6. Logistic doctrine. - During the course of its inquiry, the
Boar 1 found that the development of tactical and organizational doctrine
was more advanced than the development of logistic doctrine. It is
apparent that optimum results in modernizing the Army and preparing
it for its role in the future can be achieved only by concurrent and corn-
patible progress in all segments and functions of the Army. The Board
considers that appropriate action has been taken to correct this situation
by recent actions Involving final action on a theater army organiz.tion
otudy and by the establishment of at Combit Development Agency of the
Logistics Research and Doctrine Division at the US Army Logistics
Management Center. -t

7. Personnel resources. - The Board observed that the most
decisive limitation imposed upon the doctrinal mission is lack of per-
sonnrel resources devoted to this function. This applies to both current
and future doctrine. Although, as discuosed above, the individual in-
structor can make significant contributions to the development of doc-
trine, there must be an office or agency with primary responsibility
in this field, Further, the combat development agency must be separate
and distinct from the current doctrine effort; both must be adequately
staffed and properly guided in order to insure accomplishment of the
doctrinal rnission.

.,4
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ANNEX 17

CONSTRUCTIVE CREDIT

1. Background. - Following World War i1 the War Department
T• insitituted a system of convitructive credit equivalent@ which recognized

the military experience and demonstrated ability of officers (section 1I,
Circular No 62. 6 March 1947), This circular pointed out that many
well qualified and experienced officers might be denied, because of
wartime restrictions on formal military education, the opportunity of
attending schools by reason of age or length of service. Provision was
made for boards of officers to examine records and to establish a con-
structive credit equivalent to completion of all schools in the Army
school system, to include the US Army Command and General Staff
College, and fnr the three joint schools: Armed Forces Staff College,
The Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and the National War Col-
loge, (At that time the US Army War College was not in operation.)
This device made it possible to utilize fully the experience and ability
of many officers and to send them to higher level schools without re-
quiring them to complete lower level schools.

2. Eddy Board Report. - In discussing the subject of ctrnstr-,ctive
credit, the Eddy Board observed:

a. "in initiating the postwar program for Army officers, it
is appreciated that there had to be a starting point or a base upon which
to build the program. The system of equivalent credits providcd that
foundation although it might be conceded that the policies governing its
application were possibly too liberal. The system served its purpose
in providing a basis for plannlnF and in determining tCe immediate el-
igibility for student assignments. Becauee of the comparAtively re-
stricted fields of activity for the wartime assignments of muist officers,
no one really believed the awarding of constructive credit for a par-
ticular course was in fact the equivalent of actual attendmnce.

b. "It is a matter of practical exrerience at the US Army
Command and General Staff College that many officers attending this
school who have been givens constructive credit for their advanced
branch school find themselves in academic difficulties."

3. Department of the Army action on Eddy Board Report. - The
Department of the Army, in its action on the Eddy Report, in effect,
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agreed with the concept that constructive credit is not a valid substitute
for attendance at the school. Actually, at that time, the issue was not
the feasibility of granting constructive credit, but was a consideration
of whether constructive credit already granted for a particular course
or school should be a bar to attendance at that course or school. The
Department of the Army action stated:

"Constructive credit will be no bar to attendance at any Army
school and officers having constructive credit will be considered for
attendance at the highest level school for which each received construc-
tive credit in the same manner as other qualified and eligible officers" .

4. Constructive credit program 1947-50. - There is little ques-
tion that the constructive credit program in effect from March 1947 to
May 1950 served an extremely useful purpose in rcadjusting career
patterns and contributing to the adjustment of a school program which
had been dislocated as a result of World War II, As far as the individual
officer was concerned it recognised that he could, through experience
and demonstrated ability, acquire the knowledge and qualifications which
could reasonably be expected of a graduate of a partirular school.
From a practical standpoint this qualified him to attend the next higher
level school without requiring him to complete a course which he did
not really need. In addition, it permitted otherwise qualified officers
to attend a school even though they could not meet the prerequisite of
completion of the next lower school. This was, in effect, a onetime
action; at the end of the 3-year period all records had been screened
and appropriate constructive credit awarded. Since that time neither
the school system nor officer career patterns have been disrupted to
a degree comparable to that caused by World War II. Although the
Department of the Army apparently has not considered it necessary to
maintain a constructive credit system on a continuing basis, it has
recognized the fact that, from time to time, special cases arise which
require an exception to established policies, Accordingly, the require-
ment for completion of certain lower level schools as a prerequisite
for attendance at higher schools can be waived in specific cases.

S. Support for constructive credit system. - The Board was di-
rected in its terms o1 reference to consider the feasibility of granting
constructive credit at various levels of schooling. Though very little
support for * system of constructive credit was found during the de-
liberations of the Board, certain reasons were advanced in favor of
this system and should be considered.
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a. These reasons are:

(1) Space limitations preclude attendance at USACOSO
" ~and senior colleges by many highly qualified and deserving officcre.,

(2) School attendance Is not the only means of obtaining

skills and knowledge, experience should compensate for lack of school-
ing.

(3) Constructive credit would result in accelerated prog-
ress through the school system.

(4) Constructive credit would be useful in accomsoodating
changes in the career pattern of an officer and marked changes in OZl
or other selection factors after the age or years of service criteria
limit for a particular course had been exceeded.

(S) It is uneconomical to @end an officer to a school if
he has actually performed the duties for which the school it designed to
prepare him.

(6) Frequently an officer attends a course merely to
qualify for a subsequent school or duty assignment, not to fll a void
in his training.

b. In addition to the support advanced for a system of con-
structive credit, there was considerable opinion advocating that a
formal system be established to accommodate exceptional cases. This
in reality constitute* an authorization to grant waivers of particular
prerequisites in unusual cases as opposed to a constructive credit

system. For example, an officer who exceeds the years of service
criterion for attendance at a specific school through no fault of his
own could logically be granted a waivcr if he fulfills all other require-
ments. A waiver system may well have particular application In the
case of officers newly integrated into the Regular Army in the more
senior grades who have not attended schools commensurate with their
years of service.

6. Practical experience and schooling. -

a. The Board acknowledges that the school system is not
the only place where knowledge and skills can be acquired. Much can
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be gained by practical experience; in many cases performance of a duty

is the best method of learning that particular duty. The degree to
which practical on-the-job training can be substituted for formal school-
inr will vary considerably among the arms and services and even among
the different levels of each branch service school. The most effective
training for an infantry platoon leader is actual command of an infantry
platoon &Ad minimum school training should be provided him prior to
Joining his tinit. On the other hand, a substantial effort should be ex-
pended to school train the infantry officer in duties of the commander
or staff officer at battle group level. Similarly, officers of some of
the technical and administrative services will require a rather intensive
school preparation before assuming their initial duties. At a higher
echelon, an officer can certainly learn to become a Division G3 or a
Division Chief of Staff by actually performing the duties of the assign-
ment, without benefit of prior attendance At the US Army Command and
General Staff College.

b. Although actual experience in an assignment is obviously

a very effective medium for training an officer to perform the duties
of the particular assignment, it is equally apparent that it would be
extremely unusual for an officer to serve in assignments that would
afford him the broad and varied experience that would be accorded him
by attendance at a school The schools and colleges do not merely train
an officer to perform the duties of a commander or staff officer at
various specific echelons. In addition to the training they impart, the
schools broaden the viewpoint of the student, provide him an opportu-
nity to study and reflect, expose him to the influence of the faculty and
guest lecturers, allow him to share the experiences and views of many
of his contemporaries, acquaint him with new developments, and gen-
erally elevate his educational level, and increases his capacity for
further education These benefits, which are inherent in attendance
at the schools and colleges, particularly at the higher levels in the
school system, cannot be duplicated by duty assignments available to
most officers.

7. Conclusic..s -

a. It appears, therefore, that a constructive credit system
would tend to defeat the purpose of progressive military education. It
would not qualify an officer for higher duties, nor would it prepare him
for the next school in the system. Additionally, it would almost cer-
tainly lessen the stature of the school system and contribute to the de-
terioration of a program which has fully demonstrated its effectiveness
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and essentiality to the Army. The Board concludes therefrom that a
system of constructive credit should not be instituted.

b. It is apparent that specific cases will arise which dictate

an exception to established prerequisites for selection to attend a course.
Waiver of an educational prerequisite may well be indicated when an
officer has demonstrated outstanding performance of duty and capacity
for further schooling. Exceptions to other criteria such as years of
service and age may also be desirable in cases involving many different
reasons. A formalized system designed to encompass the wide spectrum

of situations and reasons for granting exceptionq to policy would be ex-
tremely complicatedl equitable application of such a system on a contin-
uous or periodic basis would be an administrative burden of very con-
siderable magnitude. As discussed and concluded in other sections of
this report, all career officers should attend the appropriate schools of
their branch. Waiver of educational prerequisites should logically then
be limited to waver of the requirement of USACOSC credit for attendance

at the Armed Forces Statf College and the senior colleges, The De-
partment of the Army currently grants such waivers in appropriate
cases. The Board indorses this practice and considers that it adequately
provides the flexibility desired in the selection of #*udents fur school
attendance.
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ANNEX 18

OTHER PROGRAMS FOR OFFICER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

SECTION I

GENERAL

1. Scope of programs. - The Army's system for resident and
nonresident military schooling and advanced civil schooling for officers,
which has been discussed in preceding annexes. is supplemented by
several other programs for officer education and training. Those ape-
cifically noted by the Board are;

a. The general educational development program to raise
the general educational level of those career officers who do not have a
basic college level education. This program encompasses the "final
semester plan. "1

b. The foreign language proficiency program designed to
assist all career officers to attain a reasonable ability with a second
language,

c. The broad program for individual officer study to assist
each Army officer to maintain, at least, general military proficiency
commensurate with his grade and responsibility,

SECTION It

UNDERGRADUATrE EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

2. Assessment.

a. The Board noted that the Eddy Board established as an
objective the attainment of a baccalaureate degree by 90 percent of all
Regular Army officers. It was also noted that there has been little
progress toward the attainment of this objective. As indicat,:d in figure
2 in the appendix to annex 14, 75.83 percent of all Regular Army officers
now have a baccalaureate degree, whereas approximately 73 percent had
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this degree when the Eddy Board report was submitted. This limited
improvement can probably be attributed to the continued integration into
the Regular Army, from OCS and through augmentation programs, of
officers who do not possess the baccalaureate degree. The Board con-
elders that it is more important that candidates for a Regular Army
commission possess basic qualities of leadership, integrity, intelli.
gence, and potential growth than that they possess a baccalaureate
degree. Consequently, the Board indorses the existing policy that the
lack of a baccalaureate degree will not, of itself, constitute a bar to a
Regular Army commission.

b. On the other hand, the earning of a baccalaureate degree
to a distinct educational advantage; the individual should exert strong
efforts to obtain this degree early in his career. The goal should be to
ccnstantly and progressively raise the level of academic attainment as
measured by the baccalaureate degree,

c. The Board found that the educational development of some
officers desirous of attaining a college degree was being retarded by the
academic requirement that a minimum of I year be spent in college real.
dence by all degree candidates. The present limitation prescribed in
AP 62 1.5 ("final semester plan") on the period of temporary duty that an
officer may be authorized to fulfill the residence requirqment is 6 months.
This period, in combination with other academic requirements, to ac.
cepted by a limited number of colleges, It appeared to the Board that
the general educational development program would be materially aided
if the 6-month period of temporary duty for fulfilling the residence re-
quirement were extended to I academic year or a maximum of 12 cal-
end&r months (whichever is indicated as necessary).

3. Conclusion.

a. Within the above concept, the Board considers that fur.
ther progress toward formal education at the college level by those Reg-
ular Army officers who do not have a baccalaureate degree requires at
least:

(i) Continued, sympathetic, and intelligent command
emphasis throughout the Army to encourage the officer to pursue his
studie s.
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(2) That otherwise qualified candidates for a baccalau-
reate degree be authorized a maximum of 12 calendar months of tem-
porary duty, at no additional expense to the Army, at an accredited
American college or university for the purpose of fulfilling resident
requirements for a baccalaureate degree.

b. Aisistance toward attalument of a college degree should
be provided all qualified officers early during their career; senior
officers, generally, should not be diverted from responsible official
duties to obtain an undergraduate degree.

SECTION III

LANGUAGE TRAINING PROGRAM

4. Language training.

a. The existing policy in this area is to provide officers with
essent' I lAnguage training to meet anticipated needs of the Army and to
afford opportunity for language training for those officers who volunteer.
The desired goal is to provide language training for all Army officers
who have the aptitude and who volunteer for such training. In its con.
sideratlon of this problem, the Board recognized the general inade-
quacy of linguistic skills within the Army and believes that a compre.
hensive program is required to overcome this deficiency.

b. The US Army Language School, together with language
training available through installation Army education centers and by
contract with civilian institutions, provides adequate opportunity for
officers to obtain training. However, the current American tendency
to deemphasize language training, the many demands upon an officer's
time, and the fact that an officer in a volunteer program often foresees
little opportunity for use of acquired l.anguage skill, are reflected in the
limited use made of these opportunities. It appears, Xherefore, that
the principal problems in this area relate to the motivation of officers
toward the attainment of language proficiency, and the subsequent use
of acquired skills.

C. The Board believes that the existing voluntary program
for language training offers an excellent opportunity for highly motivated
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officers to acquire a linguistic skill, but doubts that this program will
raise language skills Army-wide to a satisfactory level. The nonvol-
unteer officer, even though he lacks natural motivation toward language
training, will be adequately motivated if the training is for the specific
purpose of preparing him for an assignment which will use the skill.
Consequently, the Board believes that the most promising action to
improve the aggregate language proficiency of Army officers is the des-
ignation of increasing numbers of existing positions on military assist-
arice advisory groups, missions, Allied staffs, and similar agencies,
as requiring language training prior to assignment. Such action would
gradually and substantially improve the Army's capability in the Lin-
quistic field and would also serve to make an increasing numnber of offi-
cers aware of the importance and value of language training. Emphasis
on this action should not discourage full participation in the voluntary
program.

SECTION IV

INDIVIDUAL STUDY PROGRAM

5. Maintenance of military proficiency. - In its initial considera.
tIon of the balance between the school system and all other programs for
military education, the Board noted the tendency to place reliance upon
resident instruction to the neglect of other n.eans which, if properly used,
could contribute significantly to officer development and to the mainte-
nance of general military proficiency.

a. The commnii appeal for more information on the latest
approved techniques and procedures is a challen,;e to the schools, par-
ticularly at the branch level, After gtaduation from any cox "se, an
officer must try to klep abreast of chan,es and advances In the subject
material of the course, This involves a complex followup program. In
general, the Board finds a great deal is being done to effect this fol.
lowup. The present refresher courses at the various schools a'd col-
leges are excellent methods to accomplish indoctrination on the latest
information available, Publications such as the Military Review assist
in alerting officers to new ideas and trends, The existing program of
troop information (AR 355-5), including such publications as Officer's
Call and The Army Information Digest, is an excellent program for
general military orientation,
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b. The Board considers that self-improvement is an Lndi-
vidual officer's responsibility, and that the career officer, under proper
circumstances, has the natural desire to study and to improve his pro.
fesskonal knowledge. However, the Army service schools and colleges,
as well as commanders at all echelons, have a responsibility to assist
the officer by providing appropriate study material and command en-
couragement.

c. An intelligently conceived and simply administered pro.
gram for officer individual study would benefit the officer and the servW
Ice. It would be a particularly appropriate medium for keeping officers
current in new developments, for orientation and indoctrination in con-
cepts and philosophies, and for coverage of subjects of general interest
which do not require resident instruction. The establishment of such a
prog ram presents problems in the training, Informational, budgetary,
and administrative fields, the resolution of which must be accomplished
by Departmemt of the Army agencies. Hence. the Board considers that
the Department of the Army should examine the desirability and feast.
bility of establishing an officers individual study program In conformance
with the concept outlined in annex 19.
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ANNEX 19

SUBJECTS RECOMMENDD FO E FURTHER STUDY BY
DEPARTMENT -Of ARMY

SECTION I

1. During the course of its deliberations, the Board became cogni-
zant of additional problem areas associated with the Army school system but
which logically did not fall within the purview of the Botitd. These problem
areas, described in thu following paragraphs, ar.ý recommended for further
study by the Department of the Army. Problem areas which fall within the
purview of the Board are dticu-4sed in appropriate annexes and in section V
of the report.

SECTION 11

RITQ3 CURRIC ULUM

2. One of the major fectors affecting the individual training of junior
officers is the extent and nature of their precommission training. In the case
of ROTC graduates, there is corisiderable variation in branch qualification..
This results from the fact that approxkmately 20 percent of the ROTC units
provide branch material training while the remaining 80 percent present train-
ing of a general military science nature. The general military science pro-
gram provides a degree of flexi.ility for the assignment of ROTC graduates in
accordance with the need.s of the arms and services. On the other hand, the
general military SC.-Irnu graduate is not prepared properly for duty in any
specific branch, nor does he j),sses the motivation that is generally asso-
ciated with established branch ROTC units.

3. It appears highly probable that the quality of the ROTC graduate,
both with respect to level of training and motivation, can be improved by re-
quiring that all ROTC units employ branch material curricuia. If the RQ'rc
student were given a course designed to prepare him for effective duty with
his own branch or service, the branch basitc: course or the proposed branch
orientation course could be shortened or eliminated and the availability of
newly commissioned officer,' for troop duty would be increased,

4. The Board found widespread suplwrt for the return to branch ma-
terial curricula in the ROTC, program, The Board considers this to be a mat-
ter of growing importance and recofmnmcnds that the Department of tCe Army
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evaluate the 1rsetit •R-)'T program with a vi.w towakrd rtin'tN itit , hran'hmaterial curricula for all schools participating in the prugra•,. Thi. h

evaluation should include the following:

a,. Examinnation of the criteria for acceptanc e of the individual
student for the ROTC program to assure high standard-*.

1). A comparison of the content of both branch material and gen-
eral military science curricula to determine the additional instruction re-
quired to prepare an ROTC cadet for initial aLsaignment to troop duty.

C. A survey, hlsed upon active duty records, to determine the
re'lative (Pualaty Of R~rndluates produce~d, re.spe~ctively, 1.,y both curricula.

d. A (irterminal~tion of the dCReert of m~otivation, v.,•prit, atnd in-
tere.t created by thit gen,,ral milit ary s cie nc e curriculum ais compared to

that created by a branch materian curr i•ulutrL.

SECTION III

% The schools and c-olleges of the Army school systern conduct res-
ident initruction in a highly effl•cient manner, However, it is evident that
periodic attendatnce at a service school is alone not suffic •ent to enable the
officer to develop his4 full poitential and to keep abreast of developments in
a rapidly changing Army, The Board believi-s that generally the career of-
ficer ret.ognizei his personal resi)onsthility for continued study and indi-
vidual developmrient and has a naturatl h'stre to imrprove his professional
knowledg.. - How.v,.r, the great Zriis s ofi material available, such ais extonr-
%ion courses, refresher courses, reading lists, periodicals published by
variou1 st hool S and k o0lIe. v , .111d public at ion s by a geni4 '•'s of the De'partmnent
of the Army, tend to confu•,e and misdirect individual effort. In many cases,
these media for the di ssetinat ion of needed informiation appear to be un-
roordinated, and their availability varivs greatly according to the duty sta.-
tion of the offcv.r. There are other areas, such as foreign language proji-
clency and aicademic proRram.s sponsored by USAFI and civilian educational
institutions, in whi h it i% d, rable that officers part| €pate fur self-. n-
provernent but whit h plat e heavy demnands uomn the time available to an of-
ficer fci snuch studiv,.

6. The Board.i c•,intler.s it highly drsirahle that a formalixcd, coordl-
nated progr am of off;( r s ind ividual study be developed and promulgated by
the Deprtm, nit of the Army. The obhje( tive of this progrtam should be to fur.
ther the .ducattion and trialnag of Army offic ers by supplementing resident
instrt;ction of st hl ,,l dc llegte of the Army s hool system and to providt
for additionat ,,lf - pr ,mit. hi program should;
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A. 5e based on the concept that an officer bears a personal re-
sponstbility for c'ontinued educational development.

b. Relieve the school system of the responsibility for resident
instruction in general subjects and other material which can be handled ap.
propriately by nonresident methods.

e. Provide a means for keeping the officer corps current in broad
subjects of general interest (e. g., roles of the Army, chanting organiza-
tional concepts, programs and policies of Army-wide interest).

d. Provide a means for keeping officers current in changing tac-
tics and techniques of their respective branches.

e. Provide for the coordination of all individual study activities,
and media for the dissemination of information.

7. The proposed program of individual study should impose a mini.
mum administrative load on the individual officer and the Army. Compliance
with the requirements of the program should be based on an honor system.
As a guide, a program of not more than 50 hours of study annually, based on
individual study and work, supplemented by troop schools and group study,
appears appropriate,

SECTION IV
.1

CONSOLIDATION OF LANGUAUE TRAIN N

8, Considering the language training problrm from a broader aspect
than that of the Army alone, there inay be undeiriable duplication in the
present language training systems establi.'hed by the Army, Navy, Air Force,
and State Department. Under the present situation, each service and the
State Department conducts its own language training program, each employ-
ing a variety of schools. instructors, and tert%, Measured in terms of num-
bers of students, this duplication may be insignific ant; hut measured in terms,
of t.ssipation of high-quality instructor talent, this duplication is one which
the Government should avoid. The overall load in any given language for all
of the Governmental agencies involved is never great; but when this load is
fragmented among a minimum of four separate training systems, the in-
structional and administrative overhead appears to be excessive. (It should
be noted that there is some cross-training of students in institutions of the

dif'erent services, but this is essentially on an ,S1 I= and informal basis.)
A solution to this present dissipation of effort would be the allocation of re-
sponsibility for the conduct of training in specific langunge, for all Govern-
ment agencies to a designatrd service, this breakdown of responsibilities
will be based upon an analysis of existing resource:. and requirements for all
Governmental agencies involved.
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